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ABSTRACT

Variation in venom components is inherent to multiple taxonomical levels of the 

Serpentes and can impact significantly upon the symptomatology of envenoming and 

the efficacy of antivenoms. Snake venom composition is thought to be subject to 

strong natural selection as a result of adaptations to specific diets, although no direct 

link at the molecular level has elucidated the evolutionary adaptations responsible 

for driving the optimisation of venom components to specific prey items. Venom 

gland cDNA libraries were constructed for three species of the genus Echis (E. 

pyramidum leakeyi, E. coloratus and E. carinatus sochureki) to complement the 

existing E. ocellatus transcriptome. Generated expressed sequence tags were 

clustered with a modified CLOBB algorithm, which was demonstrated to confer 

increases in the integrity of cluster formation and membership over the standard 

CLOBB2 algorithm. Comparative analyses of multiple Echis venom gland 

transcriptomes revealed the presence of snake venom metalloproteinases (SVMP), 

C-type lectins, phopholipases A2, serine proteases (SP), L-amino oxidases and 

growth factors throughout the genus. Putative novel venom proteins exhibiting 

similarity to lysosomal acid lipase/cholesteryl ester hydrolase and the 

metallopeptidases dipeptidyl peptidase III and neprilysin were also identified in the 

venom glands of individual species. Phylogenetic and gene tree parsimony analyses 

provide the first evidence of the genomic basis of snake venom adaptations as a 

response to alterations in diet, with SVMP and SP toxin families exhibiting diet- 

associated gene events that correlate strongly with a dietary shift to vertebrate 

feeding in E. coloratus. The diversification and retention of these coagulopathic and 

haemorrhagic toxins in E. coloratus correlates with significant differences in venom 

function in the form of in vivo haemorrhage, providing genetic and functional 

evidence of coevolution between diet and venom components. Selective 

evolutionary pressures were also determined to be capable of confounding the 

derivation of species relationships from toxin data, suggesting venom components 

should not be used as primary species identifiers. Finally, the E. ocellatus 

antivenom EchiTabG® was demonstrated to effectively neutralise the venom of 

African members of the genus Echis in spite of considerable intra-generic variation 

in venom components. These results strongly advocate the geographical expansion 

of EchiTabG® to treat Echis envenomations throughout the African continent.
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PREFACE

Chapter 1 describes introductory information on the nature of venoms, their 

evolution and the genus Echis, whilst Chapter 2 details the methods utilised to 

generate DNA sequence information from venom glands. The experimental chapters 

(Chapters 3-7) are presented in the form of publication papers and therefore contain 

detailed methodological sections outlining the specific methods utilised for each 

chapter of experimental work. All experimental work has been undertaken by myself 

except where otherwise specified at the end of an experimental chapter. Chapter 8 

discusses and summarises the conclusions drawn from the experimental chapters.

Chapter 3 outlines a comparative study between differing bioinformatic algorithms 

that cluster expressed sequence tags (ESTs). The results strongly support the use of 

a modified CLOBB algorithm as the optimal method for clustering snake venom 

gland derived ESTs.

Chapter 4 presents comparative results of four sequenced Echis venom gland cDNA 

libraries in the form of transcriptomic profiles. Substantial intra-generic variation in 

the representation of toxin components was observed and three novel putative venom 

components are described. This chapter has been published in the journal BMC 

Genomics -  the published manuscript is presented in Appendix VI.

Chapter 5 investigates the selective influence of diet on the evolution of venom 

components in the genus Echis. Gene tree parsimony analyses provide evidence of 

multiple toxin families exhibiting diet-associated gene events that correlate with a 

reversion to vertebrate-feeding. This chapter has been submitted for publication to 

the journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, USA and is pending 

reviewer and editorial decisions.

Chapter 6 assesses the value of venom-derived toxin family gene trees as species tree 

predictors. Gene tree parsimony of multiple toxin trees largely failed to infer species 

trees congruent with each other or robustly supported phylogenies. This chapter has 

been invited for resubmission for publication in the journal Molecular Biology and 

Evolution pending further reviewer and editorial decisions.
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Chapter 7 describes immunological comparisons of Echis venoms with homologous 

and non-homologous antivenoms, alongside assessments of their neutralisation with 

the existing antivenom EchiTabG®. Successful non-homologous venom 

neutralisation of African Echis species highlights the potential for the geographical 

expansion of EchiTabG®. This chapter has been submitted for publication to the 

journal PLoS Neglected Tropical Diseases and is pending reviewer and editorial 

decisions.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The origin of venom

Venom has evolved a number of times throughout the animal kingdom, including in 

the Gastropoda, Cephalopoda, Hymenoptera, Arachnida, Mammalia and Reptilia 

(Olivera et al. 1990; de Oliveira et al. 2006; Escoubas et al. 2006; Fry et al. 2006, 

2009; Whittington et al. 2009). Reptilian venoms are a complex mixture of 

components which have a diverse array of actions on both natural prey items and 

humans (Chippaux et al. 1991). The components themselves are a mixture of 

proteins, peptides, carbohydrates, lipids, metal ions and organic compounds, with 

proteins and peptides accounting for the vast majority (Aird, 2002). These proteins 

and peptides show a high level of biological activity (Aird, 2002); their primary 

function is to kill or immobilize prey and/or to assist in the digestion of prey items 

(Karlsson, 1979; Hayes, 1991; Chippaux et al. 1991), rather than for use as a 

defensive mechanism (Li et al. 2005).

The origin of venom in reptiles appears to have arisen at a single point at the base of 

the iguanians approximately 200 million years ago (Fry et al. 2006). Snakes, 

iguanians and anguiomorph lizards share a number of basal toxin families 

(enzymatic and non-enzymatic toxins) that have been recruited into the venom gland 

prior to the separation of these lineages and form a clade termed the Toxicofera (Fry 

et al. 2006, 2008) (Figure 1.1). The presence of venom secreting glands corresponds 

to the presence of toxin families throughout these lineages. The iguanians 

demonstrate an ancestral form of venom secreting glands with presence of both 

maxillary (upper) and mandibular (lower) glands, whilst the more derived venom 

systems found within the anguimorphs and snakes are characterised by the loss of 

either maxillary or mandibular glands (Fry et al. 2006). Despite the atrophy of a 

venom secreting gland within these lineages, the venom delivery system has 

increased in efficiency; the anguimorphs produce venom from a gland in the lower 

jaw where ducts lead onto grooved teeth along the length of the mandible, whilst the
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snakes produce venom in specialized glands in the upper jaw and use a mixture of 

delivery mechanisms including highly specialized fangs (Fry et al. 2006,2008; Vonk 

et al. 2008). Furthermore, the complexity of a venom gland appears to be directly 

linked to the quantity of additional toxin recruitment events, providing a correlation 

between gland complexity and venom toxicity (Fry et al. 2006).

Despite evidence supporting the presence of venom secretion as a basal 

characteristic in the Serpentes (Fry et al. 2006, 2008), it is thought that only 

approximately 450 species are medically relevant to humans (Jackson, 2003). These 

medically relevant species are all members of the advanced snakes (superfamily 

Caenophidia) and include three monophyletic clades of independently evolved front- 

fanged snakes (Atractaspididae, Elapidae and Viperidae) (Vidal et al. 2007; Fry et 

al. 2008; Vonk et al. 2008). The evolution of a front-fanged delivery system is 

strongly associated with the recruitment of new venom toxin types or substantial 

diversification in existing toxin types which are presumably responsible for the 

increases in venom toxicity towards humans (Fry et al. 2008). Although the 

majority of medically important species contain hollow, high pressure, front-fanged 

delivery systems, a small number of non-front fanged snakes are also considered to 

be dangerous to humans (Harris and Goonetilleke, 2004; Fry et al. 2008).

2
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3FTx
Acetylcholinesterase
ADAM
CNP-BPP
Cytokine (FAM 3B)
Factor V
Factor X
Kunitz
L-amino Oxidase 
Lectin

Toxin types sequenced Irom both 
mandibular and maxillary glands

Toxin types currently sequenced only 
from Iguania and Serpenles maxillary 
glands

Toxin types currently sequenced only 
Irom Anguimorpha mandibular glands

Toxin types currently sequenced only 
Irom Serpentes maxillary glands

PLAj (Type IB) 
PLAj (Type IIA)

Figure 1.1. Relative glandular development and timing of toxin recruitment events 

mapped over the squamate reptile phylogeny (from Fry et al. 2006). Mucus- 

secreting glands are coloured blue; the ancestral form of the protein-secreting gland 

(serial, lobular and non-compound) red; the complex, derived form of the upper 

snake-venom gland (compound, encapsulated and with a lumen) fuchsia, and the 

complex, derived form of the anguimorph mandibular venom gland (compound, 

encapsulated and with a lumen) orange. Toxin family key: 3FTx, three-finger toxins; 

ADAM, a disintegrin and metalloproteinase; CNP-BPP, C-type natriuretic peptide- 

bradykinin-potentiating peptide; CVF, cobra venom factor; NGF, nerve growth 

factor; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.

3
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1.2 Recruitment and evolution of venom components

The majority of toxin families found in the venom of the advanced snakes are closely 

related to secretory proteins, implying their recruitment from body tissues (Fry, 

2005). There appears to be no specific location that toxin-encoding genes are 

recruited from, with evidence of recruitment from tissues as diverse as the brain, 

liver and the salivary glands (Fry, 2005). However, the proteins that are recruited 

typically originate from multigene families and are extensively cysteine cross-linked 

(Fry, 2005). Cross-linking promotes a stable molecular core which facilitates the 

functional diversification of these protein-encoding genes by allowing mutations to 

non-structural residues whilst maintaining a stable conformation (Fry, 2005). The 

large degree of diversity found within snake venom components is a result of a gene 

duplicating method of evolution demonstrated by multiple recruited body proteins 

which have subsequently evolved toxic functions and thus comprise the major 

constituents of venom (Moura-da-Silva et al. 1995; KordiS and Guben§ek, 2000; 

Zupunski et al. 2003). This so called ‘birth and death’ model of evolution occurs by 

frequent duplication of toxin-encoding genes, commonly followed by rapid 

functional and structural diversification (Nei et al. 1997; KordiS and GubenSek, 

2000; Zupunski et al. 2003) alongside enhanced rates of sequence evolution (Kini 

and Chan, 1999). Once the duplication of a gene has occurred the selection 

pressures attached to the gene are released allowing the duplicate copy to evolve 

without functional constraints. Over time, some genes become deleted from the 

genome via processes such as unequal crossing-over, whilst other genes become 

redundant and degenerate into pseudogenes (Li et al. 2005). However, some genes 

diversify into new functional proteins and it is common within venom to find a range 

of toxins with different actions that are encoded by multigene families (Fry et al. 

2003a; Fox and Serrano, 2005; Lynch, 2007). The existence in venom of 

functionally diverse isoforms of the same protein family reflects accelerated 

Darwinian evolution (e.g. Moura da Silva et al. 1996; Ohno et al. 2003). 

Furthermore, the high rate of non-synonymous to synonymous substitutions 

described from a number of toxin multigene families, indicates that natural selection 

is acting to diversify coding sequences at an accelerated rate (e.g. Nakashima et al. 

1995; KordiS and Guben§ek, 2000; Lynch, 2007). Consequently, toxin functions 

within venom are thought to be progressive leading to neofunctionalizations within
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specific toxin families (Lynch, 2007), as demonstrated by the phospholipase A2 type 

II myotoxins, where a novel non-hydrolytic mechanism to induce membrane damage 

has arisen following an amino acid substitution of aspartate to lysine at residue 49 

(Diaz et al. 1991; Rufini etal. 1992; van den Bergh etal. 1998).

1.3 Toxic components of snake venom

The numerous highly biologically active protein and peptide components of snake 

venoms (Aird, 2002) have traditionally been classified into two groups; enzymes 

which are limited by the time of the enzymatic reaction to cause a toxicological 

effect, and toxins which typically exhibit a dose-dependent mechanism of action 

(Chippaux, 2006). More recently it has become typical for toxinologists to describe 

all of the pathological components present in venom as toxins. A number of toxins 

present in snake venoms are basal to the Toxicofera (Figure 1.1), whilst a substantial 

number have been recruited into the venom gland at the base of the advanced snake 

radiation (Fry et al. 2006, 2008) (Figure 1.2). Following the divergence of lineages 

within the Caenophidia, further recruitments of toxin families have occurred within 

each of the medically important lineages, with the recruitment of novel toxins 

occurring at least once in each of the lineages which have independently evolved a 

front-fanged venom delivery system (Vidal et al. 2007; Fry et al. 2008) (Figure 1.2). 

A large number of toxin types have been characterised from snake venoms, 

including three finger toxins, dendrotoxins, lectins, phospholipases, 

metalloproteinases and serine proteases (e.g. Harvey and Karlsson, 1980; Ogilve and 

Gartner, 1984; Machado et al. 1993, Serrano et al. 1993, Gutiérrez et al. 1995, 

Harvey, 2001; Fry et al. 2003b; Braga et al. 2006). For the majority of toxin types, 

the basal bioactivities of the toxins have been determined (Table 1.1), thus implying 

a potential role in envenoming. It is typical that the venom from any one species 

will contain multiple toxin isoforms that represent multiple toxin families (e.g. 

Junqueira-de-Azevedo and Ho, 2002; Juárez et al. 2004; Bazaa et al. 2005; Wagstaff 

and Harrison, 2006; Calvete et al. 2007; Wagstaff et al. 2009); this multitude of 

venom components exhibiting differing bioactivities presents a complex picture 

when attempting to determine symptomatology in both humans and prey. Venom 

components function primarily to immobilise and kill prey through a complex
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network of disparate molecular targets but synergistic pathways (Chippaux, 1991). 

For example, within a number of viper venoms the presence of multiple

metalloproteinases, serine proteases and C-type lectins work in combination to 

consume blood clotting factors, increase the permeability of the vascular vessels and 

inhibit platelet aggregation leading to a compromised vascular system; characterized 

by presenting haemorrhage and coagulopathy (Morita, 2005; Kini, 2006; Yamazaki 

and Morita, 2007). Moreover, within specific toxin families, there can be substantial 

diversification as a result of gene duplications, with a number of different gene 

products being expressed in the venom for each toxin family, with each gene product 

likely acting upon different molecular targets and causing a myriad of effects (Fry et 

al. 2003a; Harrison et al. 2003; Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Wagstaff et al. 2009).

I w Toxin recruitment event

X = Independent development ot 
rudimentary compressor musculature

X «  Independent development of 
high-pressure, front fanged venom system

X * Independent secondary reduction 
of venom system following dietary shift

*  Independent elongation of the 
venom gland to -  quarter body length

PLA, (Type IB)
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Figure 1.2. Cladogram of the evolutionary relationships of advanced snakes 

showing the relative timing of toxin recruitment events and derivations of the venom 

system (from Fry et al. 2008). MR1 images are shown for representatives. Toxin key: 

Acn, Acetylcholine esterase; LAO, L-amino oxidase; C3B, FAMC3B cytokine; 

CNP-BPP, C-type natriuretic peptide-bradykinin-potentiating peptide; GrTx, 

glycine-rich toxin; Hya, hyaluronidase; RAP, renin-like aspartic protease; VEGF, 

vascular endothelial growth factor.
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Toxin type Basal toxic activities

Cysteine-rich secretory 

proteins (CRISP)

Paralysis of peripheral smooth muscle and 

induction of hypothermia

Disintegrin/metalloproteinase

(ADAM)

Tissue necrosis, fibrinolytic and haemorrhagic 

activity, inhibition of platelet aggregation

Factor V Combines with toxic form of factor X to covert 

prothrombin to thrombin

Factor X Conversion of prothrombin to thrombin in the 

presence of factor V, calcium and phospholipids

Kallikrein Increase of vascular permeability and production 

of hypotension in addition to stimulation of 

inflammation

L-amino oxidase (LAO) Apoptosis

C-type lectins (CTL) Platelet aggregation mediated by galactose binding

Nerve growth factor (NGF) Unknown

Phospholipase A2 (PLA2) Release arachidonic acid from the plasma 

membrane phospholipids

Prokinecticin 2 Constriction of intestinal smooth muscles and 

induction of hyperalgesia

Serine protease (SP) Fibrin(ogen)olytic activities, release of bradykinin, 

inducing hypotension, activation of factor V and 

plasminogen

Three finger toxins (3FTx) a-neurotoxicity, antagonistically binding to the 

nicotinic acetycholine receptor

Vascular endothelial growth 

factor (VEGF)

Increase in the permeability of the vascular bed 

and binding of heparin, results in hypotension and 

shock

Table 1.1. Variation in the basal bioactivities of major toxin types. Those 

commonly found in Viperidae venoms are highlighted in bold. Adapted from Fry 

(2005).
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More recently, complementary DNA (cDNA) methods have been implemented to 

assess the whole venom gland composition of a species, rather than to focus on the 

isolation of specific toxins (Junqueira-de-Azevedo and Ho, 2002). This 

transcriptomic technique has proven to be particularly powerful as it generates an 

overview of the diversity and expression levels of toxin family secretion in the 

venom gland, whilst also allowing the discovery of novel toxin families (e.g., 

Junqueira-de-Azevedo and Ho, 2002, Fry et al. 2006, 2008). This method has been 

implemented on venom glands from a number of lineages within the Toxicofera, but 

the most comprehensive sequenced venom gland cDNA libraries to date come from 

the Viperidae (Junqueira-de-Azevedo and Ho, 2002; Francischetti et al. 2004; 

Kashima et al. 2004; Cidade et al. 2006; Junqueira-de-Azevedo et al. 2006; 

Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Zhang et al. 2006; Pahari et al. 2007; Casewell et al. 

2009; Neiva et al. 2009). Although there are considerable differences between the 

relative expression levels of the toxin families found within different Viperidae 

venom gland transcriptomes, the presence of the toxin families themselves is 

typically consistent, with representation from: snake venom metalloproteinases 

(SVMP), phospholipases A2 (PLA2), serine proteases (SP), disintegrins (DIS), C- 

type lectins (CTL), L-amino oxidases (LAO), cysteine rich secretory proteins 

(CRISP) and growth factors (GF) (Junqueira-de-Azevedo and Ho, 2002; 

Francischetti et al. 2004; Kashima et al. 2004; Cidade et al. 2006; Junqueira-de- 

Azevedo et al. 2006; Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Zhang et al. 2006; Pahari et al. 

2007; Casewell et al. 2009; Neiva et al. 2009). Consequently, as a result of the vast 

sequence data generated from these studies, novel putative Viperidae toxins have 

been described, including a multi-Kunitz protease inhibitor from Bitis arietans and 

renin-like aspartic proteases from Echis ocellatus (Francischetti et al. 2004; 

Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006). In addition to venom gland transcriptomes, a number 

of proteomic surveys have been undertaken to analyse the toxin composition of 

crude venom (e.g. Juárez et al. 2004; Bazaa et al. 2005; Sanz et al. 2006; Calvete et 

al. 2007; Angulo et al. 2008). These studies have confirmed the presence of the 

majority of toxin families identified from venom gland transcriptomes, whilst good 

accordance of toxin composition has been determined between the techniques 

(Wagstaff et al. 2009). However, the wealth of DNA sequence data produced by a 

transcriptomic approach is particularly advantageous for evolutionary assessments of 

variation in toxin components.
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1.4 Venom variation

Transcriptomic and proteomic overviews reveal the presence of numerous toxin 

components in the venom and venom gland of a particular species (e.g. Wagstaff and 

Harrison, 2006; Wagstaff et al. 2009), highlighting the complexity of snake venom 

composition. Despite the common origin of many venom components at the base of 

the Toxicofera, the divergence of the Caenophidia has resulted in the separate 

evolution of a number of venom components (Fry et al. 2006, 2008) (Figure 1.2) and 

the consequential observation of venom variation between species (reviewed in 

Chippaux, 1991). Notably, variation in venom has been observed at all taxonomic 

levels: inter-family, inter-genus, inter-species and intra-species (Chippaux, 1991). 

Early studies by Lamb (1902, 1904) revealed variation in snake venom by testing the 

cross-reactivity of venoms from a number of species against antivenom raised 

against Naja naja venom (Elapidae); cross reactivity was only found in one species. 

Subsequently, the examination of electrophoretic patterns of crotalids (Viperidae) 

and elapids showed substantial variation between the two families. Of 119 distinct 

bands from all species only 22 were shown to be found in two or more species and 

only three of these were present in both the elapids and crotalids (Bertke et al. 1966). 

This not only implied substantial variation in venom composition between these two 

families but also within each family, with only a small proportion of bands found in 

any two different species. However, some studies have shown that venom cross 

reactivity between sub-families can occur. For example, commercial polyvalent 

antivenom was found to be effective at neutralising the effects of two Viperinae and 

four Crotalidae venoms (both family Viperidae), whereas monovalent antivenom 

was ineffective (Komalik and Taborskd, 1989). Studies of the genus Bothrops 

found that venom was either: markedly coagulant with little fibrinolytic activity, 

exhibited both activities at a high level, had low coagulant with a high fibrinolytic 

activity or was weak in both (Rosenfeld et al. 1959). This highlights the degree of 

inter-specific venom variation within this particular genus and indicated that no 

specific functional activity is occurring within the genus Bothrops. Other studies on 

crotalids have also highlighted the lack of a genus-specific activity; it was found that 

the variation in venom activity was no greater between three genera than it was 

between the species representing them (Githens, 1935; Minton, 1956). 

Subsequently, inter-species variation has been observed in the Asian pit vipers
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(genus Trimeresurus) (Tan et al. 1989); the bite of T. malabaricus was shown to 

cause extensive local tissue damage compared to other Trimeresurus species, which 

exhibit less or no local tissue necrosis (Tan et al. 1989; Gowda et al. 2006a). 

Differences were also found between the lethality of these species; T. malabaricus 

was found to have non-lethal venom in the majority of cases compared with other 

species of the same genus (Gowda et al. 2006a). Notably, venom variation also 

occurs at the intra-specific level. Variability was found in the electrophoretic 

profiles from the venom of eight midget faded rattlesnakes (Crotalus viridis 

concolor) (Glenn and Straight, 1977) and functional intra-specific venom variation 

has also been noted in studies on the yellow and white venom variants produced by 

Vípera ammodytes, Daboia russelii and Crotalus helleri. Although a number of 

venom activities observed from V. ammodytes were comparable, the yellow venoms 

were determined to contain a greater quantity of L-amino acid oxidase (Komalik and 

Master, 1964; Master and Komalik, 1965). A similar result was found in the venom 

of D. russelii, with the necrotising action of the yellow venom stronger than the 

white (Komalik and Master, 1964). In the case of C. helleri, the white venom 

showed greater fibrinolytic and proteolytic activity whilst the yellow venom was 

more toxic and haemorrhagic (Galán et al. 2004). Individual venom variability has 

also been found between parents and siblings (Táborská and Komalik, 1985; 

Komalik and Táborská, 1988), with one study demonstrating as much variability in 

the venom of related snakes as those that were unrelated (Komalik and Táborská, 

1988).

Geographical variation may play an integral part in the processes involved in venom 

variation (Chippaux et al. 1991). Early studies on the action of Crotalus terrificus 

terrificus (now Crotalus durissus terrificus) venom identified geographical variation 

as a potential factor in the intra-specific variation found in the venom (Barrio and 

Brazil, 1951). Two distinct responses of the venom were found: one characterised 

by seizures and paralysis from Argentina, Paraguay and Bolivia, whilst those 

characterised by muscle flaccidity were found in areas of Brazil (Barrio and Brazil, 

1951). Distinct geographical delineations were also found in Costa Rica, where 

biochemical variation in the venom of Bothrops nummifera (now Atropoides 

mexicanus) was associated with either Pacific or Atlantic zone origins due to
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reproductive isolation of populations (Jimenez-Porras, 1964). A similar situation 

was found in the venom composition of Bothrops asper which also exhibited 

Atlantic and Pacific zone variants (Aragon-Ortiz and GubenSek, 1981). 

Geographical variation was also observed in the venom of Echis species (Schaeffer, 

1987); however, because of the nature of this species complex (morphologically 

indistinguishable different species), variation at the inter-species and subspecies 

level cannot be discounted as the true reason for the differences in venom 

composition (Chippaux et al. 1991). True geographical variation was observed in 

close populations of the Mojave rattlesnake (Crotalus scutulatus scutulatus) 

following the discovery of a venom type found in the north-eastern part of their 

range which exhibited consistently higher LD50 values (Glenn and Straight, 1978). 

The situation was further elucidated by the description of two divergent populations 

with no significant external morphological differences, but that differed in the 

presence or absence of a phospholipase A2 toxin known as Mojave toxin (Glenn et 

al. 1983; Rael et al. 1984). Although evidence suggests that the two venom 

populations were historically isolated, no barrier to interbreeding between the 

populations was found, highlighted by the fact that an intergrade population was 

subsequently described (Glenn and Straight, 1989). Geographical venom variation 

can also be found in isolated populations of morphologically indistinguishable 

snakes; as in the case of the black tiger snake (Notechis ater niger -  now Notechis 

scutatus) on island populations off the south coast of Australia (Williams and White, 

1987) and the Habu pit viper (Trimeresurus jlavoviridus -  now Protobothrops 

flavoviridis) on island populations from the Okinawa Islands (Sadahiro and Omori- 

Satoh, 1980).

A number of studies have suggested that significant differences in venom 

compositional activity could have implications for the classification of a species (e.g. 

Jimenez-Porras, 1967; Bemadsky et al. 1986; Tan et al. 1989). However, the high 

level of intra-specific venom variation found in these studies and in other cases 

(Boche et al. 1981; Daltry et al. 1996b) question the validity of such theories without 

supporting morphological and taxonomical data. Nevertheless, Detrait and Saint 

Girons (1979) found results that supported the classification of Elapidae and 

Viperidae when comparing antigens of venoms from both families; thus showing
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that a good correlation can be found between immunological venom data alongside 

morphological observations (Detrait and Saint Girons, 1979; Saint Girons and 

Detrait, 1980). More recently, proteomic venom profiles have been advocated for 

use as taxonomic markers in the genera Bitis and Atropoides (Calvete et al. 2007; 

Angulo et al. 2008); similarity coefficients of Bitis venom proteins were interpreted 

to be informative for the reconstruction of the evolutionary history of congeneric 

taxa, whilst disparate venom profiles were obtained from A. nummifer and A. picadoi 

despite minimal morphological variation. Furthermore, venom protein sequences 

from two toxin families (phospholipases A2 and short neurotoxins) were 

demonstrated to be successful in reconciling a species tree derived from members of 

the Elapidae (Slowinski et al. 1997), again suggesting that venom proteins may 

provide taxonomically informative data. However, the lack of node support values 

for the generated species trees produced by this study prevents any assessment of the 

uncertainty inherent to the derived species relationships (Page and Cotton, 2000; 

Sanderson and McMahon, 2007). More rigorous assessments of the validity of 

venom components use as taxonomic markers are required, particularly considering 

evidence that other factors, such as diet and geography, may also strongly influence 

venom composition (e.g., Jimenez-Porras, 1964; Daltry et al. 1996a). Consequently, 

if venom components suffer selective evolutionary pressures independent to neutral 

phylogenetic processes, the evolutionary history of these components may not 

correspond to the true species relationship.

1.5 Evolutionary basis of venom variation

The evolution of multicomponent, multifunctional venom containing a diverse array 

of enzymes and proteins is thought to provide an advantage to the snake in prey 

acquisition and digestion (Mebs, 1999). However, a number of theories exist as to 

whether specific selection pressures are independently driving the accelerated 

evolution and subsequent diversification of venom components, thereby causing 

observed cases of venom variation. One theory suggests the ongoing evolution of 

venom can be driven by predator-prey interactions (Poran et al. 1987; Biardi et al. 

2000). Poran et al. (1987) demonstrated resistance to Northern Pacific rattlesnake 

(Crotalus oreganus) venom in natural prey species. Resistance to venom was found
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amongst populations of California ground squirrels (Spermophilus beecheyi) in 

varying localities; the level of resistance depended directly upon the density of 

C. oreganus in each locality. Further work on the same species determined that 

blood sera from ground squirrels in rattlesnake abundant areas inhibited C. oreganus 

venom more effectively than venom from two allopatric rattlesnake species, with 

particular neutralisation of venom metalloprotease and haemolytic activity, thus 

indicating evolutionary specialisation (Biardi et al. 2000, 2006). The fact that the 

inhibition of venom proteases has been found in a preferred prey item was said to 

provide a model for an evolutionary arms race, whereby prey resistance induces 

corresponding changes in venom toxins in order to maintain their effectiveness 

(Biardi et al. 2000, 2006). It is hypothesised that this coevolutionary process may 

drive structural rearrangements in venom toxins and resistance proteins in a pattern 

that will vary across populations and species (Biardi et al. 2000). Prey resistance 

was also demonstrated in eels when subjected to the venom of two different sea 

snakes, Aipysurus laevis and Laticauda colubrina (Heatwole and Poran, 1995). Two 

species of eels tested were syntopic and therefore probable prey to the sea snakes; 

these were found to be highly resistant to the venom. The eels that were sympatric 

but unlikely to be preyed upon and an allopatric species were highly susceptible to 

the venom (Heatwole and Poran, 1995). This is another case of specific venom 

resistance, indicating an origin via coevolution. Resistance to the venom was found 

to be greater in the specialized eel feeder, L. colubrina, than in the more generalist 

feeder, A. laevis. It was therefore hypothesized that L. colubrina exerts a greater 

selection pressure for resistance by feeding continuously on specific species of eels, 

or that A. laevis may have a broader spectrum of venom toxins which have been 

generated to be effective against a larger range of prey (Heatwole and Poran, 1995). 

In this case it appears that the basis for selection of resistance has arisen as a defense 

against specific predators rather than as a general hardiness based on phylogenetic 

position (Zimmerman et al. 1992; Heatwole and Powell, 1998). However, Mebs 

(1999) questioned the influence of a predator-prey co-evolutionary relationship by 

suggesting that it is not evident, particularly in the viperids, that more powerful 

venom is evolving to counteract prey resistance. However, evidence from Southern 

Pacific rattlesnakes (Crotalus helleri) demonstrated that venoms from the same 

locality were capable of inducing significant differences in functional activities and 

were neutralized to different extents by the sera of prey items (Galán et al. 2004). It
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has been suggested that snakes feeding on a wide diversity of prey items will require 

a multiplicity of toxin types in order to counteract the variety of prey defense 

systems and physiological targets (Fry et al. 2003b). Evidence from venomous 

marine gastropods supports this theory; venom duct transcriptomes revealed that a 

specialist diet correlated with a reduction in the number of venom components 

compared to the diversity found in species with broad dietary width (Remigio and 

Duda, 2008).

A number of authors have proposed an ‘overkill’ hypothesis of venom evolution 

suggesting, due to the high levels of apparent toxicity of many snake venoms and the 

correspondingly large doses injected, that the type of prey item is irrelevant because 

the loss of a particular venom component may easily be compensated by other lethal 

factors (Sasa, 1999a, 1999b; Mebs, 2001). Therefore variation in venom 

composition is unlikely to be subject to natural selection for lethality to prey, but 

rather results from neutral evolutionary processes (Sasa, 1999a, 1999b; Mebs, 2001). 

However, the overkill hypothesis overlooks the influence of venom resistance in 

natural prey items, whereby substantial increases in venom may be required to 

subdue a syntopic prey item (Heatwole and Poran, 1995; Biardi et al. 2000, 2006). 

Furthermore, venom production has been demonstrated to be metabolically costly, 

and evidence from some snakes suggest an ability for a species to ‘meter’ the amount 

of venom injected into a prey item based upon prey size (Hayes et al. 1995; McCue, 

2006). Furthermore, studies on the genus Echis (Viperidae) suggest that despite 

some species demonstrating a higher lethality towards natural prey items, the speed 

with which prey was incapacitated was not associated with venom lethality, implying 

that venom toxicity may be adaptive in terms of metabolic saving, by reducing 

venom expenditure (Barlow et al. 2009). Combined, this data contradicts the 

assumption that snakes inject venom in amounts far greater than the lethal dose 

required, but rather that a trade-off exists between the metabolic cost of venom 

synthesis and foraging efficiency alongside complex predator-prey interactions.

A number of authors hypothesise that snake venom composition is subject to strong 

natural selection and that venom diversity results from adaptation to specific diets
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(Daltry et al. 1996a, Wiister et al. 1999, KordiS and GubenSek, 2000). Multivariate 

analysis of isoelectrically focused Calloselasma rhodostoma venoms revealed a 

close association between venom composition and the diet of populations. 

Geographical distance and phylogenetic relationships between populations were 

rejected as correlates due to insignificant results (Daltry et al. 1996a). It was 

suggested that natural selection has allowed different C. rhodostoma populations to 

produce venoms appropriate for subduing and digesting the local diet. Therefore, the 

susceptibility and availability of prey items are likely to play an important role in the 

evolution of venom components; venom composition may directly reflect the prey 

animals and hence the feeding habits of the snake. (Daltry et al. 1996a). Mebs 

(1999) questions the findings of Daltry et al. (1996a), stating that electrophoretic 

patterns cannot provide clues for biological activities, such as lethality for a certain 

type of prey, or high or low enzymatic activity. However, a number of other studies, 

using varied techniques, have produced correlations between venom variation and 

diet. Creer et al. (2003) used matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of- 

flight mass spectrometry (MALDI TOF-MS) isoelectric focusing to analyse the 

variation in phospholipase toxins from geographically diverse populations of 

Trimeresurus stejnegeri and demonstrated a correlation between venom variation 

and selection for regional diets. Proteomic analysis of four Sistrurus catenatus 

subspecies found a correlation between the complexity of venom components and 

the proportion of mammals found in the snakes diet (Sanz et al. 2006). Li et al. 

(2005) found further support for diet as a driving factor in the evolution of venom 

components by analysing molecular toxin data from the marbled sea snake 

(Aipysurus eydouxii). A dinucleotide deletion in the only three finger toxin 

expressed in A. eydouxii venom was found to result in a truncated, inactive form of 

the toxin (Li et al. 2005) corresponding to a reduction in A. eydouxii venom toxicity 

compared to other members of the genus (Tu, 1974). The inactivity of this three 

finger toxin appears to be a secondary result of the adaptation of A. eydouxii to the 

new dietary habit of feeding exclusively on fish eggs, rendering venom unnecessary 

for prey capture (Li et al. 2005).

The functional significance of adaptations to specific prey have been tested by 

measuring the effects of venom on natural prey items for a number of different snake
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species, including coral snakes (Micrurus sp.) and Eurasian vipers ( Vipera sp.) 

(Jorge-da-Silva and Aird, 2001; Starkov et al. 2007). In both cases venom was 

demonstrated to be most toxic to natural prey species rather than non-prey species. 

Although these results suggest adaptation, these correlations do not rule out the 

possibility of phylogenetic constraint, whereby similarity in venom characteristics 

and diet may be the result of common ancestry rather than selection (Barlow et al. 

2009). Subsequently, similar studies have been undertaken in a more robust manner 

by interpreting the results within a phylogenetic framework (Barlow et al. 2009; 

Gibbs and Mackessy, 2009). Barlow et al. (2009) demonstrated that venom toxicity 

and diet have co-evolved within the genus Echis in respect to arthropod prey items, 

whilst venom toxicity to mice in the genus Sistrurus correlated to the proportion of 

mammals found in the snakes diet and appears to be a major axis for evolution 

within this genus (Gibbs and Mackessy, 2009). This combination of results 

reinforces the apparent strong relationship between the evolution of venom 

composition and feeding adaptations in snakes. However, as yet no direct link at the 

molecular level has elucidated the evolutionary adaptations driving venom 

composition optimisation to specific prey items.

1.6 The symptomatology of envenoming

Envenoming by venomous snakes is estimated to cause as many as 94,000-125,000 

deaths per year worldwide (Chippaux, 1998; Kasturiratne et al. 2008). Aside from 

mortality, bites by venomous snakes can cause substantial long term morbidity, 

particularly in cases where significant necrosis occurs (Chippaux, 2006). Current 

estimates suggest that up to 5.5-6 million people are subject to snake bites each year, 

with between 0.4-2.6 million people exhibiting clinical problems of varying severity 

as a result of envenomation (Chippaux, 1998; Kasturiratne et al. 2008). Due to the 

large variation in venom composition, a variety of symptoms can arise after 

envenomation, such as bleeding, shock or necrosis (Mebs, 1999). A number of 

clinically significant effects leading to potential morbidity and mortality include: 

flaccid paralysis, systemic myolysis, coagulopathy and haemorrhage, renal damage 

and failure, cardiotoxicity and local tissue injury (White, 2005). These symptoms 

are caused by the action of venom toxins which have varying molecular targets and
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enzymatic activities (Lee, 1979; Mebs, 1999). In particular, it is common for snakes 

to possess either a markedly neurotoxic (e.g. Harvey et al 1994; Ramasamy et al. 

2005) or proteolytic/haemorrhagic (e.g. Bjamason and Fox, 1994, 1995; Gowda et 

al. 2006b) venom. Typically a viperid bite will cause predominately local effects, 

such as swelling, and in severe cases, necrosis, at the site of the bite (e.g. Annobil, 

1993; Tan and Ponnudurai, 1996). The systemic effects of Viperidae bites are far 

more complex as venom components, such as SVMPs and SPs are often 

haemorrhagic, and can be procoagulant, anticoagulant and/or fibrinolytic in form 

(Siigur and Siigur, 1992; Morita, 2005). In serious cases severe haemorrhaging, 

consumption coagulopathy and renal failure can occur, leading to death (Than-Than 

et al. 1988; Soe et al. 1993). In contrast, members of the family Elapidae tend to 

provoke systemic responses that are typically neurotoxic and non-haemorrhagic 

(Shelke et al. 2002). The neurotoxins found in snake venoms are widely assumed to 

be a mix of presynaptic and/or postsynaptic toxins (Shelke et al. 2002). Presynaptic 

neurotoxins act by bind to the presynaptic membrane, causing the inhibition of 

neurotransmitter release (Montecucco and Rossetto, 2000), whilst postsynaptic 

neurotoxins bind to acetylcholine receptors and inhibit impulse formation 

(Charpentier et al. 1990; Gawade, 2004). Typical indications of neurotoxic 

envenomation include: ptosis, ophthalmoplegia, dysphoria, ataxia and general 

weakness, leading to paralysis and respiratory failure in severe cases (Goonetilleke 

and Harris, 2002). However, there are several documented cases where local tissue 

damage and severe coagulopathy has been caused by Elapidae bites (Warrell et al. 

1976, White, 2005) and where neurotoxicity has been exhibited following Viperidae 

bites (Kularatne and Ratnatunga, 1999; Shelke et al. 2002). Furthermore, the 

identification of typically Viperidae toxins such as SVMPs in Elapids and neurotoxic 

proteins from viperid venom glands indicates the complexity of defining 

symptomatology based upon snake lineages and the subsequent effect that these 

assumptions can have in cases of severe envenomation (Jan et al. 2002; Junqueira- 

de-Azevedo et al. 2006; Fry et al. 2008).

The observation that venom variation is an extremely complex yet common 

occurrence within the advanced snakes and can be influenced by a number of factors 

relating to the life history of a species (Chippaux, 1991), highlights the importance
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of characterising venom variation in respect to pathology. Factors such as 

phylogenetic position, geographical location, prey selection and predator-prey 

interactions can combine to radically alter the venom composition of closely related 

species or populations of snakes. It is therefore unsurprising that such alterations in 

venom composition impact upon the varied clinical manifestations observed 

following envenoming and subsequent antivenom therapy. For example, venom 

from the Russell’s viper (Daboia russelii) exhibits procoagulant activities in the 

west, south and north of India, whilst in the east, the venom was found to be 

procoaglant at low concentrations and anticoagulant at high concentrations (Prasad et 

al. 1999). Additionally, the venom of the spectacled cobra (Naja naja) was observed 

as neurotoxic and procoagulant in the east of India, whilst myotoxic and 

procoagulant in western regions (Shashidharamurthy et al. 2002). Characterizing the 

venom variability of closely related species and populations has major implications 

for the treatment of snake bite; knowledge of venom variation allows for increases in 

efficacy, and in some cases, such as those above, medical personnel may have to 

choose appropriate antivenom depending on the geographical locality of the bite 

(Chippaux, 1991). The production of effective antivenom is therefore fundamentally 

dependent upon the knowledge of the variability of venoms within and between 

specific localities of medically important snakes (Barrio and Brazil, 1951; Warrell, 

1985; Warrell et al. 1989; Theakston et al. 1989; Galán et al. 2004). It is clear that 

variation in venom may have an impact on both primary venom research and the 

management of snakebite, including the selection of antivenoms and most 

importantly, the selection of specimens for antivenom production (Chippaux, 1991).

1.7 The genus Echis

The genus Echis (Schneider, 1801) contains a group of small Viperidae snakes, from 

the sub-family Viperinae, known as the saw scaled vipers (Spawls et al. 2004). Saw 

scaled vipers inhabit a wide geographical range, stretching from India and Sri Lanka 

in the east, across the Arabian peninsula to Mauritania and Senegal in west Africa 

(Cherlin, 1990; Whitaker and Captain, 2004; Spawls et al. 2004; Trape and Mané, 

2006; Arnold et al. 2009; Pook et al. 2009). This genus can also be found in 

northern Africa up to the Mediterranean Sea and as far south as northern parts of
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Kenya (Figure 1.3) (Cherlin, 1990; Spawls et al. 2004; Arnold et at. 2009; Pook et 

al. 2009). Members of this genus are typically small with an average length for adult 

specimens ranging between 400 and 600mm, up to a maximum of 800/900 mm 

(Whitaker and Captain, 2004; Spawls et al. 2004). Despite being predominately 

cryptic species, the triangular head commonly contains a marking, such as crosses or 

arrows, which can help in identifying a species (Cherlin, 1983). The saw-scaled 

vipers display varying colour variation, ranging from sand coloured through to dark 

brown or grey (Spawls et al. 2004). They exhibit vertical eye pupils and can be 

either oviparous or viviparous (Whitaker and Captain, 2004; Spawls et al. 2004). 

Echis species have short and thin tails and strongly keeled scales which contain a 

saw-tooth ridge for which the species is named. When these scales are rubbed 

together in a characteristic defensive position (Figure 1.4) they produce a loud 

warning ‘rasping’ noise (Whitaker and Captain, 2004; Spawls et al. 2004). These 

snakes are terrestrial and predominately nocturnal; their primary habitat is dry 

savannah (Spawls et al. 2004). A comprehensive description of scale measurements 

and other descriptive factors is given by Cherlin (1990).

Figure 1.3. A distribution map showing the range of the four main species groups of 

the genus Echis (from Arnold et al. 2009).
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Figure 1.4. Photographs of Echis pyramidum leakeyi and Echis coloratus. Note the 

variation in colour and the characteristic coiled defensive position. Whilst in this 

position the snake is able to rub its scales against each other to produce a rasping saw 

like sound. Photographs by Wolfgang Wiister.

The taxonomy of the genus Echis has been in a state of flux for some time; as many 

as twelve species and seven sub-species have been described (Cherlin, 1990), but 

there exists little consensus on the real number of species in the complex (Wüster et 

al. 1997; David and Ineich, 1999). More recently, the taxonomy has been partially 

resolved, with strong support for the monophyly of four species groups; the E. 

carinatus, E. ocellatus, E. pyramidum and E. coloratus complexes (Arnold et aI. 

2009; Barlow et a!. 2009; Pook et al. 2009). The most comprehensive study, by 

Pook et al. (2009), used over 4000bp of mitochondrial gene sequences and 

determined that the E. pyramidwn and E. coloratus groups are sister taxa, although 

the interrelationships of this clade and the E. ocellatus and E. carinatus species 

groups were unresolved (Figure 1.5) (Pook et al. 2009). Using a combination of 

mitochondrial and nuclear genes and one representative species from each species 

group, Barlow et al. (2009) recovered the E. carinatus group as the sister group of all 

other Echis, and the E. ocellatus group as the sister group of the E. pyramidwn/E. 

coloratus clade. Despite three species being previously recognized within the E. 

carinatus group (E. carinatus, E. sochureki and E. multisquamatus) (Cherlin, 1990), 

Pook et al. (2009) determined little divergence between these species implying the 

presence of one species, E. carinatus. Further sampling is required to exclude the 

possibility of sub-species status, particularly given the clinal variations exhibited by 

E. sochureki and E. multisquamatus when compared to E. carinatus (Auffenberg and
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Rehman, 1991; Pook et al. 2009). The E. ocellatus species group contains two 

species, E. ocellatus, from the majority of western Africa and E. jogeri from south

east Senegal and Mali (Pook et al. 2009). The E. coloratus species group also 

contains two species; E. coloratus from the Middle East and Egypt and E. 

omanensis, a closely related form from the eastern comer of the Arabian Peninsula 

(Figure 1.3) (Pook et al. 2009). The remaining species group, the E. pyramidum 

species complex, is less clear, although Pook et al. (2009) determined the presence 

of at least four species, E. pyramidum, E. leucogaster, E. borkini and E. khozatskii, 

with an undetermined number of members which may yet be classified as separate 

species following further sampling.

The saw scaled vipers feed on a variety of prey, including both vertebrates and 

invertebrates (Barlow et al. 2009). Notably, there appears to be a substantial shift in 

feeding habits between monophyletic species groups; stomach content samples 

indicate that the E. carinatus, E. pyramidum and E. ocellatus species groups feed on 

both vertebrates and invertebrates, with scorpions making up a significant proportion 

of the invertebrates (Barlow et al. 2009). Conversely, the E. coloratus species group 

appears to feed almost exclusively on vertebrates (Barlow et al. 2009) (Figure 1.6). 

Furthermore, the toxicity of Echis venom was demonstrated to have co-evolved 

alongside a shift in dietary preference, with an increase in the proportion of 

arthropods contributing to diet correlating with an increase in venom toxicity to 

scorpions (Barlow et al. 2009) (Figure 1.6 ). These results were interpreted within a 

phylogenetic framework and determined that the co-evolution of these two factors 

had occurred twice within the genus Echis, with a basal shift towards feeding on 

arthropod prey items and corresponding high venom toxicity towards these prey, 

followed by a secondary shift in diet within the E. coloratus species group leading to 

a reduction of venom toxicity (Barlow et al. 2009) (Figure 1.7). The reason for these 

shifts in target prey is unclear, although it is possible to speculate that the 

invertebrate feeding groups have adopted a more opportunistic form of feeding 

which has led to the incorporation of invertebrates into their diet, whilst prey 

availability may also be a factor (Wiister W, personal communication).
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Figure 1.5. Bayseian Inference phylogeny of the genus Echis (from Pook et al. 

2009). Outgroup taxon to the Echis clade is Cerastes cerastes. Nodes with grey 

circles represent a Bayesian posterior probability of 1.00.
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E. pyramidum E. carinmus E. ocellatus 
group group group

CO0
E. coloralus

Figure 1.6. An increase in the proportion of arthropods in the diet of Echis species 

correlates with an increase in venom toxicity against scorpions (from Barlow et al. 

2009). The pie-charts show the proportion of arthropods (black portion) and 

vertebrates (grey portion) consumed by each Echis species group based on stomach 

content analysis. Scorpion LD50 measurements for the venoms are represented by 

the bars with error bars showing 95% confidence intervals. Pair-wise statistical 

comparisons are shown by asterisks (* = /*<().05, *** = P<0.001, n.s. = not 

significant). The vertebrate feeding outgroup is represented by Bids arietans (Ba). 

Epl = E. pyramidum leakeyi, Ecs = E. carinatus sochureki, Eo -  E. ocellatus and Ec 

= E. coloratus.
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Figure 1.7. Mapping the degree of arthropod feeding and venom toxicities to 

scorpions to a Bayesian phylogeny of the major Echis species groups (from Barlow 

et al. 2009). The degree of arthropod feeding and venom toxicities to scorpions are 

shown to the right of the tree (++ high, + moderate, - low, n.t. not tested). Instances 

of dietary shifts in prey type accompanied by co-evolution of venom composition are 

indicated by bars along branches. The outgroups Bit is arietans and Cerastes 

cerastes were included to root the tree and infer the timing of dietary shifts.

Differences in lethality to prey items is likely to rely largely upon the variation in 

components that are present in the venom. A number of venom proteins with 

varying activities have previously been described from members of the genus Echis, 

including SVMP prothrombin activators (Nishida et al. 1995; Yamada et al. 1996), 

myotoxic PLA2S (Jasti et al. 2004a; Zhou et al. 2008) and CTL and disintegrin 

inhibitors of platelet aggregation (Peng et al. 1993; Jasti et al. 2004b; Juárez et al. 

2006a). More recently, a representative overview of the venom gland composition 

of one species, E. ocellatus, was determined by cDNA library construction (Wagstaff 

and Harrison, 2006). This venom gland transcriptome identified the snake venom 

metalloproteinases (SVMPs) as the major toxin components present, with ~60% of 

all toxin sequences encoding them (Figure 1.8) (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006). 

Substantial diversity was established within this abundant expression of SVMPs, 

including representation of all four SVMP subclasses (PI-IV), suggesting that this 

toxin family may be fundamental for venom function by members of this genus 

(Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Wagstaff et al. 2009). Furthermore, a large number
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of SVMP inhibitory transcripts (SVMPIs - previously termed bradykinin potentiating 

peptides in Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006) were discovered in the venom gland 

library and demonstrated to inhibit both SVMP activity and venom-induced 

haemorrhage in mice (Wagstaff et al. 2008). It was hypothesised that the presence 

of SVMPIs aids the inhibition of SVMPs during glandular storage; the relatively low 

abundance of SVMPIs determined from proteomic analysis of E. ocellatus venom 

supports this theory (Figure 1.8) (Wagstaff et al. 2008, 2009). A number of other 

toxin families were determined from the E. ocellatus venom gland transcriptome, 

including PLA2s, CTLs, SPs, LAOs, growth factors and a putative new toxin family, 

termed the renin-like aspartic proteases; all were present in relatively low expression 

levels (1-10%) compared to the SVMPs (Figure 1.8) (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006). 

Proteomic analysis of E. ocellatus venom revealed a number of consistencies with 

the transcriptomic expression (Figure 1.8), suggesting that venom gland 

transcriptomes may produce a partial representative reflection of proteomic venom 

expression (Wagstaff et al. 2009). The primary differences that occur, including 

representation of disintegrins and DC-fragments, likely reflect proteolytic processing 

of SVMP precursors (Wagstaff et al. 2009). The transcriptomic analysis of E. 

ocellatus has produced a comprehensive database which supplies substantial DNA 

sequence information on the numerous toxins present in the venom gland of this 

species. This sequence data has subsequently been utilized for other purposes, 

including studies aimed at increasing the efficacy of antivenoms (Wagstaff et al. 

2006); the authors identified sequences encoding variable structural and 

immunogenic epitopes thought to be responsible for E. ocellatus induced 

haemorrhage. Subsequently, synthetic DNA immunogens were designed based upon 

these epitopes and demonstrated to successfully neutralize haemorrhage in vivo 

(Wagstaff et al. 2006).
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Figure 1.8. The composition of the E. ocellatus venom gland (A) transcriptome and 

(B) proteome (from Wagstaff et al. 2009). Key: DC-fragment, disintegrin/cysteine- 

rich fragment from PHI snake venom Zn2+-metalloproteinase (SVMPs); LAO, L- 

amino acid oxidase; PLA2, phospholipase A2; CRISP, cysteine-rich secretory 

protein; CTL, C-type lectin-like protein; Ser-Prot, serine proteinase; Asp-Prot, 

aspartic proteinase; SVMPi, snake venom metalloproteinase inhibitors; Hyal, 

hyaluronidase. The relative abundances of the different classes of SVMPs (PI-PI V) 

predicted from the proteomic and transcriptomic analyses are highlighted.

Envenoming by members of the genus Echis typically induces systemic symptoms 

such as spontaneous bleeding, disseminated intravascular coagulation and 

haemolysis and local effects such as necrosis, swelling, blistering and oedema 

(Warrell et al. 1977; Porath et al. 1992; Benbassat and Shalev, 1993; Gillissen et al. 

1994; Ali et al. 2004; Kochar et al. 2007). The venom of the saw-scaled vipers 

contain numerous anticoagulant and pro-coagulant factors (Chen and Tsai, 1996; 

Warrell, 1996) and can cause extensive bleeding by methods such as: disseminated 

intravascular coagulation due to the activation of factor V and factor X, the 

continuous activation of fibrinogen and the breakdown of the vascular endothelium
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by haemorrhagins (Warrell and Arnett 1976; Chugh, 1989; Warrell, 1996). 

Additionally, the saw-scaled vipers are thought to be responsible for a greater 

proportion of snakebite deaths worldwide than any other single genus of snakes 

(Warrell et al. 1977). Epidemiological studies from India and Nigeria implicate 

members of the genus Echis with the highest incidence of bites and number of 

mortalities in both countries (Bhat, 1974; Warrell et al. 1977; Habib et al. 2001); in 

India alone it has been estimated that approximately 20,000-30,000 people die per 

year from Echis envenoming (Bhat, 1974; World Health Organisation, 1999). A 

combination of factors contribute to this high mortality rate: the high incidence of 

Echis snakebite, the possession of a markedly haemorrhagic venom, a high 

occurrence throughout parts of a large geographical range encompassing a number of 

countries with poor healthcare facilities, and a severe lack of antivenom availability 

and cross-reactivity (Warrell and Arnett, 1976; Benbassat and Shalev, 1993; Visser 

et al. 2008; Warrell, 2008). Historically, a mortality rate of between 10-20% is 

typical in cases of envenoming where antivenom is not administered (Warrell et al. 

1977; Pugh and Theakston, 1980). However, a number of monospecific and 

polyspecific antivenoms are produced against the venom of Echis species and 

typically reduce mortality rates to between 2-8% (Warrell et al. 1977). Nevertheless 

there are increasing reports that antivenom availability and cross-reactivity are a 

problem (Warrell and Amett, 1976; Visser et al. 2008; Warrell, 2008), as 

demonstrated by the ineffectiveness of E. carinatus antivenom to treat patients 

envenomed by E. carinatus sochureki and E. ocellatus (Kochar et al. 2007; Visser et 

al. 2008) and antivenom raised against west and east African species to treat bites 

from a Tunisian member of the E. pyramidum complex (Gillissen et al. 1994). As 

the production of effective antivenom is fundamentally dependent upon the 

knowledge of the variability of venoms within and between specific localities and 

species (e.g. Theakston et al. 1989; Galán et al. 2004), assessing the venom variation 

between these species is integral to increasing antivenom efficacy.

1.8 Aims

The primary aim of this project is to elucidate the genetic basis of venom variation 

within the genus Echis and to determine whether dietary selection pressures are
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responsible for the evolution of venom components. Venom variation within the 

genus Echis has previously been inferred from lethality studies on invertebrates; 

lethality was correlated to the proportion of invertebrates comprising the diet of the 

species tested (Barlow et al. 2009). Barlow et al. (2009) mapped the revolutionary 

position of the dietary shifts and venom toxicity to a strongly supported 

mitochondrial and nuclear phylogeny and determined that a shift to invertebrate 

feeding from vertebrate feeding likely occurred at the base of the Echis radiation, 

whilst a subsequent reversion to vertebrate feeding occurred within the E. coloratus 

species group (Figure 1.7). In order to identify the venom components that may be 

responsible for conferring increases in toxicity to invertebrate prey items, the venom 

composition of members of the genus Echis must first be elucidated. A venom gland 

transcriptomic approach will be adopted for three representatives (E. coloratus, E. 

pyramidum leakeyi and E. carinatus sochureki) of the four major species groups 

(Pook et al. 2009), to complement the previously constructed E. ocellatus 

transcriptome (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006). The production of venom gland 

cDNA libraries coupled with the generation of ~1000 expressed sequence tags 

(ESTs) for each species will provide substantial DNA sequence information 

regarding the representation of toxins present in the venom glands. Comparisons of 

the toxin encoding profiles from the four members of the genus may reveal 

correlations with dietary composition, perhaps through the recruitment of novel 

venom toxins or increases in expression of specific components. However, in order 

to fully assess the nature of venom variation and the influence of diet, thorough 

phylogenetic analyses will be undertaken on the major toxin families in order to 

reveal patterns of gene duplication and loss. These analyses will be undertaken by 

mapping toxin gene trees generated by Bayesian Inference to the rigorously 

supported species trees of Barlow et al. (2009) and Pook et al. (2009). Patterns of 

gene duplication and loss will then be correlated with the phylogenetic position of 

the dietary shifts determined by Barlow et al. (2009) in order to infer whether dietary 

selection pressures are influencing the evolution of specific venom components in 

the genus Echis.

The production of representative toxin family gene trees, alongside rigorously 

supported species trees will also provide the opportunity to assess whether rapidly
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evolving gene families, such as snake venom toxins, can be used as accurate 

predictors of species relationships. A number of studies have suggested that 

differences in venom composition and activity could have implications for the 

classification of a species (e.g. Jimenez-Porras, 1967; Bemadsky et al. 1986; Tan et 

al. 1989; Calvete et al. 2007; Angulo et al. 2008). However, these studies derived 

taxonomic inferences predominately through similarities and differences in venom 

profiles rather than through rigorous phylogenetic approaches; to date only a few 

studies have attempted to incorporate information from the evolution of toxins 

alongside that of the species (e.g. Slowinski et al. 1997; Fry et al. 2002). Slowinski 

et al. (1997) attempted to assess whether patterns of toxin sequence evolution are 

congruent with the evolutionary history of the species sampled (Slowinski et al. 

1997), despite a number of toxinological studies simply assuming that a gene tree 

accurately represents the organismal phylogeny (e.g. Okuda et al. 2001; Tsai et al. 

2004, 2007). Whilst Slowinski et al. (1997) successfully reconciled toxin gene trees 

to the species relationship of members of the Elapidae, they used a combination of 

gene trees to derive a reconciliation with the species tree, with each gene tree 

contributing partially to the species tree. Furthermore, the absence of node support 

values for the generated Elapidae species tree prevented any assessment of the 

uncertainty inherent to the derived species relationships (Page and Cotton, 2000; 

Sanderson and McMahon, 2007). The generation of comprehensive toxin EST gene 

sequences and corresponding gene trees derived by Bayesian Inference will provide 

the data necessary for rigorous assessments of species tree node support values by 

incorporating gene tree uncertainty present in entire Bayesian posterior distributions. 

The inclusion of posterior distributions, coupled with multiple heuristic tree searches 

and the subsequent derivation of a consensus tree (see Buckley et al. 2006; Oliver, 

2008), will provide an accurate measure of support for the inferred species 

relationship and subsequent interpretation of the value of toxin families as 

taxonomical markers.

The final aim of this study is to determine the effect venom variation in the genus 

Echis may have upon antivenom therapy. The production of effective antivenom is 

fundamentally dependent upon the knowledge of venom variation within and 

between localities and species (e.g. Theakston et al. 1989; Galán et al. 2004). A
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number of monospecific and polyspecific antivenoms are raised against the venom 

of different Echis species and have been effective at substantially reducing mortality 

rates (e.g. Bhat, 1974; Warrell et al. 1977). However, there are reports that 

antivenom cross-reactivity remains a problem within this genus (Gillissen et al. 

1994; Kochar et al. 2007; Visser et al. 2008). In order to assess the influence venom 

variation has upon therapeutic outcomes, monospecific antibodies will be raised 

against the venom from the four Echis species used to construct the venom gland 

transcriptomes. Subsequently, lethality comparisons of the Echis venoms will be 

undertaken alongside immunological assessments of the cross-neutralisation of these 

venoms by the monospecific antivenoms. The in vivo neutralisation of the Echis 

venoms with the commercial monospecific E. ocellatus antivenom EchiTabG® 

(MicroPharm Ltd, UK) will be assessed alongside ‘antivenomic’ (e.g. Lomonte et al. 

2008; Calvete et al. 2009; Gutiérrez et al. 2009) studies attempting to identify 

venom components that fail to bind to EchiTabG®.
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODS

Methods specific to the experimental chapters can be found in their respective 

chapters (3-7). Buffers and stock solutions used throughout the course of this 

experimental work can be found in Appendix I.

2.1 Venom gland cDNA library construction

Venom gland cDNA libraries were constructed from ten specimens each of three 

species of saw-scaled viper; E. coloratus (Egypt), E. pyramidum leakeyi (Kenya) and 

E. carinatus sochureki (United Arab Emirates). Snakes were confirmed as the 

identified species based on morphological and phylogenetic analyses in the form of 

scale counts and mitochondrial gene sequencing (Wüster, W., personal 

communication). The methodology outlined below was followed using identical 

procedures to the E. ocellatus (Nigeria) venom gland cDNA library construction 

described by Wagstaff and Harrison (2006). Briefly, RNA was extracted from the 

venom glands and messenger RNA (mRNA) purified by selection of RNA 

containing poly (A+) tails. Complementary DNA (cDNA) was constructed by 

hybridizing a primer to the mRNA, reverse transcriptase of the DNA first strand 

followed by DNA polymerase of the second strand. An adapter was ligated to the 

open end of the cDNA followed by size fractionation by column chromatography. 

Recombination of cDNA into pDONR222 E. coli was undertaken using lambda 

integration facilitated by the art-containing primer and adapter capping the 5’ and 3’ 

end of the cDNA. Successful recombination of cDNA clones was determined by 

kanamycin selection following the transformation of recombinants into phage 

resistant cells. The finalised cDNA library was qualified by determining the library 

size and variation in inset sizes.
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2.2 Dissection of venom glands

Snakes were sacrificed by decapitation under licensed procedures approved by the 

UK Home Office. The mandibular bone was cut towards the middle of the head on 

each side. The venom gland was identified on top of the muscle tissue beneath the 

skin. The surrounding muscle tissue was cut, allowing the gland to be separated and 

removed (Figure 2.1). The process was repeated for the other side of the head. Once 

removed, the glands were put on ice and weighed before being snap frozen in liquid 

nitrogen (Table 2.1). This process was repeated for ten specimens per species.

Figure 2.1. Dissection of venom glands demonstrating the separation of venom 

gland (below the eye) from muscle tissue.

2.3 RNA extraction

RNA extraction was carried out using a pestle and mortar partially submerged in 

liquid nitrogen. The ten venom gland samples (twenty glands) for each species were 

ground individually whilst submerged in liquid nitrogen (Figure 2.2). The pooled 

samples were then ground to a fine powder, collected and remaining liquid nitrogen 

was allowed to bubble off. The sample was weighed to determine percentage tissue 

recovery (Table 2.1). Using RNAase free equipment, trireagent was added at 1ml per 

75mg of tissue recovered, followed by mixing and homogenisation of the tissue. 

The pooled homogenate was realiquotted and extracted according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol for TriReagent (Sigma, UK). 0.2ml of chloroform was 

added to each sample and shaken vigorously. Centrifugation was carried out in a 

desktop centrifuge (Biofuge Fresco, Heraeus Centrifuges, UK) at 4543 x g for fifteen 

minutes at 4°C; the top aqueous layer was removed and stored on ice. 500pl of
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isopropanol was added to each sample and mixed before further centrifugation for 

ten minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was removed from each tube leaving an RNA 

pellet. 1ml of 75% diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC) treated ethanol was added to each 

sample before centrifugation for five minutes at 4°C, this step was then repeated to 

ensure the removal of salts and remaining isopropanol. RNA pellets were allowed to 

dry before resuspension in DEPC treated double-distilled water (ddf^O) by 

pipetting. The samples were subsequently incubated at 60°C with occasional 

pipetting to aid resuspension. The quantity of RNA was determined using a 

LDlOOO-series nanodrop spectrophotometer (ThermoScientific, USA) (Table 2.1).

E. coloratus E. p. leakeyi E. c. sochureki

Total pooled venom gland weight 
(mg)

594.1 507.0 309.4

Average venom gland weight (mg) 59.41 50.70 30.94

Pre-RNA extraction weight (mg) 833.0 436.7 335.6

RNA extraction % recovery 140%* 8 6 % 108%*

Post-RNA extraction weight (pg) 732.56 1108.8 693.04

Post-mRNA purification weight (pg) 37.34 14.90 32.90

Post-mRNA purification weight 
assuming 50% purity (pg)

18.67 7.45 16.45

Pre-cDNA synthesis concentration 
(Pg/gl)

3.37 4.68 2.54

Volume required to yield lOpg for 
cDNA synthesis (pi)

3 2 .2 4

Pre-recombination weight (ng) 412.2 180.0 316.0

Final library size (number of clones) 5.54 x 10'U7 1.56 x 10us 5.04 x 10u/

Table 2.1. Summary statistics for venom gland cDNA library construction of three 

members of the genus Echis. * The most likely explanation for greater than 100% 

recovery is superfrozen water collecting in the sample tube, although inaccurate 

measuring balance and human error cannot be excluded.
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2.4 mRNA purification

mRNA was purified using IX oligo-dT affinity chromatography according to the 

Illustra mRNA purification kit protocol (GE Healthcare (Amersham Biosciences), 

UK). The number of columns required was calculated by assuming that 1-2% of the 

total extracted RNA is mRNA combined with the maximum amount of mRNA 

specified for each column (1.25mg). Columns were prepared and the storage buffer 

drained followed by two 1ml washes with high-salt buffer. The sample was heated 

at 65°C for five minutes before cooling on ice for two minutes. lOpl of 1M Tris-Cl 

(pH 7.5), 2pl of 0.5M EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) and DEPC ddHiO to 

a volume of 1ml were added to the sample in addition to 0.2ml of sample buffer. 

The sample was introduced to the column and spun in a RT6000D centrifuge 

(Sorvall Centrifuges, UK) at 1282.3 rpm (350 x g for a 190mm swing out rotor) for 

two minutes. The flow through was reserved before 0.25ml of high salt buffer was 

added to the column and centrifuged for two minutes. The high salt wash was 

repeated and followed by three 0.25ml low salt washes. Throughput was discarded 

and columns were placed in 15ml tubes for sample collection; elution was obtained 

by centrifugation using four 0.25ml additions of elution buffer. The quantity of 

mRNA purified was determined by nanodrop (Table 2.1). lOOgl of ice cold sample 

buffer, lOpl of glycogen solution and 2.5ml of 100% ethanol was added for storage 

overnight. The sample was then placed at -20°C.

Figure 2.2. Pestle and mortar partially submerged in liquid nitrogen. The sample 

was ground in the mortar whilst fully submerged in liquid nitrogen.
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2.5 cDNA synthesis

cDNA library construction was carried out according to the manufacturer’s protocols 

for the CloneMiner cDNA library construction kit (Invitrogen, UK). A minimum of 

5pg of mRNA was required for optimal cDNA library construction. The total 

mRNA previously extracted was assumed to be of 50% purity (Table 2.1), therefore 

lOpg of each species-specific mRNA sample was removed from -20°C storage and 

placed at -80°C for ten minutes. Each sample was subsequently separated into 1.5ml 

eppendorf tubes and centrifuged at 4543 x g for ten minutes at 4°C. The supernatant 

was removed and the pellet washed in 1ml of 75% DEPC ethanol and centrifuged 

twice for five minutes. The supernatant was removed again and the pellet was 

allowed to dry at room temperature for fifteen minutes before resuspension in 5 pi 

DEPC ddHaO. The sample was subsequently incubated at 45°C for three minutes to 

aid resuspension, before nanodropping to confirm the concentration and calculate the 

appropriate volume of mRNA required for cDNA library construction (Table 2.1). 

Remaining mRNA was placed at -80°C for long term storage.

2.5.1 First strand synthesis

The sample was made up to 9pl using DEPC ddtUO, before 1 pi of Biotin-attB2- 

Oligo(dT) primer (Invitrogen, UK) and 1 pi of lOmM deoxyribonucleotide 

triphosphates (dNTPs) were added. The sample was mixed by pipetting and 

incubated at 65°C for five minutes and 45°C for two minutes. 4pl of 5X first strand 

buffer, 2pl of 0.1M dithiothreitol (DTT) and lpl of DEPC ddfUO were mixed, 

centrifuged and incubated at 45 °C before addition to the sample and incubation at 

45°C for two minutes. Superscript II Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen, UK) was 

added up to a volume of 20pl, and mixed by pippeting before incubation at 45°C for 

sixty minutes.

2.5.2 Second strand synthesis

The incubated sample was placed on ice to cool before the addition of 92pl of DEPC 

ddH2 0 , 30pl 5X second strand buffer, 3pl lOmM dNTPs, lpl E. coli DNA ligase
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(Invitrogen, UK), lpl E. coli DNA polymerase I (Invitrogen, UK) and lpl E. coli 

RNase H (Invitrogen, UK). The sample was mixed by pipetting and centrifuged for 

two seconds before being incubated at 16°C for two hours. Subsequently, 2 pi of T4 

DNA polymerase (Invitrogen, UK) was added to the sample and incubated at 16°C 

for five minutes before lOpl of 0.5M EDTA was added to stop the synthesis 

reaction. The sample was transferred to a 0.5ml tube and 160pl of 

phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) was added. The sample was shaken 

vigorously for one minute and centrifuged at 4543 x g at room temperature for five 

minutes. The top aqueous layer was removed and 1 pi of glycogen, 80pl of 7.5M 

NH4OAC (ammonium acetate) and 600pl of 100% ethanol was added to the sample 

before storage at -80°C. After ten minutes the sample was centrifuged at 4543 x g at 

4°C for twenty five minutes before phenol extraction and precipitation was 

undertaken using ice cold ethanol; the supernatant was removed and 150pl of 70% 

ethanol was added to the sample before further centrifugation for two minutes. The 

ethanol wash was repeated and the supernatant discarded. The pellet was allowed to 

dry at room temperature for ten minutes before resuspension in 18pl of DEPC 

ddH2 0  and centrifuging for two seconds. The sample was then placed on ice prior to 

ligation of the attBl adapter.

2.5.3 Ligating the attBl adapter

lOpl of 5X adapter buffer, lOpl of attBl adapter (Invitrogen, UK), 7pl of 0.1M DTT 

and 5 pi of T4 DNA ligase (Invitrogen, UK) was added to the sample on ice and 

mixed by pipetting. The sample was subsequently incubated at 16°C for 24 hours.

2.6 Size fractionation of cDNA

Size fractionation was carried out by column chromatography according to the 

CloneMiner cDNA library construction kit protocol (Invitrogen, UK). Following 

ligation of the attBl adapter, the sample was incubated at 70°C for ten minutes to 

inactivate the DNA ligase and placed on ice. Columns were prepared and the flow 

rate and fraction sizes were measured to assess column integrity (flow rate=30-40 

seconds/drop, drop size=25pl-35pl). The column was washed four times with 0.8ml
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of TEN buffer and then left to drain until dry. lOOfj.1 of TEN buffer was added to the 

sample and mixed by pipetting before addition to the column and collection in tube 

number 1. This process was repeated and collected into tube number 2. 

Subsequently, further additions of lOOpl of TEN buffer were added to the column 

and single drops collected in tube numbers 3-20. Collecting tubes were then placed 

on ice. Fraction sizes and cumulative volume were measured using a pipette, before 

the concentration of each sample was measured by nanodrop. The amount of cDNA 

in each fraction was calculated (Tables 2.2-2.4). Fractions with a minus 

concentration of cDNA were discarded, apart from the sample prior to the first 

positive reading which may contain high quality transcripts of undetected cDNA. 

Tubes were also discarded once the total volume reached 600pi in order to prevent 

contamination of the library with short, partial length 3’-end inserts and adapter 

sequences. Remaining fractions were pooled together to a quantity of 480ng, 

significantly more than the manufacturer’s minimum requirement (60ng). 

Additional cDNA was pooled to remove potential size selection biases and to 

incorporate cDNA inserts as small as 250bp, so not to exclude small toxin encoding 

transcripts (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006). lpl of glycogen was added together with 

0.5 volumes (of pooled cDNA) of 7.5M NH4OAc and 2.5 volumes (of pooled cDNA 

and ammonium acetate) of 100% ethanol, before storage at -80°C.

2.7 Recombination reaction

The quantity of sample required to yield 87.5ng of cDNA for the recombination 

reaction (480ng -  as determined above) was removed from -80°C and centrifuged at 

4543 x g at 4°C for twenty five minutes. The supernatant was discarded before two 

150pl 70% ethanol washes and centrifugation at 4°C for two minutes were 

undertaken. The pellet was allowed to dry at room temperature for ten minutes and 

subsequently resuspended in 5 pi of TE buffer by pipetting. The sample was 

nanodropped in order to confirm the concentration (Table 2.1). The optimal quantity 

of cDNA for transformation (87.5ng) was retained before the addition of ddH2 0  up 

to 4pl. lpl of pDONR222 vector (Invitrogen, UK) and 2pl of 5X BP Clonase 

reaction buffer (Invitrogen, UK) was added to the sample, yielding a total volume of 

7pl. BP Clonase enzyme mix (Invitrogen, UK) was removed from -80°C storage and
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thawed on ice for two minutes prior to brief vortexing. 3 pi of BP Clonase enzyme 

mix was added to the sample and mixed by pipetting; the sample was left to incubate 

at 25°C for 20 hours.

2.8 Transformation

Following incubation, the sample was centrifuged briefly before 2pl of Proteinase K 

(Invitrogen, UK) was added. The sample was then incubated at 37°C for fifteen 

minutes and 75°C for ten minutes before being placed on ice. 90pl of sterile H2O, 

lpl of glycogen, 50pl of NH4OAc and 375pl of 100% ethanol was added. The 

sample was inverted and placed at -80°C for twenty five minutes before 

centrifugation at 4543 x g at 4°C for twenty five minutes. The supernatant was 

discarded and two ethanol washes were carried out using 150pl of 70% ethanol 

before further centrifuging for two minutes. The pellet was allowed to dry for ten 

minutes and resuspended in 9pl of TE buffer by pipetting. 1.5pl of the sample was 

transferred to six individual tubes before the addition of 50pl of Electromax DH10B 

T1 phage resistant cells (Invitrogen, UK) to each sample. The samples were then 

transferred into Gene Pulser 0.1cm cuvettes (Bio-Rad, UK) before MicroPulser 

electroporation at 2.00kV (Bio-Rad, UK). Subsequently, 1ml of SOC media was 

added to each sample before mixing in a shaking incubator at 225 rpm for seventy 

minutes at 37°C. Following incubation, the samples were pooled together producing 

a total volume of 6.3ml, an equal volume of freezing media (60% SOC medium:40% 

glycerol) was added and mixed by pipetting. The sample was transferred to -80°C 

for long term storage.
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Fraction Fraction
volume

Oil)

Cumulative 
volume (pi)

Concentration of 
cDNA (ng/pl)

Quantity of cDNA (ng)

1 167 167 -0.05 Discarded

2 80 247 -0.26 Discarded

3 43 290 -0.50 Discarded

4 42 332 -0.13 None detected

5 42.5 374.5 1.51 61.91

6 42 416.5 5.53 223.97

7 42.5 459 11.37 466.17

8 42 501 15.53 628.97

9 39 540 14.88 580.32

10 40 580 12.97 518.80

11 42 622 14.52 Discarded >600pl

12 41 663 22.17 Discarded >600pl

13 41 704 36.92 Discarded >600pl

14 43 747 56.72 Discarded >600pl

15 41 788 93.29 Discarded >600pl

16 40 828 108.33 Discarded >600pl

17 42 870 157.68 Discarded >600pl

18 41 911 160.84 Discarded >600pl

19 42 953 162.78 Discarded >600gl

20 40 993 155.61 Discarded >600pl

Table 2.2. Size fractionation statistics for E. coloratus venom gland cDNA library

construction. Red text indicates the fractions which were completely or partially

retained for recombination.
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Fraction Fraction
volume

OO

Cumulative 
volume (pi)

Concentration of 
cDNA (ng/gl)

Quantity of cDNA (ng)

1 133 133 -0.46 Discarded

2 124 257 -0.45 Discarded

3 39 296 -0.81 Discarded

4 39 335 -0.96 None detected

5 41 376 0.46 17.48

6 39 415 2.68 96.48

7 38 453 6.96 243.60

8 40 493 8.23 304.51

9 39 532 11.73 422.28

10 38 570 17.10 598.50

11 39 609 24.83 Discarded >600pl

12 40 649 52.75 Discarded >600pl

13 39 688 61.81 Discarded >600pl

14 39 727 107.56 Discarded >600pl

15 38 765 122.93 Discarded >600pl

16 39 804 157.58 Discarded >600pl

17 39 843 185.71 Discarded >600pl

18 39 882 174.11 Discarded >600pl

19 39 921 167.90 Discarded >600pl

20 40 961 144.70 Discarded >600pl

21 41 1002 94.53 Discarded >600gl

Table 2.3. Size fractionation statistics for E. p. leakeyi venom gland cDNA library

construction. Red text indicates the fractions which were completely or partially

retained for recombination.
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Fraction Fraction
volume

(hi)

Cumulative 
volume (pi)

Concentration of 
cDNA (ng/pl)

Quantity of cDNA (ng)

1 121 121 -0.28 Discarded

2 121 242 -0.30 Discarded

3 38 280 -0.18 Discarded

4 38 318 -0.30 None detected

5 39 357 0.08 2.8

6 39 396 2.44 85.4

7 39 435 4.46 156.1

8 39 474 5.68 198.8

9 39 513 6.20 217.0

10 39 552 7.92 277.2

11 40 592 9.95 358.2

12 40 632 14.61 Discarded >600pl

13 40 672 24.08 Discarded >600pl

14 40 712 41.17 Discarded >600pl

15 40 752 70.97 Discarded >600gl

16 40 792 119.48 Discarded >600pl

17 40 832 181.07 Discarded >600pl

18 40 872 175.69 Discarded >600pl

19 40 912 193.99 Discarded >600gl

20 40 952 191.45 Discarded >600pl

Table 2.4. Size fractionation statistics for E. c. sochureki venom gland cDNA library

construction. Red text indicates the fractions which were completely or partially

retained for recombination.
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2.9 Qualifying the libraries

In order to quantify the size of the cDNA library, lOOpl of the final sample was 

added to 900gl of SOC medium, before repeated dilutions were made up to a 

concentration of 1CT4. lOOpl of each dilution was plated on two LB agar plates 

containing 50pg/ml kanamycin and incubated at 37°C overnight. Subsequently, 

colonies were counted on each plate and the size of each library was calculated based 

upon the dilution factors and the total stored cDNA library volume (Table 2.1). In 

order to assess the variation in cDNA library insert sizes, implying successful 

transformation, minipreps were carried out on thirty randomly selected colonies for 

each library using the Qiaprep miniprep kit (Qiagen, UK). 3ml of LB medium 

containing 50pg/ml of kanamycin was added to thirty 18ml tubes. 30 colonies were 

picked from a mixture of the plates used to assess library size using pipette tips 

which were ejected into the media and incubated overnight at 37°C. The samples 

were centrifuged for two minutes at 4543 x g and the supernatant removed. 250gl of 

Buffer PI (Qiagen, UK) was added to each sample before resuspension by pipetting 

for one minute. Subsequently, 250pl of Buffer P2 (Qiagen, UK) was added and the 

tubes were inverted five times to mix. 350pl of Buffer N3 (Qiagen, UK) was then 

added immediately and mixed by inverting the tubes before further centrifugation for 

ten minutes. The supernatant was removed and added to a Qiaprep spin column 

(Qiagen, UK) and centrifuged for forty-five seconds. The flow through was 

discarded and 0.5ml of Buffer PB (Qiagen, UK) was added to the column and 

centrifuged for forty-five seconds. The flow through was discarded again and 

0.75ml of Buffer PE (Qiagen, UK) was added and centrifuged for 45 seconds. The 

flow through was discarded before the columns were centrifuged for one minute. 

Collecting tubes were placed beneath the columns and 50pl of sterile water was 

added to each column and left to stand for one minute. The columns were 

centrifuged again for one minute and the eluted samples placed on ice. The samples 

were digested at 37°C overnight following the addition of 12.5pl of sterile water and 

restriction enzymes (0.5pl of BsrGl and 2pl of NE Buffer 2 (New England 

Biolabs)). 5 pi of 6X slow optical buffer was added to each sample, before 

electrophoresis on a 1% TAE buffer agarose gel at 100V for fifty minutes. Variation 

in the size of inserts, ranging from ~250bp to ~5000bp, was observed implying 

successful venom gland library construction (Figures 2.3-2.5). The insert sizes
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observed were consistent with those obtained during construction of the E. ocellatus 

venom gland cDNA library (Wagstaff, S. C., personal communication).

2.10 Sequencing preparation

In order to prepare cDNA library clones for 96 well plate Sanger sequencing, 

colonies were first grown on LB agar plates containing 50pl/ml of kanamycin as 

described previously. Clearly defined individual colonies were picked using pipette 

tips and incubated in individual wells containing 150pl LB broth (containing 8% 

glycerol and 50pl/ml of kanamycin) for 10-15 minutes before the tips were 

discarded. Plates were covered and incubated at 37°C overnight, then split into 

duplicate and stored at -80°C prior to sequencing.

-10000bp

-3000bp

-1OOOObp 

- 3000bp

Figure 2.3. Quantification of the E. coloratus venom gland library by insert size. 

Inserts vary from ~250bp to ~4000bp.
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— lO O O bp
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— lO O O bp
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Figure 2.4. Quantification of the E. p. leakeyi venom gland library by insert size. 

Inserts vary from ~250bp to ~5000bp.

____________  —
- 3 0 0 0 b p

- lO O O b p

-  2 5 0 b p

- lO O O O bp

— -  —  mmmm - 3 0 0 0 b p
—  —

-lO O O b p

-  2 5 0 b p

Figure 2.5. Quantification of the E. c. sochureki venom gland library by insert size. 

Inserts vary from ~250bp to ~5000bp.
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2.11 Sequencing and bioinformatics

Sequencing of cDNA library clones was undertaken by Sanger sequencing (Natural 

Environmental Research Council (NERC) Molecular Genetics Facility -  The 

GenePool, University of Edinburgh) using M13 primers and an ABI 3730 capillary 

sequencing instrument. EST processing and partial genome construction was 

undertaken on an Intel dual-core 2.8GHz workstation running the PartiGene pipeline 

on Bio-Linux 4.0 (http://envgen.ox.ac.uk) which is based on the Debian GNU/Linux 

distribution. The PartiGene pipeline (version 3.0) was preinstalled on Bio-Linux 4.0 

alongside a number of programs that are freely available and essential for the 

functioning of PartiGene; DECODER (contact the authors, rgscerg@gsc.riken.go- 

.jp), ESTscan (http://www.isrec.isb-sib.ch/ftp-server/ESTScan/), postgreSQL (http- 

://www.postgresql.org), NCBI BLAST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/), 

Bioperl (http://www.bioperl.org) and EMBOSS (http://www.hgmp.mrc.ac.uk/Soft- 

ware/EMBOSS). The remaining bioinformatic tools that the PartiGene pipeline is 

dependent on, phred, phrap and crossjnatch, were acquired by contacting the 

authors through the phrap website (http://www.phrap.org).

2.11.1 Trace2dbEST

Raw trace DNA sequence files were renamed into the NERC Environmental 

Genomics naming scheme for PartiGene pipeline processing. The naming scheme 

consisted of two letters representing a species identifier, followed by a maximum of 

five letters representing a library identifier and subsequently the plate and well 

number. The three identifiers are separated by underscores. The naming scheme for 

the Echis coloratus library was Ec_venom, where Ec represents the first letters of the 

taxonomical binomial and venom represents the tissue utilised for library 

construction. The Echis pyramidum leakeyi library used the binomial Ep and the 

Echis carinatus sochureki library utilised Es to avoid confusion with Echis 

coloratus. Renamed trace files were parsed through the PartiGene pipeline, 

beginning with Trace2dbEST (version 2.1.1). Trace2dbEST is an interactive script 

that processes raw sequencer trace data into quality submissable expressed sequence 

tags (ESTs) and formats this data into dbEST (EST database) submission files 

(Parkinson et al. 2004). dbEST submission pages were created to provide
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information regarding the tissue type and construction methodology of the cDNA 

library, author contact details, future publication details and specific EST 

information. Submission pages were created prior to data processing because 

sequences are labelled with this information as they are processed for ease of future 

submission to sequence databases. Raw trace chromatograms were processed in 

Trace2dbEST using the advanced settings; sequences were processed in groups of 96 

(representing a single 96 well sequencing plate) for subsequent tracking of cluster 

membership in PartiGene. Initially, the phred script was utilised and performed trace 

file base calling to a high accuracy and discrimination level (Ewing et al. 1998; 

Ewing and Green, 1998), facilitating the removal of poor quality sequences. The 

phred quality cut off was set at 150 high quality bases per sequence; ESTs with less 

than 150 high quality base pairs were automatically excluded from the dataset. 

Cross_match was implemented to screen and remove contaminating vector 

sequences; the vector sequence for the CloneMiner cDNA library vector pDONR222 

(Invitrogen, UK) was provided for identification and exclusion. The remaining 

Trace2dbEST settings were set as default, apart from the trimming of poly(A) tails 

which was increased to 15 to aid clustering (Wagstaff, S. C., personal 

communication). The BLAST (basic local alignment search tool) annotation of 

processed DNA sequences in Trace2dbEST was declined and ESTs were withheld 

from submission to dbEST at this point.

2.11.2 PartiGene

Trace2dbEST output files were parsed into PartiGene and clustered sequentially into 

putative gene products (clusters) using a CLOBB (cluster on the basis of BLAST 

similarity) algorithm (Parkinson, 2002) modified to increase clustering stringencies 

to 95% (provided by S. C. Wagstaff). The use of this modified algorithm in 

preference to the standard PartiGene CLOBB algorithm was assessed using a test 

dataset; the results of this assessment advocating the use of modified CLOBB as the 

clustering algorithm of choice are described in Chapter 3. ESTs were clustered 

incrementally with modified CLOBB in order to track the addition of ESTs to 

clusters as the number of Trace2dbEST processed 96 well plates increase. The 

placement of ESTs in to clusters containing more than one EST can be used as an
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assessment of sequencing coverage — the point where new ESTs are placed in 

existing clusters rather creating novel clusters implies a representative level of 

sequencing has been achieved (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006). The clustered datasets 

were assembled to produce contiguous sequences derived from the ESTs that 

represent each cluster. BLAST annotations of contiguous sequences were 

undertaken against UniProt (v56.2) and TrEMBL (v39.2) protein databases, whilst 

nucleotide and protein annotations were derived from separate databases containing 

only Serpentes nucleotide and protein sequences derived from the same UniProt and 

TrEMBL release versions. Annotated ESTs generated from the four Echis species 

cDNA libraries (including E. ocellatus - Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006) were used to 

construct a postgreSQL database, generated in PartiGene, termed ‘all_echis\ The 

EST sequences generated from the venom gland transcriptomes have been submitted 

into the dbEST division of the public database GenBank: E. coloratus [GenBank: 

GR947900-GR948969], E. c. sochureki [GenBank: GR948970-GR950126] and E. p. 

leakeyi [GenBank: GR950127-GR951204].

2.12 EST identification

Clusters exhibiting significant BLAST annotation (>le'°5) with venom toxin families 

were identified from each venom gland transcriptome using annotation searches of 

the ‘all_echis’ postgreSQL database. An example of the SQL command used for 

these searches was:

SELECT clus_id FROM blast where description like ‘%phospholipase%’;

Toxin specific statistics were subsequently generated for each species venom gland 

transcriptome by calculating the number of ESTs representing each venom toxin 

family and expressing them as a percentage of the total number of ESTs and total 

number of venom toxin ESTs. Clusters identified as non-toxins were assessed 

individually in order to confirm their putative annotation as non-toxin ESTs; clusters 

containing >10 ESTs and exhibiting annotations to proteins that are not widely 

assumed to be involved in cellular biosynthetic processes were noted and analysed 

for the presence of a signal peptide in SignalP (version 3.0) (Bendtsen et al. 2004), 

implying their secretion in the venom gland. Non-significant BLAST annotated
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clusters were assessed for the presence of novel toxin families unique to individual 

species venom gland transcriptomes; cluster-specific contigs were nucleotide 

BLAST searched against all other cluster contigs present in the ‘all_echis* database, 

significant hits (> 1 e"05 and a sequence overlap of >42bp) were subsequently 

analysed. In order to determine if any unidentified clusters represent novel toxin 

families unique to the genus Echis, the Serpentes nucleotide and protein databases 

used for BLAST annotation were modified to exclude previous sequence information 

derived from the genus Echis and then used for BLAST annotation of the Echis 

venom gland transcriptomes. Bioinformatic searches of the postgreSQL ‘all_echis’ 

database were undertaken to identify specific clusters that had hits in the Serpentes 

databases but not in the Serpentes databases excluding the Echis-derived sequences.

The SQL command used was:

SELECT where clusjd  FROM blast

WHERE db = ‘database name including Echis’ AND id! = “

AND clusjd  NOT IN (

SELECT clusjd  FROM blast

WHERE db = ‘database name excluding Echis' AND id! = “);

2.13 Full length toxin sequencing

ESTs encoding toxin families that represent >4% of total toxin encoding ESTs 

(snake venom metalloproteinases (SVMP), C-type lectins (CTL), phospholipases A2 

(PLA2), serine proteases (SP) and cysteine rich secretory proteins (CRISP)) were 

aligned using CLUSTAL W (Thompson et al. 1994) implemented in MEGA 

(Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis) (version 4.0) (Tamura et al. 2007), 

followed by manual adjustments by eye. Observations of the aligned toxin family 

datasets and their translated amino acid sequences revealed further sequencing of 

SVMP and SP ESTs was required in order to achieve full length protein coding 

sequences. Identical EST clones were excluded in order to remove redundant 

sequences. Reverse sequencing of all remaining SP ESTs was obtained using
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generic M l3 reverse primers for sequencing as described previously. The reverse 

sequencing success rate for the SP datasets was 87%. Individual EST forward and 

reverse DNA sequences were stitched in SeqMan (LaserGene software suite, 

www.dnastar.com) to provide full length coding regions; non-homologous base pairs 

in overlapping regions were correctly assigned according to trace chromatogram 

quality or marked as unknown (n) if remained undetermined. Due to the quantity of 

SVMP ESTs present in each venom gland transcriptome (240-405 ESTs), coupled 

with the size of the maximal SVMP coding region (~1870bp), a modified primer 

walking strategy was adopted in order to produce full length EST clones. 

Membership of SVMP clusters were assessed using CLUSTAL W and the viewing 

interface Jalview (version 2.2.1) (Waterhouse et al. 2009) to identify non-identical 

ESTs that exhibited the presence of the catalytic site (H-box domain -  

HEXGHXXGXXHD) that characterises metalloproteinases (Fox and Serrano, 2005). 

ESTs exhibiting the presence of this domain were typically intact at the 5’ end and 

therefore provided the opportunity to derive full length sequencing of the coding 

region. A total of 439 SVMP clones from the four Echis species were selected for 

further sequencing. In order to provide full length reads of the SVMPs two primer 

sites were required. Primer design was carried out using the generated DNA 

alignment and the primer design program PrimerSelect (LaserGene software suite, 

www.dnastar.com). Due to the sequence variation observed between the different 

sub-classes of SVMPs the primer sites were designed at conserved domains (Figures 

2.6-2.7). Selected clones were prepared for sequencing by ice crystal picking the 

relevant 96 well of the original sequenced cDNA library plates with a pipette tip 

before incubation in 150pl LB broth (containing 8% glycerol and 50pl/ml of 

kanamycin) for 10-15 minutes. Plates containing LB broth were covered and 

incubated at 37°C overnight, sealed with self-adhesive plate sealers and stored at 

-80°C prior to sequencing. Full length SVMP nucleotide sequences were derived 

from the multiple reads (original sequencing and reads derived from primer 1 and 

primer 2) as described for the SP ESTs. The sequencing success rate was calculated 

as 94%.
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Figure 2.6. Echis SVMP alignment highlighting the first primer design site.
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Figure 2.7. Echis SVMP alignment highlighting the second primer design site.

2.14 Ethical declaration

All animal experimentation conducted during the course of this work was undertaken 

using standard protocols approved by the University of Liverpool Animal Welfare 

Committee and performed with the approval of the UK Home Office under project 
licence #40/3216.
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CHAPTER3

Clustering expressed sequence tags: assessments of CLOBB2 (cluster on the 

basis of BLAST similarity) and modified CLOBB algorithms reveals substantial 

diversity in venom gland derived EST cluster formation

3.1 Abstract

The generation of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from cDNA libraries provide a 

cost-effective discovery method that produces a wealth of molecular data for tissue- 

specific gene discovery. A fundamental step of bioinformatic processing of ESTs is 

clustering, where ESTs are grouped into putative gene objects based upon sequence 

similarity. Clustering using the CLOBB (duster on the basis of BLAST similarity) 

algorithm has previously demonstrated advantages over alternative clustering 

methodologies, including the rejection of chimeric clusters and the recording of 

cluster merging and splitting events as incremental additions of ESTs occur. Here, 

the clustering integrity of two differing CLOBB algorithms (CLOBB2 and CLOBB 

modified to increase clustering stringencies to 95%) are assessed using a test snake 

venom gland derived EST dataset to determine the most efficient method to generate 

venom gland transcriptome profiles. Clustering was assessed using a number of 

bioinformatic tools including CLUSTAL W, PHRAP, PreGap4 and Gap4 alongside 

manual analysis. Modified CLOBB demonstrated increased clustering stringencies 

over CLOBB2, leading to an increase in the number of singleton and clusters 

containing more than one EST and a reduction in the size of the largest cluster. 

Analysis of cluster TES00002 demonstrated that Modified CLOBB provided the 

optimum agreement of EST clustering with manual analysis and conferred increased 

EST discrimination compared to CLOBB2. Efficiency assessments of a clustering 

method are fundamental for the production of transcriptomic data; efficient 

clustering underpins the integrity of a dataset and the conclusions that are drawn 

thereafter. These results strongly support the use of Modified CLOBB as the optimal 

algorithm for clustering snake venom gland derived ESTs.
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3.2 Introduction

The construction of cDNA libraries coupled with the generation of expressed 

sequence tags provides a wealth of molecular data adequate for the creation of a 

partial genome or organ/tissue-specific gene discovery (e.g. Adams et al. 1991; 

Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006). This highly cost-effective discovery method provides 

a representative fraction of the genes present in the starting material, although the 

generation of redundant and partial sequence data provides downstream data 

management challenges (Parkinson et al. 2002). Bioinformatic processing of cDNA 

library generated ESTs facilitates the exclusion of poor quality sequences and 

contaminating vector and adaptor sequences, before clustering ESTs into putative 

gene objects in order to manage sequence redundancy (e.g. Parkinson et al. 2002, 

2004). Subsequently, contiguous sequences (contigs) of clustered gene objects are 

generated and typically annotated via BLAST (basic local alignment search tool) 

similarity to existing annotated sequences present in multiple DNA and protein 

databases (e.g. Parkinson et al. 2004). A critical step in the processing of EST data 

is that of clustering. The process of clustering is fundamental for the generation of a 

replicable, manageable dataset; efficient clustering underpins the integrity of a 

dataset and the conclusions that are drawn thereafter. For example, if EST 

sequences are incorrectly grouped into multiple clusters that are homologous, 

duplication of the data occurs. Conversely, incorrect cluster placement of non- 

homologous ESTs produces a loss of data; single BLAST annotations are provided 

for each cluster based on homology to a cluster’s generated contiguous sequence, 

thereby masking the sequence variation present in incorrectly placed non- 

homologous ESTs. Furthermore, obtaining an appropriate clustering stringency is 

fundamental for down-stream sequence analysis; the generation of large clusters 

containing gene products from similar genes or multi-locus gene families is often 

undesirable for subsequent data manipulation, whilst excessive increases in cluster 

stringency can produce multiple clusters which separate polymorphic homologous 

genes based on minimal base pair differences, leading to the creation of unwarranted 

novel clusters. Obtaining the optimal clustering stringency of an algorithm is highly 

desirable, whilst the ability to appropriately modify an algorithm to variable EST 

datasets is particularly advantageous.
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There are a number of bioinformatic clustering tools available for EST datasets 

generated by non-‘next generation’ sequencing technologies, including primitive 

scripts which run and parse the results of sequence database searches, e.g. REX (Yee 

and Conklin, 1998), INCA (Graul and Sadee, 1997) and SEALS (Walker and 

Koonin, 1997) and programs which operate on non-alignment based algorithms, e.g. 

d2_cluster (Burke et al. 1999). Separate from these stand alone resolutions are 

dedicated database systems which have been implemented to process EST databases 

using gene indices, these include, UniGene (Boguski and Schuler, 1995) and TIGR 

(Adams et al. 1995; Sutton et al. 1995; White and Kervalage, 1996; Pertea et al.

2003) . The UniGene system operates by analysing pair-wise comparisons of 

mRNAs and genomic DNA fragments before matching by similarity. TIGR uses a 

gene indices system created by WU-BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990); this analysis is 

also based upon a series of pair-wise comparisons, EST sequences are grouped 

together if they share 95% sequence similarity over 40 base pairs, before the 

sequence data is subjected to a round of clustering by the program CAP3 (Huang, 

1996; Huang and Madan, 1999) to generate initial consensus sequences. In contrast, 

the PartiGene pipeline uses the PERL scripting language to drive a fully automated, 

integrated pipeline consisting of three major scripts which are fully customisable; 

Trace2dbEST processes raw trace sequences, PartiGene incorporates the clustering 

algorithm CLOBB (duster on the basis of BLAST similarity) and BLAST for 

deriving sequence annotations, whilst Prot4EST derives peptide predictions from the 

processed EST sequences (Parkinson et al. 2002; 2004; Wasmuth and Blaxter,
2004) .

Comparison analyses of these clustering methodologies determined that CLOBB and 

TIGR produce datasets with both a greater number of clusters and singletons than 

UniGene, thereby implying these algorithms are more discriminating (Parkinson et 

al. 2002). In addition, the CLOBB algorithm was shown to be more capable at 

finding potential matches for sequences than the TIGR algorithm (Parkinson et al. 

2002). Another advantage of CLOBB is the way it deals with large clusters termed 

‘superclusters’. Clustering algorithms produce results that vary according to the 

order in which sequences are added due to the unidirectional order in which
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sequences are processed (Parkinson et al. 2002), i.e. further growth of a cluster is 

reliant on which sequences it encounters next. The problems that can arise from this 

include the formation of superclusters from the merging of two unsuitable clusters 

via an intermediate chimeric sequence (Parkinson et al. 2002). The CLOBB 

algorithm prevents the merging of these clusters and automatically identifies these 

issues (Parkinson et al. 2002). Although this action leads to an increased division of 

related clusters, and hence putative genes, compared to other methods, it is 

preferable to have two or more related clusters than a chimeric cluster. Post-CLOBB 

assembly uses the supercluster information to allow the merging of related clusters 

manually prior to assembly and therefore reduce the number of putative genes to a 

more acceptable level (Parkinson et al. 2002).

The CLOBB algorithm clusters processed ESTs into groups of putative gene objects 

according to BLAST similarity (Parkinson et al. 2002). Once ESTs are assigned to 

clusters of putative gene objects, consensus contiguous sequences can be derived 

which increase both the length and overall sequence quality of a transcript 

(Parkinson et al. 2002), therefore reducing the common problems of reliability 

associated with EST datasets. Initially, CLOBB reads ESTs individually and 

compares them to the current cluster database using BLASTN. The BLAST output 

is subsequently parsed for high-scoring segment pairs (HSPs); those with a sequence 

identity of >95% and an overlap length of >30 base pairs are designated as type I 

matches, whilst those with a sequence identity of <95% are placed into a new cluster 

(Parkinson et al. 2002). Type I matches are subsequently checked for integrity 

before being further characterised into type II or type III matches. Type II matches 

occur when sequences do not contain high quality overlap extensions of more than 

30 base pairs beyond the HSPs, whilst type III matches are assigned when high 

quality extensions do occur (Parkinson et al. 2002). Cluster assignment then checks 

the identified type II and type III matches to ensure that no conflicts arise; if a 

sequence forms both a type II and type III match with different members of a 

particular cluster then the query sequence is assigned to a new cluster to prevent the 

creation of undesirable chimeric clusters (Parkinson et al. 2002). Clustering conflict 

can arise via multiple type II matches with distinct clusters. If the HSPs of these 

matches occur in overlapping regions the query sequence is likely to be a spliced
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variant of one gene or a closely related member of a gene family; as such the 

sequence is assigned to the cluster with the highest BLAST score and noted as a 

‘supercluster’ for subsequent manual analysis (Parkinson et al. 2002). When the 

HSPs of the matching sequences do not occur in overlapping regions the query links 

the clusters together and advocates merging the two clusters (Parkinson et al. 2002). 

Following the resolution of EST clustering, the sequence database contains two 

types of generated clusters; those containing one EST (singleton clusters or 

singletons) and those containing more than one EST (clusters). One of the most 

useful features of CLOBB algorithms is the presence of multiple variables that can 

be easily modified; factors such as minimum length of HSP, maximum allowable 

non-HSP overlap and percentage identity in overlap, can be tuned to produce the 

most satisfactory clustering results for any particular dataset (Parkinson et al. 2002). 

Furthermore, CLOBB records any merging or splitting events as the number of ESTs 

in a dataset increases, allowing the cluster membership of a dataset to be tracked as 

incremental additions of sequences occur (Parkinson et al. 2002).

In order to assess the optimal CLOBB-derived clustering methodology for venom 

gland generated EST data, two CLOBB algorithm variants were used to cluster 1440 

ESTs generated from the Echis coloratus (Serpentes: Viperidae) venom gland cDNA 

library. The CLOBB2 algorithm, an unmodified, standard clustering script pre

installed with PartiGene on Bio-Linux v4.0, was compared to a modified CLOBB 

algorithm. Modified CLOBB is a variant of the original CLOBB algorithm pre

installed on the Bio-Linux v4.0 predecessor Bio-Linux v3.0. This script was 

provided by S. C. Wagstaff pre-modified to increase sequence clustering stringencies 

to 95%. Modified CLOBB was demonstrated to significantly increase clustering 

stringency over the original CLOBB algorithm for venom gland generated EST data 

(Wagstaff, S. C., personal communication), and was therefore implemented for 

bioinformatic processing of the E. ocellatus venom gland transcriptome (Wagstaff 

and Harrison, 2006). In order to evaluate whether the modified CLOBB script 

retains an increase in cluster stringency over the newer CLOBB2 script, 

bioinformatic processing of a venom gland generated EST dataset was undertaken 

using both clustering scripts prior to comparative analysis in order to determine the 

optimal clustering strategy for constructing venom gland transcriptome databases.
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3.3 Methods

The venom gland cDNA library was constructed from ten wild-caught specimens of 

Echis coloratus (Egypt), using identical protocols to those described for the 

construction of the E. ocellatus venom gland cDNA library (Wagstaff and Harrison, 

2006). 1440 clones from the cDNA library were picked randomly and sequenced 

(NERC Molecular Genetics Facility, UK) using M13 forward primers. 

Bioinformatic processing was carried out using the PartiGene pipeline 

(www.nematodes.org). Sequences were processed (to exclude low quality, 

contaminating vector sequences and poly A+ tracts) using Trace2dbEST v.2.1.1 

(Parkinson et al. 2004). The Trace2dbEST output was parsed through PartiGene 

v3.0 incorporating the PERL language clustering script CLOBB2 (Parkinson et al. 

2002). The generated CLOBB2 output was given the three letter library identifier 

TES (test). The Trace2dbEST output was subsequently processed through PartiGene 

v2.2.0, using identical parameters to PartiGene v3.0 apart from the implementation 

of the modified CLOBB script (provided by Wagstaff, S. C.) to cluster the raw 

sequences. The library identifier provided for modified CLOBB-processed ESTs 

was ECO (Echis coloratus). The clustering results of both scripts were analysed 

using the multiple alignment program CLUSTAL W (vl.82) (Thompson et al. 1994) 

and the pre-genome assembly program PreGAP4 (vl.5) (Bonfield et al. 1995) by 

implementing PHRAP (Green, 1995) under standard settings. The CLUSTAL W 

output was analysed using the Jalview (v2.2.1) viewing interface (Waterhouse et al. 

2009), whilst PreGAP4 output was analysed in GAP4 (v4.10) (Bonfield et al. 1995) 

by invoking the join editor. Manual analysis of DNA sequence variation was 

assessed by the number of base pair differences between, (i) contigs and (ii) 

individual ESTs and contigs, over the length of the contiguous sequence and 

expressed as a percentage.

3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 CLOBB2 versus modified CLOBB

Trace2dbEST sequence processing produced 1070 high quality submissible EST 

sequences. The CLOBB2 script clustered ESTs into a total of 389 clusters, of which 

291 clusters were singleton clusters (Table 3.1). 98 clusters containing more than
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one member were derived from 779 ESTs; the average cluster size (excluding 

singleton clusters) was 7.95 transcripts per cluster. The largest cluster, TES00002, 

was noted due to its size (131 ESTs), representing 12.24% of total ESTs. The 

remaining clusters ranged in size between two and fifty-eight transcripts per cluster. 

In contrast, the modified CLOBB script clustered the dataset into 425 clusters, of 

which 324 clusters were singletons (Table 3.1). 101 clusters, derived from 746 

sequences, contained more than one transcript yielding an average cluster size of 

7.39 ESTs. Cluster sizes ranged from two ESTs to the largest cluster, EC000011, 

which contained 60 transcripts. The modified CLOBB algorithm appeared to cluster 

ESTs more stringently than CLOBB2; fewer sequences are included in clusters 

containing >1 EST, leading to an increase in singleton clusters (Table 3.1). I 

hypothesise that singleton ESTs were excluded from non-singleton clusters because 

of increased clustering stringencies based on a lack of significant sequence 

similarity. However, it remains unclear whether; (i) the CLOBB2 algorithm over

clusters the ESTs, (ii) the modified CLOBB algorithm under-clusters or (iii) whether 

a combination of both factors is occurring. In order to determine the factors 

responsible for the variation in cluster distribution generated by the two CLOBB 

algorithms, the largest cluster created by CLOBB2, TES00002, was analysed using 

multiple DNA sequence alignment and clustering tools.

CLOBB2 Modified CLOBB

Number of ESTs 1070 1070

Number of singleton clusters 291 324

Number of clusters (ESTs >1) 98 101

Number of ESTs that form 

clusters >1

779 746

Average cluster size 7.95 7.39

EST size of largest cluster 131 60

Table 3.1. A comparison of the clustering statistics produced by the two CLOBB 

algorithms.
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3.4.2 PHRAP analysis of cluster TES00002

Cluster TES00002 was generated from the PartiGene output by the PERL script 

CLOBB2. Members of the cluster were aligned in CLUSTAL W and viewed in 

Jalview. The majority of ESTs exhibited a high sequence identity apart from 14 

ESTs which aligned separately. This group of ESTs exhibited poor sequence 

similarity to the remaining members of TES00002 (117 ESTs) and induced multiple 

insertions in the CLUSTAL W alignment. In order to validate the membership of 

TES00002, members of the cluster were parsed into PreGAP4, clustered using 

PHRAP and viewed in GAP4. Surprisingly, PHRAP clustered members of 

TES00002 into four disparate contiguous sequences of varying length (Table 3.2). 

Manually viewing the membership of the contigs revealed the ESTs that failed to 

align in CLUSTAL W were transcripts that began coding a minimum of 250bp from 

the 5’ end of the gene. Whilst CLUSTAL W was unable to align these sequences 

due to a lack of sequence overlap, GAP4 demonstrated these transcripts were 

homologous to the remaining ESTs in the cluster.

Number of ESTs Length of contiguous sequence (bp)

Contig 1 5 822

Contig 2 23 1034

Contig 3 44 921

Contig 4 59 1974

Table 3.2. A comparison of the number of ESTs and the length of coding sequence 

of four contiguous sequences created by PreGAP4 analysis of cluster TES00002.

3.4.3 Inter-contig comparisons

The separation of cluster TES00002 into four separate contiguous sequences strongly 

implies over-clustering by the CLOBB2 algorithm. To confirm this theory the join 

editor in GAP4 was invoked to align the four generated contigs for manual analysis 

of sequence similarity based upon base pair and base pair percentage differences 

(Table 3.3). The smallest base pair percentage difference (3.66%) was observed 

between contig 3 and contig 4; this equated to 33 base pair substitutions or 

insertion/deletions (indels) over the entire contig. In contrast, the greatest difference,
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between contig 2 and contig 4 was substantially higher (9.62% -1 OObp). An average 

difference of 6.38% (57bp) was found between the four contiguous sequences. The 

variation observed between the four contigs is sufficiently divergent to advocate 

their separation into distinct clusters; the implication is that the CLOBB2 algorithm 

is ineffective at splitting clusters in the absence of a >10% sequence similarity 

difference is notable.

Percentage difference between contiguous sequences

Base pair Contig 1 Contig 2 Contig 3 Contig 4

difference Contig 1 - 5.54 5.90 7.14

between Contig 2 46 - 6.42 9.62

contiguous Contig 3 49 58 - 3.66

sequences Contig 4 59 100 33 -

Table 3.3. The base pair percentage and base pair differences between the four 

contiguous sequences created by PreGAP4 and GAP4 analysis of cluster TES00002.

3.4.4 Intra-contig comparisons

The membership of individual contigs generated by PreGAP4 were analysed in order 

to check the membership integrity of individual contigs and to determine whether 

sufficient intra-contig sequence variation exists to justify further separation of EST 

contig membership; analyses were undertaken to test the clustering stringency 

implemented by PHRAP in PreGAP4. Contig 1 contained five ESTs exhibiting 

minimal base pair variation; in total only four base pairs differed from the consensus 

sequence and all occurred within 30bp of the 3’ end of the EST which may be more 

susceptible to base calling errors due to a reduction in trace sequence quality. The 

maximum percentage base pair difference observed was 0.27%, thereby justifying 

the membership of this contig.

Contig 2 contained 23 ESTs and exhibited considerable variation compared to contig 

1. The greatest sequence variation observed was 15bp and 9bp equating to a 2.72% 

and 1.66% difference. The remaining sequences exhibited a sequence identity of at
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least 99.35%. The average percentage difference between members of the contig 

and the contiguous sequence was 0.38%; therefore the exclusion of the two ESTs 

exhibiting the greatest variation (04B03 and 1 IB 12) from the cluster could be 

justified. Transcript 04B03 displayed four sequence alignment insertions when 

compared to other members of the contig, whilst transcript 11B12 exhibited nine 

unique base pair substitutions. The lack of similarity between these two transcripts 

advocates their separation into individual singleton clusters.

The average base pair percentage difference between the 44 members of contig 3 

was 0.45%. Six ESTs were determined to have >1% base pair divergence from the 

consensus sequence, with five of the transcripts (01A03, 01C08, 04B02, 09F07 and 

09G08) displaying nine identical base pair substitutions, indicating their non

homology to other members of the contig. However, transcript 01A03 contains an 

additional seven base pair substitutions that were not observed in the remaining 

variants, representing a further 1.2% base pair divergence to the other contig 3 

variants. These observations advocate the placement of transcript 01A03 into a 

novel singleton cluster and the remaining four ESTs (01C08, 04B02, 09F07 and 

09G08) into a separate novel cluster. The final transcript (04G10) exhibited 

substantial variation from the contiguous sequence (1 lbp substitutions - 2.07%); two 

substitutions were homologous to the transcripts described above, whilst nine are 

unique within contig 3, advocating the placement of 04G10 into a novel singleton 

cluster.

Contig 4 contains 59 sequences which vary from the consensus sequence by an 

average of 0.19% (2.07bp). This is the lowest amount of intra-contig sequence 

variation found in any of the contigs containing more than 10 ESTs (Table 3.4). 

However, four sequences differ from the consensus sequence by greater than 1%; the 

highest base pair variation observed represented 1.46%. Upon visual analysis of 

these variants, only transcripts 13F04 and 02F12 exhibited distinct variation that 

justified removal from the contig. Transcript 13F04 exhibited four unique base pair 

substitutions and created two insertions (1.39%) in the consensus sequence, whilst 

transcript 02F12 displayed three unique base pair substitutions and created two
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insertions (1.17%). As these transcripts do not exhibit homology to each other, their 

removal from contig 4 into singleton clusters is advocated. The remaining ESTs 

exhibiting >1% base pair difference displayed the majority of variation at the 3’ end 

of the EST sequence. For this reason further separation of the contig cannot be 

advocated until primer walking the 3’ end of the ESTs of interest determines the 

quality of base calling. Interestingly, the remaining variation in contig 4 focuses 

primarily around five base pair positions. The majority (31) of the ESTs contain the 

base pair motif G-T-A-G-G at these sites. However, eight ESTs exhibit four 

substitutions at these base pair positions exhibiting the motif C-C-T-G-T, whilst six 

ESTs exhibit two base pair substitutions yielding the motif C-T-A-T-G. The 

remaining fourteen sequences begin downstream of these base pair positions and can 

therefore not be classified by this motif variation. For this reason further splitting of 

contig 4 cannot be advocated until full length sequence data is generated.

Contig 1 Contig 2 Contig 3 Contig 4

Number of ESTs 5 23 44 59

Average EST difference 

from consensus (base pairs)

0.80 2.20 2.52 2.07

Average EST difference 

from consensus (%)

0.11 0.38 0.45 0.19

Greatest EST difference 

from consensus (%)

0.27 2.72 3.85 1.46

Table 3.4. Summary statistics from manual contiguous sequence analysis in GAP4.

Manual analysis of the four TES00002 contiguous sequences generated by PHRAP 

in PreGAP4 infers the presence of five distinct clusters (ESTs >1), with one cluster 

containing three isoforms which may be distinct gene products (Table 3.5). In 

addition, six ESTs should be separated into individual singleton clusters on the basis 

of dissimilarity.
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Summary of manual contiguous sequence analysis

Contig 1 Contig resolves completely into one cluster.

Contig 2 Contig resolves into one cluster containing 21 sequences and two 

singleton clusters (11B12 and 04B03).

Contig 3 Contig resolves into two clusters containing 38 and four sequences and 

two singleton clusters (04G10 and 01A03).

Contig 4 Contig resolves into one cluster containing three distinct isoforms and 

two singleton clusters (13F04 and 02F12). Splitting of the cluster into 

three isoform clusters may be advocated following extensive 

sequencing.

Table 3.5. A summary of recommendations following manual intra-contig

sequences analysis of cluster TES00002 in PreGAP4 and GAP4.

3.4.5 Modified CLOBB

An initial overview of the statistics generated following the clustering of E. 

coloratus derived ESTs implied the modified CLOBB algorithm exhibited increased 

clustering stringencies compared to CLOBB2; increases in the number of singleton 

clusters and clusters containing >1 EST were observed (Table 3.1). The largest 

cluster in the ECO EST database contained 60 transcripts, indicating that cluster 

TES00002, generated by CLOBB2, has been split into two or more clusters. Manual 

analysis of the EST clone identifiers revealed that modified CLOBB split cluster 

TES00002 into five clusters (ECOOOOll, 00017, 00020, 00044 and 00047) and six 

singleton clusters. Manual analysis was undertaken to correlate cluster memberships 

generated by modified CLOBB with PreGAP4 generated contigs and their 

subsequent manual analysis (Table 3.6).

Cluster ECOOOOll contained 60 ESTs, including 57 of the 59 ESTs found in contig 

4 generated by PreGAP4. The remaining two ESTs from contig 4 (13F04 and 

02F12) were identified in individual singleton clusters (EC000072 and EC000421), 

as advocated by manual analysis. Interestingly, modified CLOBB clustered three 

additional transcripts (07C12, 08C05 and 08C04), which were absent in TES00002, 

into this cluster; two of these ESTs are identical to the consensus sequence, whilst
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07C12 differs by three base pair substitutions (0.49%) towards the 3’ end of the 

sequence. Given the high level of sequence identity between these additional ESTs 

and the consensus sequence of contig 4, it is not apparent why they were originally 

excluded from cluster TES00002 by CLOBB2. Notably, the isoforms observed in 

contig 4 by manual analysis are all retained within cluster ECOOOOl 1.

CLOBB2 PHRAP in 

PreGAP4

Manual analysis in 

GAP4

Modified CLOBB

TES00002 (131) Contig 1 (5) One cluster (5) Cluster EC000047 (5)

Contig 2 (23) One cluster (21) 

Two singletons 

(04B03 and 11B12)

Cluster ECOOOOl7 (27) 

Singletons EC000174 

(04B03) and EC000391 

(11B12)

Contig 3 (44) Two clusters (38 

and 4)

Two singletons 

(01A03 and 

04G10)

Clusters EC000020 (38) 

and EC000044 (4) 

Singletons EC000058 

(01A03) and EC000150 

(04G10)

Contig 4 (59) One cluster (5 7) 

Two singletons 

(13F04 and 02F12)

Cluster ECOOOOl 1 (60) 

Singletons EC000072 

(13F04) and EC000421 

(02F12)

Table 3.6. A summary of the membership of cluster TES00002 using multiple 

different clustering methods. The number of ESTs present in each cluster are 

italicised in parentheses.

Cluster ECOOOOl7 contained 27 ESTs, including 21 of the 23 transcripts observed in 

contig 2. The remaining two members of contig 2 (04B03 and 11B12) were 

separated from this cluster by modified CLOBB, as suggested by manual analysis, 

into singleton clusters (EC000174 and EC000391). As in cluster ECOOOOl 1, the 

modified CLOBB algorithm has identified and clustered additional ESTs that were 

not present in the CLOBB2 generated cluster TES00002. The additional six ESTs
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present in EC000017 are 5’ truncated and extend the 3’ end of the consensus 

sequence by ~700bp. The overlap between these ESTs and the consensus sequence 

is 130bp and no sequence variation was observed in the overlapping region, thereby 

strongly supporting their cluster membership as homologous ESTs. These 

observations imply the overlapping region observed is insufficient for CLOBB2 

clustering; this is particularly surprising considering CLOBB2 appears to be less 

stringent than modified CLOBB.

Contig 3 (44 ESTs) generated by PreGAP4 completely resolved into clusters 

EC000020 and EC000044 and two singleton clusters (EC000058 and EC000150). 

Cluster EC000020 contains the majority of ESTs observed in contig 3 (38 ESTs) 

and contains no additional sequences as observed in the modified CLOBB generated 

clusters ECOOOOll and EC000017. The remaining six sequences present in contig 

3 were split by modified CLOBB into a separate cluster containing four transcripts 

(EC000044) and two singleton clusters EC000058 and EC000150. Cluster 

EC000044 contains the sequences that manual analysis advocated separating from 

the contig on the basis of nine identical base pair substitutions (01C08, 04B02, 

09F07 and 09G08). Notably, transcript 01A03 was not included in this cluster by 

modified CLOBB and has been assigned its own singleton cluster (EC000058), as 

previously suggested by manual analysis, despite the observed sequence variation it 

shared with members of cluster EC000044. Modified CLOBB placed the remaining 

EST (04G10) into a singleton cluster (EC000150) as advocated by manual analysis. 

Cluster EC000047 exhibited an identical cluster membership to contig 1 generated 

by PreGAP4 analysis of cluster TES00002. PreGAP4, manual analysis and modified 

CLOBB all advocated the separation of this cluster, strongly suggesting these 

transcripts are non-homologous to the remaining members of cluster TES00002.

3.5 Conclusions

The use of bioinformatic algorithms to process cDNA library generated EST data is 

particularly valuable. The CLOBB algorithms have a number of advantages over 

other clustering algorithms, including the rejection of chimeric clusters, recording 

cluster merging or splitting events as incremental additions of ESTs occur and an
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easily modifiable, freely available, script (Parkinson et ah 2002). Previous analyses 

between the original CLOBB algorithm and CLOBB modified to increase clustering 

stringencies to 95% demonstrated modified CLOBB increased the clustering 

proficiency amenable for venom gland derived EST data (Wagstaff, S. C., personal 

communication). In order to determine whether the proficiencies generated by 

modified CLOBB remain following the creation of the CLOBB2 algorithm, a direct 

clustering comparison of E. coloratus venom gland ESTs was undertaken. The 

modified CLOBB algorithm provided the optimum agreement of predicted open 

reading frames out of the methods undertaken. In comparison, the CLOBB2 script 

proved to be less effective at manipulating venom gland derived ESTs into distinct, 

putative gene products. Decreases in the number of clusters and singleton clusters, 

combined with an increase in the average number of ESTs present in each cluster 

implied CLOBB2 was less discriminatory and over-clustered the E. coloratus 

dataset. Automated and manual analysis, facilitated by PHRAP, PreGAP4 and 

GAP4 confirmed this hypothesis and demonstrated the proficiency of modified 

CLOBB to create stringent clusters in general accordance with manual analysis.

The integrity of an automated clustering method is fundamental to producing a 

reliable dataset for down-stream sequence analysis. Whilst manual analysis of EST 

derived sequence data is useful for analysing the proficiency of a clustering 

mechanism, it is not viable for large scale sequence processing; an automated system 

provides a significant reduction in time and reduces experimental bias. Accurate 

clustering of ESTs, as demonstrated by modified CLOBB, separates sequence data 

into manageable putative gene objects for subsequent sequence analysis. An optimal 

clustering stringency partitions the dataset into an optimal number of gene objects, 

which in turn increases the accuracy of BLAST-derived cluster-specific annotations; 

non-homologous ESTs are separated into novel clusters, thereby providing diversity 

in cluster-derived consensus sequences. The successful clustering of venom gland 

derived ESTs generated from E. coloratus, alongside previous analyses with E. 

ocellatus venom gland data (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006), strongly support the use 

of modified CLOBB as the optimal algorithm for clustering snake venom gland 

derived ESTs.
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CHAPTER 4

Comparative venom gland transcriptome surveys of the saw-scaled vipers 

(Viperidae: Echis) reveal substantial intra-family gene diversity and novel

venom transcripts

4.1 Abstract

Venom variation occurs at all taxonomical levels and can impact significantly upon 

the clinical manifestations and efficacy of antivenom therapy following snakebite. 

Variation in snake venom composition is thought to be subject to strong natural 

selection as a result of adaptation towards specific diets. Members of the medically 

important genus Echis exhibit considerable variation in venom composition, which 

has been demonstrated to co-evolve with evolutionary shifts in diet. A venom gland 

transcriptome approach was adopted to investigate the diversity of toxins in the 

genus and elucidate the mechanisms which result in prey-specific adaptations of 

venom composition.

Venom gland transcriptomes were created for E. pyramidum leakeyi> E. coloratus 

and E. carinatus sochureki by sequencing -1000 expressed sequence tags from 

venom gland cDNA libraries. A standardised methodology allowed a 

comprehensive intra-genus comparison of the venom gland profiles to be 

undertaken, including the previously described E. ocellatus transcriptome. BLAST 

annotation revealed the presence of snake venom metalloproteinases, C-type lectins, 

group II phopholipases A2, serine proteases, L-amino oxidases and growth factors in 

all transcriptomes throughout the genus. Transcripts encoding disintegrins, cysteine- 

rich secretory proteins and hyaluronidases were obtained from at least one, but not 

all, species. A representative group of novel venom transcripts exhibiting similarity 

to lysosomal acid lipase were identified from the E. coloratus transcriptome, whilst 

novel metallopeptidases exhibiting similarity to neprilysin and dipeptidyl peptidase 

III were identified from E. p. leakeyi and E. coloratus respectively.

The comparison of Echis venom gland transcriptomes revealed substantial 

intrageneric venom variation in representations and cluster numbers of the most
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abundant venom toxin families. The expression profiles of established toxin groups 

exhibit little obvious association with venom-related adaptations to diet described 

from this genus. I therefore hypothesise that alterations in isoform diversity or 

transcript expression levels within the major venom protein families are likely to be 

responsible for prey specificity, rather than differences in the representation of entire 

toxin families or the recruitment of novel toxin families, although the recruitment of 

lysosomal acid lipase as a response to vertebrate feeding cannot be excluded. 

Evidence of marked intrageneric venom variation within the medically important 

genus Echis strongly advocates further investigations into the medical significance of 

venom variation in this genus and its impact upon antivenom therapy.

4.2 Introduction

Snake venoms contain a complex mix of components, with biologically active 

proteins and peptides comprising the vast majority (Aird, 2002). Variation in the 

composition of venom occurs at several taxonomical levels in multiple snake 

lineages (reviewed in Chippaux et al. 1991; Gutiérrez et al. 2009). The view that 

variation in venom composition evolves primarily through neutral evolutionary 

processes (Sasa, 1999a, 1999b; Mebs, 2001) is not supported by other reports that 

snake venom composition is subject to strong natural selection as a result of 

adaptation towards specific diets (e.g. Daltry et al. 1996a; KordiS and GubenSek, 

2000; Jorge-da-Silva and Aird, 2001). Since the primary role of venom is to aid prey 

capture (Chippaux et al. 1991), it is perhaps unsurprising that variation in the protein 

composition of venom has been associated with significant dietary shifts in a number 

of genera (Jorge-da-Silva and Aird, 2001; Barlow et al. 2009; Creer et al. 2003; Sanz 

et al. 2006). Irrespective of the evolutionary forces underpinning venom protein 

composition, variation in venom components can significantly impact upon the 

clinical manifestations of snake envenoming (Warrell, 1989; Prasad et al. 1999; 

Shashidharamurthy et al. 2002) and, because the clinical efficacy of an antivenom 

may be largely restricted to the venom used in its manufacture, the success of 

antivenom therapy (Theakston et al. 1989; Galán et al. 2004; Visser et al. 2008).
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Envenoming by saw-scaled viper (Viperidae: Echis) species is thought to be 

responsible for more snakebite deaths worldwide than any other snake genus 

(Warrell et al. 1977). Envenomed victims typically suffer a combination of systemic 

and local haemorrhagic symptomatologies and up to 20% mortality rates without 

antivenom treatment (Warrell et al. 1977, Warrell, 1995; Habib et al. 2001). Whilst 

the clinical symptoms are largely consistent throughout this widely distributed genus 

(Warrell, 1995), cases of incomplete intrageneric antivenom efficacy have been 

documented, implying substantial inter-species venom variation (Gillissen et al. 

1994; Kochar et al. 2007; Visser et al. 2008; Warrell, 2008). The four species 

complexes making up this genus, the E. carinatus, E. ocellatus, E. pyramidum and 

E. coloratus species groups (Barlow et al. 2009; Pook et al. 2009), exhibit 

considerable vertebrate or invertebrate dietary preferences, E. coloratus being a 

vertebrate specialist whereas invertebrates feature prominently in the diet of the 

others (Barlow et al. 2009). Since the proportions of consumed invertebrates 

correlated strongly with alterations in venom toxicity to scorpions, the toxicity of the 

venom from these species appears to have co-evolved alongside evolutionary shifts 

in diet (Barlow et al. 2009). A preliminary venom protein analysis using reduced 

SDS-PAGE failed to identify an obvious link between venom composition and diet 

(Barlow et al. 2009), justifying the use of a more comprehensive venom composition 

analysis in order to elucidate the mechanisms driving venom adaptations within the 

Echis viper genus.

Based on earlier work with E. ocellatus (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006), a 

comparative venom gland transcriptome approach was elected and venom gland 

cDNA libraries from E. coloratus, E. pyramidum leakeyi and E. carinatus sochureki 

were generated. Together with the existing E. ocellatus database, these provided 

DNA sequence data representing the venom gland transcriptomes for each of the 

four major species groups within the genus. The production of multiple Echis 

venom gland expressed sequence tag databases (vgDbEST) provided an unbiased 

overview of the transcriptional activity during venom synthesis in the venom glands 

of four species in this genus. This, the first comprehensive compilation of venom 

gland transcriptomes of congeneric snake species, was then interrogated to determine 

whether the mechanisms resulting in prey-specific adaptation of venom composition
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involve (i) the recruitment of novel prey-specific venom toxin transcripts, (ii) major 

changes in the expression levels of established toxin families, (iii) the diversification 

of functional isoforms within established toxin families or (iv) a combination of 

these factors.

4.3 Methods

Venom gland cDNA libraries were constructed from ten wild-caught specimens of 

Echis coloratus (Egypt), E. p. leakeyi (Kenya) and E. c. sochureki (Shaijah, UAE), 

maintained in the herpetarium of the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, using 

identical protocols described for the construction of the venom gland cDNA library 

from E. ocellatus (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006). Clones from the cDNA libraries 

were picked randomly and sequenced (NERC Molecular Genetics Facility, UK) 

using M l3 forward primers.

Bioinformatic processing was carried out using the PartiGene pipeline with the same 

protocols used previously (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006). Briefly, sequences were 

processed (to exclude low quality, contaminating vector sequences and poly At

tracts) using Trace2dbEST (Parkinson et al. 2004). Subsequently, assembly was 

undertaken in PartiGene version 3.0, using high stringency clustering parameters 

(Parkinson et al. 2004; Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006). A total of 1070 (£. 

coloratus), 1078 (E. p. leakeyi) and 1156 (E. c. sochureki) processed ESTs were 

entered into respective species databases alongside the 883 ESTs generated from the 

E. ocellatus vgDbEST (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006). Assembled ESTs were 

BLAST annotated against UniProt (v56.2), TrEMBL (v39.2) and separate databases 

containing only Serpentes nucleotide and protein sequences derived from the same 

Uniprot/TrEMBL release versions.

Clustering was performed incrementally (96 sequences per round) to determine the 

number of sequences required to construct a representative transcriptome (i.e. the 

point where further sequencing only adds to existing clusters). It was estimated that
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a minimum of 800 EST sequences were required to provide an accurate 

representation of the three vgDbESTs (Appendix II Figure 1). For longer clones (i.e. 

SVMPs), representatives of each cluster were subject to primer walking to acquire 

sufficient sequence data for isoform classification. SVMPs were characterised based 

upon the presence or absence of additional domains extending from the 

metalloproteinase domain (Fox and Serrano, 2005). PIVs were distinguished from 

Pills by the presence of an additional cysteine residue in the cysteine-rich region at 

positions 397 or 400 (Fox and Serrano, 2005; Wagstaff et al. 2009 (numbering from 

Fox and Serrano, 2005)).

Appendix II Table 1 displays the catalogue of venom toxin transcripts present in 

each of the four Echis vgDbESTs based upon significant (>le-05) BLAST 

annotation. Presentation of the fully assembled and annotated vgDbESTs can be 

viewed at http://venoms.liv.ac.uk. The sequences reported in this paper have also 

been submitted into dbEST division of the public database GenBank: E. coloratus 

[GenBank: GR947900-GR948969], E. c. sochureki [GenBank: GR948970- 

GR950126] and E.p. leakeyi [GenBank: GR950127-GR951204].

4.4 Results

EST data provide a powerful insight into the transcriptional activity of a tissue at a 

particular time point. The protocols used for the generation of venom gland EST 

databases provide a snapshot of transcriptional activity in the venom gland 3 days 

after venom expulsion, when transcription peaks (Paine et al. 1992) in preparation 

for new venom synthesis. Although each individual venom transcript cannot be 

correlated with the mature venom proteome without considerable extra experimental 

verification, previous work with E. ocellatus (Wagstaff et al. 2009) shows there is a 

good general accordance between the venom proteome and that predicted from the 

venom gland transcriptome. Thus, whilst a cautionary approach is required when 

interpreting a correlation between transcriptome and proteome, the sensitivity and 

unbiased nature of venom gland transcriptome surveys can be valuable in the
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identification of rare, unusual or potentially novel toxins and their isoforms that are 

difficult to detect in the proteome (e.g. Harrison et al. 2007).

To provide a representative overview of the transcriptional variation in venom 

components in each species, whilst minimising compositional bias arising from 

intraspecific variation in venom composition, venom gland cDNA libraries were 

based on ten specimens of variable size and gender. Generated ESTs were clustered 

under high stringency conditions to assemble overlapping single sequence reads into 

full length gene objects where possible. Using BLAST, 80-93% of gene objects for 

each library were assigned a functional annotation based upon significant (>le-05) 

scores against multiple databases. The majority of annotated ESTs (61-74%) were 

assigned to clusters representing distinct gene objects (Appendix II Table 2). The 

proportion of toxin encoding transcripts (enzymes and non-enzymatic toxins) 

assigned by BLAST homology, was typically greater than those encoding non-toxin 

transcripts (for example, those involved in cellular biosynthetic processes) and 

unidentified components (i.e. with no significant hit against the databases) (Figure 

4.1). There were twice the numbers of unidentified ESTs in the E. c. sochureki 

vgDbESTs than in any of the other Echis vgDbESTs. As the bulk of these 

unidentified ESTs were singletons, not clustered gene objects, I interpret this to 

result from increases in unidentified 3’ untranslated regions rather than unidentified 

novel toxin transcripts. The annotated venom toxin encoding profiles for the four 

Echis species revealed substantial variation in (i) the inferred expression levels and 

(ii) the cluster diversity within many toxin families (Figure 4.2 and Appendix II 

Table 1). The details and potential implications of this species-specific variation in 

the representation of each toxin family will be discussed in turn.
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Figure 4.1. The relative expression of annotated venom gland transcriptomes from 

four members of the genus Echis. Bar charts represent the proportions of BLAST- 

annotated ESTs; unidentified = non-significant hits. Toxin encoding transcripts are 

expanded as pie charts illustrating the proportional representation of snake venom 

metalloproteinases (SVMP), short coding disintegrins (DIS), C-type lectins (CTL), 

group II phospholipases A2 (PLA2), serine proteases (SP) and other less represented 

venom toxins (Others) in the transcriptomes of each Echis species.

4.4.1 Snake venom metalloproteinases (SVMP)

The SVMP transcripts were the most abundant and divergent (in tenus of cluster 

numbers) Echis venom toxin family (Figure 4.2) and comprised roughly half of the 

total toxin transcripts (Figure 4.1). The SVMPs are a diverse group of enzymes 

classified into those comprising only the metalloproteinase domain (PI) and those 

sequentially extended by a disintegrin domain (PII), a disintegrin-like and cysteine- 

rich domain (Pill) and the latter co-valently linked to C-type lectin-like components 

(PIV) (Fox and Serrano, 2005). Known and suspected modifications in domain 

structure are thought to account for the wide range of SVMP pathological activities,
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including haemorrhage, coagulopathy, fibrinolysis and prothrombin activation 

(Warrell et al. 1976; Fox and Serrano, 2005,2008).

There were more Pill SVMP clusters in the genus Echis than any other toxin family 

clusters. The presence of apparent, extensive Pill SVMP gene diversification hints 

that evolutionary pressures are acting to increase the functional diversity of this 

SVMP group, highlighting their fundamental biological importance to the genus. In 

contrast, PI SVMP transcripts were present, albeit at low levels, only in the E. 

coloratus and E. ocellatus vgDbESTs. While the diversity of the PII SVMPs was 

substantially lower than that of the PHI SVMPs, their abundance differed between 

species. Thus, 80% of total E. p. leakeyi SVMP transcripts were PIIs (cluster 

EPL00005 comprised 38% of all SVMPs) and, although less numerically significant, 

38% of the E. coloratus SVMPs were also PIIs. Despite intrageneric variation in 

abundance and diversity, analysis of PII contiguous sequences throughout the genus 

revealed the ubiquitous representation of motifs (RGD, KGD and VGD) involved in 

binding to the anbP3, avp3 and a5Pi integrins implicated in platelet aggregation 

inhibition (Huang et a l 1987; Calvete et al. 2005). The RGD-only representation of 

E. p. leakeyi PII SVMPs implies evolutionary conservation of this particular 

disintegrin motif, in contrast to the gene diversification observed in the Pills. I 

assigned some PHI SVMP transcripts as putative PIV SVMPs according to the 

presence of an additional cysteine residue in the cysteine-rich region at positions 397 

or 400 (Fox and Serrano, 2005; Wagstaff et al. 2009, (numbering from Fox and 

Serrano, 2005)). These transcripts also form strongly supported monophyletic 

groups (data not shown) with homologues of SVMP PIVs previously characterised 

from venom proteomes; two of the three putative E. coloratus PIVs (EC000075 & 

EC000144) show the greatest sequence similarity to PIV SVMPs characterised from 

Macrovipera lebetina and Daboia russelii respectively [UniProt:Q7T046 and 

Q7LZ61], whereas all other Echis PIVs showed greatest similarity to the previously 

characterised E. ocellatus PIV SVMP, EOC00024 (Wagstaff et al. 2009). The 

relative representation of these putative PIV SVMPs was substantially greater in E. 

ocellatus (EOC00024 - 23% and EOC00022 - 7%) than E. coloratus and E. c. 

sochureki (<4%); no PIV SVMPs were found in the E. p. leakeyi vgDbEST. Taken
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together, this implies that two divergent forms of PIV SVMPs may be uniquely 

present in E. coloratus, despite their low representation in this species.

A new E. ocellatus cDNA precursor, encoding numerous QKW tripeptides and a 

polyH/G peptide that have potent SVMP-inhibiting activities, was recently identified 

(Wagstaff et al. 2008). Representatives of this SVMP inhibitory transcript were 

identified in each Echis vgDbEST (data not shown), but no correlation was identified 

between the proportional representation of the Echis SVMPs and their SVMP 

inhibitory transcripts.

4.4.2 Disintegrins

Snake venom disintegrins are derived either from proteolytic processing of PII 

SVMP precursors (Shimokawa et al. 1996) or are encoded by discreet Pll-derived 

disintegrin-only genes, containing only a signal peptide and a disintegrin domain -  

previously described as ‘short coding’ disintegrins (Okuda et al. 2002; Francischetti 

et al. 2004). Representation of short coding disintegrins in the Echis genus is 

variable; small clusters were found in E. c. sochureki (4% and 3% of toxin 

transcripts) and E. coloratus (5%), whilst only a singleton transcript was found in E. 

p. leakeyi. Despite not being represented in the original E. ocellatus vgDbEST, a 

sequence encoding the short coding disintegrin ocellatusin has previously been 

identified from this species by PCR (Juárez et al. 2006b), confirming the presence of 

short coding disintegrin transcripts throughout the Echis genus.
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Figure 4.2 (previous page). The relative abundance and diversity of each Echis 

genus venom toxin family, a) Relative expression levels of non-singleton clusters of 

the most representative venom toxin families and b) Relative expression levels of 

total non-singleton clusters and singletons representing the less numerically 

represented venom toxin families (Others) are expressed as a percentage of total 

toxin encoding transcripts. Column to the right indicates the proportion of 

invertebrate prey consumed and the corresponding correlation of venom toxicity to 

scorpions: ++, high; +, moderate; -, low (adapted from Barlow et aï. 2009). Key -  

PI-PIV: sub-classes of snake venom metalloproteinases (SVMP); DIS: short coding 

disintegrins; CTL: C-type lectins; PLA2: group II phospholipases A2; SP: serine 

proteases; LAO: L-amino oxidases; CRISP: cysteine-rich secretory proteins; VEGF: 

vascular endothelial growth factors; NGF: nerve growth factors; PEPT: peptidases -  

aminopeptidase, dipeptidyl peptidase III and neprilysin; PE: Purine liberators - 

phosphdiesterase, 5’-nucleotidase and ectonucleoside triphosphate 

diphosphohydrolase (E-NTPase); HYAL: hyaluronidases; LAL: lysosomal acid 

lipases; RLAP: renin-like aspartic proteases; KTZ: kunitz-type protease inhibitors.

4.4.3 C-type lectins (CTL)

The CTLs proved to be the next most abundant and diverse (by cluster numbers) 

group of Echis venom toxin encoding transcripts. As argued for the SVMPs, the 

substantial CTL cluster diversity and implied functional diversity would be 

consistent with the known variation in CTL activity. Thus, CTL isoforms typically 

act synergistically as homologous or heterologous multimers to promote or inhibit 

platelet aggregation and/or target distinct elements of the coagulation cascade (see 

Markland 1998; Kini, 2006). Each of the Echis species showed considerable CTL 

diversity (10-24% toxin encoding transcripts) with E. p. leakeyi exhibiting both the 

largest number of ESTs and cluster-diversity. Notably, clusters showing similarity 

to echicetin a  and p, a platelet aggregation-inhibitor isolated from E. c. sochureki 

(Peng et al. 1993; Polgar et al. 1997), were found throughout the Echis genus and 

are the most represented CTLs in both E. c. sochureki and E. p. leakeyi. Recently, E. 

ocellatus echicetin-like CTLs were demonstrated to be associated with forming the 

quaternary structure of PIV E. ocellatus SVMPs (Wagstaff et al. 2009). However,
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PIV SVMPs are absent from the E. p. leakeyi vgDbEST and present in only small 

numbers in E. c. sochureki (2%), implying that PIV-related binding may not be the 

sole function of echicetin. In contrast, each of the Echis vgDbESTs (except for E. p. 

leakeyi) contained clusters showing high sequence similarity to another PIV-related 

CTL, Factor X activator light chain 2 from M. lebetina (Siigur et al. 2004), 

producing an Echis representational profile of CTLs matching that of the PIV 

SVMPs.

4.4.4 Phospholipase A2 (PLA2)

Group II PLA2s are ubiquitously expressed in Echis species (Bharati et ah 2003). 

Echis PLA2s have been demonstrated to inhibit platelet aggregation and induce 

oedema, neurotoxicity and myotoxicity through multiple isoforms exhibiting high 

(Asp49) and low (Ser49) enzymatic activity (Kemparaju et ah 1994; 1999; Jasti et ah 

2004a; Zhou et ah 2008). Despite low representation and diversity in E. coloratus, 

E. ocellatus and E. c. sochureki (5-8% of toxin transcripts), an increase in 

representation (21%) and cluster diversity was observed in E. p. leakeyi, suggesting 

an important role for PLA2 activity in the venom of this species. Furthermore, both 

enzymatic PLA2 variants are conserved throughout the genus, highlighting the 

apparent importance of these functionally-distinct isoforms - presumably for prey 

capture. Given that Ser49 PLA2s have only been isolated from the genera Vipera 

(Petan et ah 2007) and Echis (Zhou et al. 2008), which are not sister taxa (Wiister et 

ah 2008), the presence of this isoform would be expected in other members of the 

Viperinae. However, considering the absence of Ser49 PLA2s from a Bitis gabonica 

vgDbEST (Francischetti et al. 2004), I cannot rule out convergent evolution of this 

myotoxic PLA2 type and its consequent functional importance in these genera.

4.4.5 Serine proteases (SP)

The snake venom serine proteases are a multi-gene enzyme family that act upon 

platelet aggregation, blood coagulation and fibrinolytic pathways (reviewed in Kini, 

2006). Considering the severe coagulopathy observed in victims of Echis 

envenoming (Warrell et al. 1976; 1977), SPs are represented in amounts lower than
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predicted (2-5% of toxin encoding transcripts), particularly given their high 

representation in other, albeit distantly related, Viperidae species (Cidade et al. 2006; 

Pahari et al. 2007). Interestingly, variations in cluster diversity are considerable, 

with nine clusters of low representation identified in E. coloratus compared to one in 

E. ocellatus. Despite low levels of representation, the unique variation in cluster 

diversity observed in E. coloratus implies multiple gene duplication events within 

this lineage; a process that underpins functional diversification in multi-gene venom 

proteins (Kordi§ and GubenSek, 2000; Zupunski et al. 2003).

4.4.6 L-amino oxidases (LAO)

Snake venom LAOs have been demonstrated to induce apoptosis and inhibit platelet 

function (reviewed in Du and Clemetson, 2002). While the mechanisms for these 

actions remain predominately uncharacterised, it seems clear that, unlike other snake 

venom toxin families, isoform diversity is not a requirement. Thus, the low 

representation (1-4% of toxin transcripts) observed in the Echis vgDbESTs is 

consistent with other viperid venom gland transcriptomes (Junqueira-de-Azevedo 

and Ho, 2002; Francischetti et al. 2004; Kashima et al. 2004; Cidade et al. 2006; 

Junqueira-de-Azevedo et al. 2006; Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Zhang et al. 2006; 

Pahari et al. 2007). Indeed, the atypically high level of sequence conservation 

between all the Echis LAOs and those from other viperid genera (>80%) implies a 

conserved mechanism of action, whereby evolutionary pressures act to constrain 

diversification.

4.4.7 Cysteine-rich secretory proteins (CRISP)

Members of the snake venom CRISP family interact with ion channels and exhibit 

the potential to block arterial smooth muscle contraction and nicotinic acetylcholine 

receptors (e.g. Yamazaki and Morita, 2004; Gorbacheva et al. 2008). The relative 

CRISP expression profiles vary considerably in the genus Echis, ranging from 5% of 

toxin encoding transcripts in E. coloratus, less than 2% in E. c. sochureki and E. 

ocellatus and none in E. p. leakeyi. Given that CRISPs are typically 

underrepresented toxin transcripts in Viperidae vgDbESTs (Junqueira-de-Azevedo
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and Ho, 2002; Francischetti et al. 2004; Kashima et al. 2004; Cidade et al. 2006; 

Junqueira-de-Azevedo et al. 2006; Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Zhang et al. 2006), 

the abundant representation observed in E. coloratus implies an unidentified 

evolutionary pressure favouring transcriptional expression in this species. Its 

potential biological significance is further highlighted by the apparent absence of 

these toxins in the transcriptome of the most closely related species, E. p. leakeyi, 

which differs strongly in diet from E. coloratus (Barlow et al. 2009).

4.4.8 Other venom components

Clusters encoding vascular endothelial growth factors and nerve growth factors were 

identified in small numbers (Appendix II Table 1) throughout the genus and, like the 

LAOs, each showed a high degree of sequence conservation. Similarly, and 

consistent with previous reports (Kemparaju and Girish, 2006), the sequence 

homology of the new hyaluronidase singleton ESTs of E. c. sochureki and E. 

ocellatus was also considerable, and extended to hyaluronidase sequences of other 

genera. It is apparent that evolutionary forces exist to conserve the sequence of this 

group of venom proteins, presumably because their role in disseminating venom 

toxins by reducing the viscosity of the extracellular matrix (Harrison et al. 2007) is a 

universal requirement for prey ‘knock-down’. Another singleton EST from the E. c. 

sochureki vgDbEST exhibited 81% identity to a kunitz-type protease inhibitor 

isolated from the elapid snake Austrelaps labialis (Doley et al. 2008a). Given the 

phylogenetic distance between these species, homology between these haemostatic 

disruptors is surprising, particularly since the singleton exhibited only 38% identity 

to kunitz-type protease inhibitors identified from the Bitis gabonica vgDbEST 

(Francischetti et al. 2004), a species closely related to Echis. An additional number 

of peptidases and purine liberators were identified as minor components in all but the 

E. ocellatus vgDbEST (Table 4.1). Despite their low representation and inconsistent 

conservation throughout the genus, the distinct biological activities of these 

components have been reported to play a role in the pathology of viper envenoming 

(Table 4.1), although these claims require experimental confirmation.
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Identification No. of 
ESTs

Species
present

Activity Possible venom 
function

Aminopeptidase

8 E.c.
sochureki

Hydrolysis of 
the N-terminal 
region of 
peptides 
(Glenner and 
Folk, 1961).

Potential 
interference with 
angiogenesis and 
blood pressure 
control (Marchio 
et al. 2004; 
Foumie-Zaluski et 
al. 2004).

1 E. coloraius

Ectonucletotide
pyrophosphatase/
phosphodiesterase

2 E. coloratus Hydrolysis of 
nucleotides and 
nucleic acids 
(Fürstenau et 
al. 2006).

Interaction with 
platelet function 
(Fiirstenau et al. 
2006). Activity 
previously 
described in Echis 
carinatus 
(Taborska, 1971).

3 E. c.
sochureki

5’-nucleotidase

3 E. coloratus
Cleavage of a 
wide variety of 
ribose and 
deoxyribose 
nucleotides 
(Aird, 2002).

Potential inhibitor 
of platelet 
aggregation (Aird, 
2002). Activity 
identified in a 
number of 
different lineages 
including Echis 
carinatus 
(Taborska, 1971).

2 E. p. leakeyi

1 E. c.
sochureki

Ectonucleoside 

triphosphate 

diphosphohydrola- 

se 2 (E-NTPase 2)

2 E. coloratus

Hydrolysis of 

nucleoside-5 

triphosphates/ 

diphosphates 

(Sales and 

Santoro, 2008)

Potential inhibitor 

of platelet 

aggregation 

(Champagne, 

2005; Sales and 

Santoro, 2008).

Table 4.1. Under-represented toxin encoding transcripts from the Echis vgDbESTs 

potentially associated with venom function.
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4.4.9 Novel venom gland transcriptome components

I identified a cluster from the E. coloratus vgDbEST that exhibited 64% identity to 

mammalian lysosomal acid lipase/cholesteryl ester hydrolase (LAL) 

[UniProt:Q4R4S5]. The most critical function of LAL is to modulate intracellular 

cholesterol metabolism by degrading cholesterol esters and triglycerides derived 

from low density lipoproteins that are transported, via specific receptors, into most 

cells (Li et al. 2007; Qu et al. 2009). Although LAL is a common enzyme in many 

lineages, this is the first time it has been identified from a venomous animal. The 

vgDbESTs were interrogated for other transcripts with annotations related to 

lysosomal processes and singleton transcripts were identified in multiple species 

(data not shown). However, their quantities were considerably lower than LAL 

suggesting to us that an association between venom gland LAL and intracellular 

processes was unlikely. Furthermore, the identification of a signal peptide using 

SignalP v3.0 (Bendtsen et al. 2004) and the comparable representation of this 

enzyme (2%) with other venom toxin encoding transcripts (e.g. SPs, LAOs, growth 

factors), strongly implies these transcripts are a novel group of secreted venom 

components. Their biological contribution to the activity of E. coloratus venom and 

the venom gland and expression in other venomous snake genera will be the subject 

of future research.

In addition to the discovery of LAL, two singleton transcripts were identified 

(Appendix II Table 1) from the Echis vgDbESTs as novel Serpentes zinc-dependent 

metallopeptidases (Baral et al. 2008). A transcript exhibiting 67% identity to human 

dipeptidyl peptidase III (DPPIII) [UniProt:Q53GT4] was identified in E. coloratus 

and a related EST exhibiting 84% similarity to Neprilysin from Gallus gallus 

[Uniprot:Q67BJ2] was identified in the E. p. leakeyi vgDbEST. While signal 

peptides were absent from these ESTs due to EST N-terminal truncation, the 

constitutive physiological targets of their mammalian analogues indicate that these 

metallopeptidases may contribute to pathology. Mammalian DPPIII exhibits 

particular affinity for the degradation of hypertension-inducing peptides via the 

inactivation and degradation of angiotensin II to angiotensin III; the consequential 

reduction in vasoconstrictor activity likely induces hypotension alongside
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thrombolysis, by reducing the activity of plasminogen activator inhibitors that 

constrain fibrinolysis (Lee and Snyder, 1982; Abramic et al. 1988; Skurk et al. 

2001). It was previously reported that the E. ocellatus vgDbEST contained a 

substantial number of novel, potentially hypotensive, venom toxins termed the renin

like aspartic proteases (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006). Neprilysin demonstrates 

affinity for a broader range of physiological targets, including natriuretic, 

vasodilatory and neuro peptides (Turner et al. 2001). Specific functional interactions 

include the termination of brain neuropeptides, such as enkephalins and substance P, 

at peptidergic synapses (Matsas et al. 1983), and the degradation of the hypotension- 

inducing atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) (Turner et al. 2001). It is notable that 

Neprilysin has been implicated in the inactivation of peptide transmitters and their 

modulators in vertebrates and invertebrates (Turner et al. 2001; Isaac, 1988), 

suggesting the potential for conserved neurotoxic activity across a range of prey 

species.

4.5 Discussion

The most numerically abundant venom toxin families in the four Echis species were 

the SVMPs, CTLs, PLA2s, and SPs. This is broadly consistent with previous viperid 

venom gland analyses, although considerable inter-generic variations in the EST- 

inferred expression levels of these toxin families have been observed (Junqueira-de- 

Azevedo and Ho, 2002; Francischetti et al. 2004; Kashima et al. 2004; Cidade et al. 

2006; Junqueira-de-Azevedo et al. 2006; Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Zhang et al. 

2006; Pahari et al. 2007). The correlation of toxin families identified from the genus 

Echis and other viperid species support current theories of early venom toxin 

recruitment prior to the radiation of the Viperidae (Fry et al. 2008). The absence of 

three finger toxins from the Echis vgDbESTs is particularly notable as their recent 

identification in other viper species (Junqueira-de-Azevedo et al. 2006; Pahari et al. 

2007) implies the venom gland recruitment of these toxins occurred prior to the 

divergence of the Viperidae; presumably these toxins have subsequently been lost in 

an ancestor of Echis. Consistent with the early, PCR-driven, reports of accelerated 

evolution of venom serine proteases (Deshimaru et al. 1996), CTLs (Ogawa et al. 

2005) and PLA2s (Nakashima et al. 1993), it is apparent from the Echis genus
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vgDbESTs and those of other vipers that the evolutionary forces driving venom 

toxin recruitment in the genus Echis have served to promote diversification in some 

toxin lineages (PII and Pill SVMPs, CTLs) while in comparison relatively low 

diversification exists in others (PI and PIV SVMPs, PLA2S, LAOs, the growth 

factors, and remaining minor venom components). Prey capture is considered a 

major biological imperative driving the venom toxin selection process. This project 

was undertaken to identify correlations between intrageneric dietary preferences and 

transcript expression in order to elucidate the influence dietary selection pressures 

may have on the toxin composition of snake venoms.

(i) Recruitment of novel venom toxins and diet. The Echis vgDbESTs reveal the 

recruitment of novel renin-like aspartic proteases in E. ocellatus (Wagstaff and 

Harrison, 2006), LAL and DPPIII in E. coloratus and Neprilysin in E. p. leakeyi. 

The potential hypotensive role of venom aspartic proteases has been discussed 

previously (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006). Whilst expression in the venom 

proteome requires experimental verification, the presence of a signal peptide 

suggests that LAL is more likely to be secreted in the venom gland rather than acting 

as an intracellular protein. LAL has been implicated in severe alveolar destruction 

following over-expression of these enzymes in the lungs of mice (Li et ai. 2007). 

Lipases such as LAL and lipoprotein lipase may also contribute to an influx of fatty 

acids into the brain by hydrolysing lipoproteins in the microvascular system of the 

cerebral cortex (Brecher and Kuan, 1979). The suggestion that these fatty acids are 

then intra-cellularly internalised within lysosomes (Brecher and Kuan, 1979) 

correlates with intriguing observations from E. coloratus induced pathology, where 

increases in the size and numbers of lysosomes within the neuronal tissue of guinea 

pigs were implicated in neuron lysis and cerebral damage (Sandbank and Djaldetti, 

1966). I infer from the predominately vertebrate-only diet of E. coloratus and the 

exclusive, yet substantial, representation of LAL in this species (2% -  equivalent to 

the SPs, LAOs and growth factors) that LALs may play a contributory, albeit not yet 

understood, role in prey envenoming. As singletons, it is more difficult to argue that 

the novel recruitments of DPPIII and Neprilysin represent additional adaptations to 

prey preference; as they are found in such low numbers it is impossible to determine 

whether they are indeed novel species-specific venom gland recruitments or are rare
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transcripts that remain undetected in other snake species. Barlow et al. (2009) 

previously reported that invertebrate feeding likely evolved as a basal trait in the 

genus Echis. The absence of genus-wide transcripts encoding novel putative venom 

toxin families implies that the adaptation to invertebrate feeding in Echis did not 

evolve as a consequence of recruiting novel invertebrate-specific venom toxins. 

However, I cannot exclude the possibility that the novel recruitment of LAL into the 

E. coloratus venom gland transcriptome may result from the subsequent reversion to 

vertebrate feeding observed in this species (Barlow et al. 2009), particularly given 

the absence of these well represented putative toxin transcripts in other members of 

the genus.

(ii) Changes in toxin family expression and diet. All the major Echis venom toxin 

families (SVMP, CTL, PLA2, and SP) exhibited considerable intrageneric variation 

in transcriptional representation. Thus, the E. p. leakeyi vgDbEST was notable for 

its absence of PI and PIV SVMPs, short coding disintegrins and CRISPs and 

atypically abundant representation of PII SVMPs, CTLs and PLA2S. The CRISPs 

were only represented by clusters in E. c. sochureki and E. coloratus, species whose 

vgDbESTs draw similarities, particularly in their high comparative expression of 

PHI SVMPs and short coding disintegrins. The only distinguishing feature (in terms 

of transcript abundance) in the E. ocellatus vgDbEST was the atypically high 

number of PIV SVMPs. However, none of these toxin encoding expression profiles 

showed a clear association with diet. Most notably, E. p. leakeyi and E. c. sochureki 

exhibit distinct toxin encoding profiles (Figure 4.2), despite both species feeding 

predominately on invertebrates and exhibiting highly invertebrate-lethal venom 

(Barlow et al. 2009).

(iii) Diversification of venom toxins and diet. The above observations imply 

adaptations to diet are occurring within venom toxin families rather than resulting 

from changes in expression levels of entire toxin families. Evidence supporting this 

hypothesis is provided by substantial increases in representation of echicetin-like 

CTLs (relative to other CTLs) in both E. p. leakeyi and E. c. sochureki, implying 

perhaps a significant role for these inhibitors of platelet aggregation in invertebrate
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prey capture. The absence of PI SVMPs in these species perhaps suggests that this 

SVMP isoform is more associated with a vertebrate diet. Furthermore, a number of 

atypical observations identified from the E. coloratus vgDbEST may be associated 

with a reversion to vertebrate feeding (Barlow et ah 2009), including; (i) increases in 

the representation of CRISPs, (ii) increases in cluster diversity of the SPs and (iii) 

the identification of putative novel venom toxins (LAL and DPPIII). However, the 

general similarity between the toxin encoding expression profiles of E. c. sochureki 

and E. coloratus (Figure 4.2), despite E. coloratus exhibiting a significant reduction 

in venom toxicity to invertebrates (Barlow et al. 2009), indicates that more analytical 

molecular tools are required to determine whether snake prey specificity is achieved 

through subtle alterations in isoform expression levels within the major venom toxin 

families. I am subjecting the Echis genus vgDbEST data generated here to a 

phylogenetic analysis on each toxin class to determine species-specific trends in 

diversification, which will determine whether multiple levels of gene control in the 

Echis genus venom gland (switching of transcriptional expression, gene duplication 

conferring functional diversification and novel gene expression) are responsible for 

evolutionary responses to dietary pressures.

Correlations between variation in venom gland toxin encoding profiles and snakebite 

symptomatologies from the genus Echis are unclear, particularly given the similar, 

predominately incoagulable and haemorrhagic, clinical outcomes observed 

throughout the genus (Warrell et al. 1977; Warrell, 1995; Habib et al. 2001) and the 

presence of multiple isoforms of toxin families implicated in haemorrhage and 

coagulopathy. However, some observations of atypical symptoms can be tentatively 

explained; substantial increases in PLA2 representation and the unique presence of 

Neprilysin may correlate with the rare manifestation of neurotoxicity observed in an 

E. pyramidum envenomation (Gillissen et al. 1994), whilst the putative function of 

DPPIII may imply a contributory role in cases of hypotension observed following E. 

coloratus snakebite (Warrell, 1995).

Venom gland transcriptome surveys provide a comprehensive description of the 

venom composition of each major Echis lineage, which, using proteomic
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(antivenomic) techniques (Gutiérrez et al. 2009), will identify the extent to which 

intrageneric variation in venom composition impacts on the preclinical efficacy of 

commercially available antivenoms. Such analyses may (i) explain past antivenom 

failures described following snakebite by members of this medically important genus 

(Gillissen et a l 2004; Kochar et al. 2007; Visser et al. 2008; Warrell, 2008) and (ii) 

identify the venom toxin mix required to generate an antivenom with continent-wide 

clinical effectiveness against Echis envenoming.

4.6 Conclusions

The first comprehensive comparison of intrageneric venom gland transcriptomes 

reveals substantial venom variation in the genus Echis. The observed variations in 

venom toxin encoding profiles reveal little association with venom adaptations to 

diet previously described from this genus. I hypothesise that relatively subtle 

alterations in toxin expression levels within the major venom toxin families are 

likely to be predominately responsible for prey specificity, although I cannot rule out 

a contributory role for novel putative venom toxins, such as lysosomal acid lipase. 

The observation of substantial venom variation within the medically important genus 

Echis strongly advocates further investigations into the medical significance of 

venom variation and its potential impact upon antivenom therapy.
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CHAPTER 5

Selective snake venom: genomic basis of adaptation of venom composition in 

saw-scaled vipers (Serpentes: Viperidae: Echis) as a response to alterations in

diet

5.1 Abstract

Variation in snake venom occurs at multiple taxonomic levels and can significantly 

impact upon the clinical manifestations of snakebite and the efficacy of antivenom 

therapy. Natural selection for the optimisation of venom to differing prey items has 

frequently been invoked as the most likely evolutionary force driving variation in 

venom components, although the genetic basis for these adaptations remains 

incompletely understood. Here, I investigate the influence of diet upon the 

evolutionary history of the five most representative toxin families present in the 

venom glands of the medically important saw-scaled vipers (Serpentes: Viperidae: 

Echis). Gene tree parsimony analyses provide the first evidence of the genomic basis 

of snake venom adaptations as a response to alterations in a venom-required diet, 

with snake venom metalloproteinase and serine protease toxin families exhibiting 

diet-associated gene events that correspond with a reversion to vertebrate-feeding in 

E. coloratus. Furthermore, the diversification and retention of these coagulopathic 

and haemorrhagic toxins in the venom gland of E. coloratus correlate with 

significant differences in venom function in the form of in vivo haemorrhage. These 

results provide genetic and functional evidence of coevolution between diet and 

venom components and highlight the selective influence alterations in diet can have 

upon venom composition. Understanding the selective processes that underpin 

venom variation is of fundamental importance to understand the pathologies induced 

by snakebites and for the rational design of future antivenom therapies that aim to 

treat the ~0.4-2.6 million people who suffer snake envenomations each year.
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5.2 Introduction

The evolution of gene families is widely regarded as an important means by which 

organisms evolve adaptively (see Ohno, 1970; Ohta, 1991; Zhang, 2003). Through 

gene duplication the functional constraints of a gene can be released, facilitating the 

neofunctionalization of the redundant copy by positive selection, whilst others are 

inactivated or deleted from the genome (see Nei and Hughes; 1992; Ohta, 2000; 

Zhang, 2003; Nei and Rooney, 2005; Lynch, 2007). This ‘birth-and-death’ model of 

gene evolution (Nei and Hughes, 1992) is thought to be advantageous by promoting 

increases in the diversity and complexity of gene function (Ohta, 1991) and is 

predominately responsible for the evolution of large multi-gene families, including 

the major histocompatability complex and snake venom toxins; both of which suffer 

rapid functional and structural gene diversifications alongside enhanced rates of 

sequence evolution (see Kini and Chan, 1999; KordiS and Guben§ek, 2000; Zupunski 

et a!. 2001; Nei and Rooney, 2005).

Snake venoms primarily comprise of a complex mix of biologically active proteins 

and peptides (toxins) (Aird, 2002) which are known to vary at multiple taxonomic 

levels, including inter-specifically and ontogenetically (see Chippaux et al. 1991; 

Gutiérrez et al. 2009). The rapidly-evolving nature of multi-locus toxin-encoding 

genes (Kini and Chan, 1999; KordiS and GubenSek, 2000; Zupunski et al. 2001) 

provides a model system to analyse the genomic basis of selective adaptations in 

multi-gene families. Understanding the genetic adaptations responsible for 

conferring variation in venom components is particularly desirable due to the 

medical importance of snake venoms (Chippaux, 1998; Kasturiratne et al. 2008), 

which often exhibit distinct functional and pathological activities induced by toxins 

encoded by the same multi-gene family (see Fry et al. 2003; Fox and Serrano, 2005; 

Lynch, 2007). Consequently, venom variation can significantly impact upon the 

clinical manifestations of envenoming (Warrell et al. 1989; Prasad et al. 1999; 

Shashidharamurthy et al. 2002) and the clinical efficacy of antivenom therapy 

(Theakston et al. 1989; Galán et al. 2004; Visser et al. 2008).
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As the primary role of snake venom is to aid prey capture (Chippaux et al. 1991), 

natural selection for the optimisation of venom to differing prey items has frequently 

been invoked as the most likely evolutionary driving force responsible for venom 

variation (see Daltry et al. 1996; Li et al. 2005; Barlow et al. 2009; Gibbs and 

Mackessy, 2009), although the genetic basis for these adaptations remains 

incompletely understood. Well documented cases of resistance to envenoming in 

prey species (Poran et al. 1987; Heatwole and Poran, 1995; Biardi et al. 2006) 

highlights the potential for coevolutionary ‘arms races’ to occur between venom 

toxicity and prey, whereby selective pressures act to overcome prey resistance. The 

high metabolic cost of venom production likely produces a trade-off between venom 

synthesis and foraging efficiency (McCue, 2006); the production of a reduced 

volume of highly toxic venom likely represents a metabolic advantage over an 

excessive injection of less toxic venom. Evidence of venom ‘metering’, whereby the 

amount of venom injected varies according to prey size (Hayes et al. 1995), 

alongside the selective loss of functional toxin-encoding genes and cases of 

atrophied venom delivery apparatus following dietary shifts to egg-eating (Li et al. 

2005; Fry et al. 2008), provide further support for a trade-off between venom 

production and foraging. Correlations between venom composition, prey-specific 

toxicity and diet have been observed in a number of genera (Daltry et al. 1996; 

Jorge-da-Silva and Aird, 2001; Creer et al. 2003; Sanz et al. 2006; Barlow et al. 

2009; Gibbs and Mackessy, 2009) and attributed to adaptive venom evolution. 

However, the accumulation of deleterious mutations in toxin-encoding genes 

following the loss of venom-dependent predation in Aipysurus eydouxii (Li et al. 

2005) provides the only genetic evidence for dietary venom evolution, though the 

genetic mechanisms underpinning toxin-specific adaptations responsible for 

conferring increases in venom toxicity to natural prey items have yet to be 

elucidated.

The saw-scaled vipers (Serpentes: Viperidae: Echis) are a group of medically 

important viperid snakes that exhibit considerable variation in venom components, 

prey lethality and dietary composition (Barlow et al. 2009; Casewell et al. 2009 -  

Chapter 4), and thus represent a model system to analyse the influence dietary 

selection pressures have upon toxin-encoding genes. Envenomings by Echis sp. are
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thought to be responsible for more snakebite deaths worldwide than any other snake 

genus (Warrell et al. 1977). Envenomed victims typically suffer a consistent 

combination of systemic and local haemorrhagic symptomatologies, but cases of 

incomplete intrageneric antivenom efficacy have been documented, implying 

substantial medically-relevant inter-species venom variation (Visser et al. 2008; 

Gillissen et al. 1994; Kochar et al. 2007; Warrell, 2008). Furthermore, 

representatives of the four Echis species complexes (Pook et al. 2009) exhibit 

considerable variation in diet, E. coloratus being a vertebrate specialist whilst 

arthropods represent a substantial proportion of the diet of E. ocellatus, E. p. leakeyi 

and E. c. sochureki (Barlow et al. 2009). Proportions of consumed arthropods 

correlated with venom toxicity to scorpions, strongly suggesting coevolution of 

venom toxicity and diet in the evolutionary history of this genus (Barlow et al. 

2009). The phylogenetic mapping of dietary prey preferences to a well-supported 

mitochondrial and nuclear gene derived phylogeny support a dietary shift towards 

arthropod-feeding at the base of the genus Echis, followed by a subsequent reversion 

to vertebrate feeding in the E. coloratus species group (Barlow et al. 2009; Pook et 

al. 2009). Considering the profound physiological differences between arthropod and 

vertebrate prey items (see Krem and Di Cera, 2002; Mufloz-Chàpuli et al. 2005) and 

the corresponding differences in venom toxicity to arthropods (Barlow et al. 2009), it 

would appear that evolutionary pressures may induce variation in venom 

components towards prey specificity. However, preliminary protein analyses failed 

to identify obvious links between venom composition and diet (Barlow et al. 2009), 

whilst a venom gland transcriptomic survey of multiple Echis species identified 

substantial intra-generic toxin family variation, but little obvious association with 

venom-related adaptations to diet (Casewell et al. 2009 -  Chapter 4). It was 

suggested that alterations in isoform diversity and their respective representation 

within major toxin families were likely to be responsible for prey specificity rather 

than alterations in entire toxin family representation or the recruitment of novel 

toxins (Casewell et al. 2009 -  Chapter 4).

Here I examine the genomic basis of dietary adaptations in the genus Echis; I 

hypothesise that shifts in the diversity of toxin gene families will coincide with the 

phylogenetic placement of shifts in diet, and I expect those toxin families most likely
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to be relevant to different prey items to be most affected. I assessed the diversity of 

venom components isolated from members of the genus Echis by phylogenetic 

analysis of toxin encoding expressed sequence tags (ESTs) generated from venom 

gland cDNA libraries of E. ocellatus, E. coloratus, E. pyramidum leakeyi and E. 

carinatus sochureki (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Casewell et aï. 2009 -  Chapter 

4). The evolutionary history of the five most important venom toxin families, snake 

venom metalloproteinases (SVMP), C-type lectins (CTL), phospholipases A2 

(PLA2), serine proteases (SP) and cysteine rich secretory proteins (CRISP), were 

elucidated using optimised models of sequence evolution coupled with Bayesian 

inference. I predict that the reconciliation of toxin gene trees with known species 

phylogenies will reveal significant differences in gene duplication or loss events that 

coincide with the evolutionary timing of dietary shifts.

5.3 Methods

5.3.1 cDNA library synthesis, bioinformatics and sequencing

Venom gland cDNA libraries were constructed using procedures previously outlined 

(Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Casewell et al. 2009 -  Chapter 4). Briefly, multiple 

cDNA libraries were constructed from ten wild-caught specimens of Echis ocellatus 

(Nigeria), E. p. leakeyi (Kenya), E. coloratus (Egypt) and E. c. sochureki (UAE); 

~1000 random clones per species were picked for sequencing using M13 forward 

primers. ESTs were bioinformatically processed using the PartiGene pipeline 

(Parkinson et al 2004) with high stringency CLOBB clustering (Parkinson et al. 

2002; Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006) and BLAST annotation against multiple 

databases (see Casewell et al. 2009 -  Chapter 4). Full length sequencing of BLAST 

annotated PLA2, CTL and CRISP clones were obtained during the initial round of 

sequencing. Reverse sequencing, using M13 reverse primers, was undertaken to 

generate full length DNA sequences of SP clones. Due to the frequency of SVMP 

annotated sequences, near full length sequence information was gained via primer 

walking all non-redundant, non-truncated SVMP clones which demonstrated 

sequence similarity to the catalytic site (H-box) of the metalloproteinase domain 

(Fox and Serrano, 2005).
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5.3.2 Toxin family gene trees

Full length Echis ESTs annotated as SVMPs, CTLs, PLA2S, SPs and CRISPs were 

compiled into nucleotide toxin family datasets alongside all existing non-redundant 

Viperidae sequences identified by sequence database searches in GenBank, EMBL, 

dbEST and UniProt. Alignments were generated using Clustal W (Thompson et aJ. 

1994), implemented in MEGA4 (Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis) 

(Tamura et al. 2007), followed by manual adjustments by eye. Non-Serpentes 

outgroup sequences for each family were identified by sequence similarity searches 

against a number of non-Serpentes databases before inclusion in the datasets (see 

Appendix III Figures 1-6). Datasets were translated and trimmed to the open reading 

frame of the proteins in MEGA4; redundant sequences and those containing 

frameshifts or truncations as the result of indels were excluded. Gene trees were 

produced using optimised models of sequence evolution combined with Bayesian 

inference; translated DNA datasets were subjected to analysis in ModelGenerator 

v0.85 (Keane et al. 2006) to select appropriate models of evolution for maximal 

extraction of phylogenetic signal (see Castoe et al. 2005; Castoe and Parkinson, 

2006), with the model favoured under the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 

selected (Posada and Buckley, 2004). Bayesian inference analyses were undertaken 

in MrBayes v3.1 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 

2003) on the freely available bioinformatic platform Bioportal 

(www.bioportal.uio.no). Each dataset was run in duplicate using four chains for 

5xl06 generations and sampling every 500th tree.

5.3.3 Tree reconciliation

Bayesian generated consensus gene trees were edited in PhyloWidget (Jordan and 

Piel, 2008) to remove excessive non-Echis Viperidae nodes from each toxin family 

tree; representative outgroup taxa for each Echis clade were retained, and where 

possible kept consistent, for subsequent species tree reconciliation (see Appendix III 

Figures 1-6). Consensus gene trees topologies were parsed through PAUP* v4.0bl0 

(Swofford, 2002) to remove branch lengths and internal node labels. Gene tree 

topologies were subsequently edited to GeneTree vl.O (Page, 1998) input 

specifications alongside species tree topologies of the remaining taxa inferred from
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previous phylogenetic studies (Garrigues et al. 2005; Castoe and Parkinson, 2006; 

Wüster et ah 2008). The reconciliation option in GeneTree was used to map the 

multiple toxin family loci onto the inferred species tree, thereby elucidating the 

evolutionary pattern of gene duplication and loss events for each toxin family. Gene 

events occurring within the genus Echis were observed and mapped to the previously 

determined saw-scaled viper species tree (Barlow et al. 2009; Pook et al. 2009).

5.3.4 In vivo assessments of haemorrhage

Modified minimum haemorrhagic dose (MHD) experiments (see Theakston and 

Reid, 1983; Gutierrez et al. 1985) were undertaken to compare the haemorrhagicity 

of pooled venom milked from the four species of the genus Echis used to construct 

the venom gland transcriptomes. Following manual extraction, venom was frozen, 

lyophilised and stored at 4°C prior to reconstitution at 0.2mg/ml in IX phosphate- 

buffered saline (PBS). lOpg doses (previously determined MHD for E. ocellatus -  

Cook et al. in press) of each venom were injected intradermally into the shaved 

dorsal skin of groups of six male CD-I mice (18-20g - Charles River) under 

halothane anaesthesia. After 24 hours the dorsal skin was removed and the size of 

the lesion on the inner surface of the skin measured in two directions at right angles 

using callipers and background illumination. The mean diameter of each lesion was 

calculated prior to one-way analysis of variance and pair-wise comparison statistical 

assessments in Minitab 15.

5.4 Results

The translated DNA datasets comprised a total of 714 amino acids of SVMP (n=220) 

[GenBank: AM039691-AM039701, GU012123-GU012315 and GU594192- 

GU594224], 260 amino acids of SP (n=27) [GenBank: GU012092-GU012122], 173 

amino acids of CTL (n=116), 144 amino acids of PLA2 (n=33) (see Appendix III 

Table 1 for CTL and PLA2 GenBank accession numbers) and 245 amino acids of 

CRISP (n=6) [GenBank: DW361159, GR948128, GR948365, GR948728, 

GR949534 and GR950013] Echis-derived EST sequence data. For Bayesian 

inference, ModelGenerator vO.85 identified the WAG + T model for all amino acid
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datasets except the SVMP gene family, where a mixed model of evolution was 

implemented as the size of this dataset prevented model selection. Consensus gene 

trees generated by Bayesian inference for each toxin family are displayed in the 

supporting information (Appendix III Figures 1-6).

SVMPs are classified into four sub-classes (PI-PIV) based upon the presence of 

additional domains extending sequentially from the metalloproteinase domain (Fox 

and Serrano, 2005, 2008). Prior to gene/species tree reconciliation, the SVMP toxin 

family was separated into two separate tree reconciliation analyses (PI/PII and 

PIII/PIV) due to the distinction between sub-classes; Echis-derived representatives 

of PI and PII SVMP sub-classes form a strongly supported monophyletic group 

distinct from the PIII/PIV sub-classes (Appendix III Figure 1), whilst the non- 

monophyly of the PIV sub-class supported their inclusion within the Pills (Appendix 

III Figure 2).

Gene tree reconciliation with the previously determined Echis species tree (Barlow 

et al. 2009; Pook et al. 2009) revealed the evolutionary pattern of gene duplication 

and loss events for each toxin family (Figure 5.1). Considerable variation in gene 

duplication events was noted in a number of toxin families; notably in E. p. Jeakeyi 

and E. coloratus in the SVMP PI/PII sub-classes (Figure 5.1 A), E. coloratus in the 

SVMP PIII/PIV sub-classes (Figure 5.IB) and E. p. leakeyi in both the CTLs and 

PLA2S (Figures 5.1C and 5.ID). Variations in loss events were less pronounced, 

although substantially fewer gene losses were observed in E. coloratus in the SVMP 

PIII/PIV (Figure 5.IB), PLA2 (Figure 5.ID) and SP (Figure 5.IE) reconciled trees.

One-way analysis of variance demonstrated significant intra-generic differences 

(=p<0.05) in in vivo haemorrhagic lesions induced by venom from four species of 

the genus Echis\ E. coloratus venom produced the largest and E. p. leakeyi venom 

the smallest haemorrhagic lesions after 24 hours (Figure 5.2).
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5.5 Discussion

The variation in venom inherent to multiple taxonomic levels of the Serpentes has 

previously been correlated with influencing factors such as phylogenetic position, 

geography and diet (see Chippaux et al. 1991). Whilst such studies have inferred the 

selective influence diet can have upon venom variation, through the correlation of 

venom toxicity and electrophoretic and proteomic venom profiles with dietary 

composition (Daltry et a l 1996; Sanz et al. 2006; Barlow et al. 2009; Gibbs and 

Mackessy, 2009), no such link has been determined at the level of the gene. Here, 

the reconciliation of toxin family gene trees with the genus Echis phylogeny 

provides the first evidence of the genomic basis of snake venom adaptations as a 

response to alterations in diet; toxin families exhibiting diet-associated gene events 

correlate with a reversion to vertebrate-feeding in E. coloratus. Furthermore, 

significant differences in the degree of haemorrhage induced by Echis venoms 

strongly correlates with toxin family gene events, providing a functional association 

between toxin family evolution and diet.

Reconciled gene/species trees for the PIII/PIV SVMP classes and the serine 

proteases exhibit strong correlations with the dietary shifts described previously 

(Barlow et al. 2009) (Figure 5.3). The PIII/PIV SVMP reconciled tree exhibits 

considerable numbers of gene duplication and loss events in each member of the 

genus (Figure 5.IB). However, a substantial increase in the number of gene 

duplications (alongside a smaller reduction in loss events) is evident in E. coloratus 

when compared to the other members of the genus. By mapping the net result of 

these duplications and losses to the Echis phylogeny, it is apparent that the 

substantial increase in PIII/PIV SVMP gene duplication events correlates strongly 

with the evolutionary timing of a reversion to vertebrate-feeding by E. coloratus 

(Figure 5.3A). In contrast, the remaining predominately arthropod-feeding species 

(Barlow et al. 2009) exhibit only a modest increase in net gene duplication/loss 

events; the greatest remaining increase was observed in E. ocellatus (Figure 5.3A) 

which feeds on vertebrates to a greater extent than either E. p. leakeyi or E. c. 

sochureki (Barlow et al. 2009).
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A PI/PII Arthropod Scorpion 
27 1 feeding toxicity

£ . coloratus

B PIII/PIV

36 3

I — ■ E. p. leakeyi ♦ ♦

9 4

— - E. ocellatus ♦ •f

5 3

- 1 - — • E. c. sochureki * * ■f-f

Arthropod Scorpion
38 5 feeding toxicity

E coloratus

E. p. leakeyi * *  ♦ ♦

E ocellatus

E. c. sochurekl ♦ ♦  ♦+

Arthropod Scorpion 
feeding toxicity

E. coloratus

E. p. leakeyi ♦ ♦  + ♦

E. ocellatus

E. c. sochureki ♦ ♦  ♦ ♦

Arthropod Scorpion 
feeding toxicity

E. coloratus

E. p. leakeyi ♦ ♦  ♦ ♦

E. ocellatus *  *

E. c. sochurekl * *  * *

Arthropod Scorpion 
feeding toxicity

E. coloratus

E. p. leakeyi * *  * *

E. ocellatus *  *

E. c. sochureki * *  * *

F CRISP
2

Arthropod Scorpion 
feeding toxicity

E. coloratus

E. p. leakeyi * *  ♦ ♦

E. ocellatus *  *

E. c. sochureki * *  * *
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Figure 5.1 (previous page). Reconciled gene and species trees displaying gene 

duplication and loss events for representative Echis-denved toxin families. A) Pl/PII 

SVMP sub-classes, B) Plll/PIV SVMP sub-classes, C) C-type lectin, D) 

phospholipase A2, E) serine protease and F) cysteine-rich secretory proteins. Dark 

grey bars represent gene duplications and light grey represent gene losses. The width 

of bars visually represents the number of gene events annotated above each bar. 

Columns to the right indicate the proportion of arthropod prey consumed by the 

species and the corresponding correlation of venom toxicity to an arthropod prey 

item: ++, high; +, moderate; -, low (adapted from Barlow et al. 2009).

4 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ►

Figure 5.2. Significant differences in in vivo haemorrhagic activity of four Echis 

venoms in mice. Bars represent the average haemorrhagic lesion size ± s.e.m. 

induced by 10pg of venom after 24 hours (p=0.043, n=6 - one way analysis of 

variance). Pair-wise statistical comparisons between the activity of venom from E. 

coloratus and other members of the genus Echis are shown: * = p<0.05 and n.s. = 

not significant.

Contrastingly, the reconciled serine protease tree exhibits little evidence of gene 

diversification or loss events occurring in the venom gland of E. coloratus\ instead 

the tree is characterised by multiple, independent gene loss events occurring in the 

remaining representatives of the genus (Figure 5.IE). The net result of these
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duplications/losses is little change in the history of the genes in respect to a reversion 

to vertebrate-feeding: E. coloratus retains the majority of genes ancestrally present in 

the genus and exhibits little diversification (Figure 5.3B). In contrast, the other 

members of the genus Echis feed substantially on the ancestral prey item, arthropods 

(Barlow et al. 2009). This feeding strategy strongly correlates with the independent 

loss of multiple serine protease genes in each lineage (Figure 5.3B), inferring that 

serine protease gene products are not of functional importance for the capture of 

arthropod prey. Surprisingly, the loss of the majority of serine protease genes has not 

occurred at the base of the genus Echis where the shift to arthropod-feeding was 

inferred to have arisen (Barlow et al. 2009); independent losses in each arthropod

feeding lineage implies loss events have occurred following the divergence of the 

four Echis species groups. I therefore infer that either the evolutionary time between 

the origin of arthropod-feeding (22-30 Mya) and the divergence of the four species 

lineages (19-22 Mya) (Pook et al. 2009) was insufficient for considerable gene loss 

or that the selection pressures driving these losses were low, corresponding with the 

low rate of loss prior to divergence.

Considering the rapid evolutionary processes that underpin the evolution of snake 

venom proteins (Kini and Chan, 1999; KordiS and GubenSek, 2000; ¿upunski et al. 

2003), the considerable number of gene duplication and loss events observed within 

most Echis toxin families are not unexpected (Figure 5.1), although the remaining 

toxin family reconciliation analyses reveal little correlation between Echis-derived 

toxin families and the pattern of dietary shifts previously described (Barlow et al. 

2009). Whilst these results imply that a number of toxin families do not suffer 

substantial dietary selection pressures, notable increases in gene duplication events 

were observed in E. p. leakeyi for the CTLs, PLA2S, and alongside E. coloratus for 

the PI/PII SVMPs (Figure 5.1), though the evolutionary pressures responsible for the 

radiation of these duplication events remains undetermined. The remaining toxin 

family, the CRISPs, exhibited a surprising lack of gene diversity (Figure 5.IF) and 

therefore may not suffer selective pressures to the same extent as the other toxin 

families.
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Figure 5.3. The net result of toxin family gene duplication and loss events mapped 

in 3D to the genus Echis species phylogeny. A) P111/P1V sub-classes of SVMPs and 

B) serine proteases. The height of the branch reflects the net result of gene 

duplication and loss events in each lineage. Symbols indicate the phylogenetic 

position of the origin of arthropod-feeding (scorpion) and the reversion to vertebrate

feeding (mouse) in the genus Echis (adapted from Barlow et al. 2009).
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Understanding the functional importance of lineage specific gene diversifications 

and losses within multi-gene toxin families is extremely complex. Both the SVMPs 

and the serine proteases exhibit a myriad of functional activities that primarily affect 

the coagulation system (see Fox and Serrano, 2005; Kini, 2006). PHI SVMPs are 

capable of inducing haemorrhage, apoptosis, the activation of prothrombin and 

platelet aggregation (see Fox and Serrano, 2005), whilst PIVs have been implicated 

in the activation of Factor X (Siigur et al 2001; Takeya et al. 1992). The gene tree 

clades responsible for conferring increases in gene diversity in E. coloratus 

(Appendix III Figure 2) exhibited BLAST similarity to previously characterised 

haemorrhagic, endothelial cell apoptotic and factor X activating SVMPs (Omori- 

Satoh and Sadahiro, 1979; Siigur et al. 2001; Kishimoto and Takahashi, 2002; 

Assakura et al. 2003; Trummal et al. 2005). Serine proteases have been 

demonstrated to induce coagulation and fibrinolysis and impact upon platelet 

aggregation and blood pressure (see Kini, 2005; 2006). The retention of serine 

protease genes in E. coloratus that have been lost in other members of the genus 

implies a functional importance for vertebrate-feeding. Serine proteases retained by 

E. coloratus, yet absent in other members of the genus (Appendix III Figure 5), 

exhibited BLAST similarity to plasminogen activators, kinin-releasing and 

thrombin-like fibrinogenase serine proteases isolated from other Viperidae species 

(Hahn et al. 1996; Park et al. 1998; Serrano et al. 1998; Siigur et al. 2003; Sanchez 
et al. 2006).

Irrespective of putative functional annotations derived by sequence similarity, the 

observation that selective evolution of genes encoding SVMPs and SPs correlate 

with a reversion (or lack thereof) to vertebrate-feeding strongly implies that toxins 

acting upon multiple points in the coagulation cascade and capable of inducing 

haemorrhage are of functional importance for a predominately vertebrate-feeding 

strategy. Comparative haemorrhagic lesions induced by the four Echis venoms 

provides functional evidence that strongly supports this theory; significant intra

generic differences in haemorrhagicity were observed, with the vertebrate feeding 

species E. coloratus exhibiting the most haemorrhagic pathology (Figure 5.2). 

Interestingly, the difference in haemorrhage was greatest between the sister taxa of 

E. coloratus and E. p. leakeyi, highlighting considerable functional deviation 

following their divergence. The association between gene diversification/retention
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of coagulopathic and haemorrhagic toxin families and the severity of in vivo 

haemorrhage provides strong evidence that dietary-induced venom adaptations have 

occurred as a response to a reversion to vertebrate feeding in E. coloratus. 

Considering the substantial differences between the circulatory systems and 

coagulation pathways of vertebrates and invertebrates (see Krem and Di Cera, 2002; 

Theopold et al. 2004; Mufioz-Chapuli et al. 2005), these observations are perhaps 

not unexpected. Whilst the open circulatory system in invertebrates shares a number 

of coagulatory components that exhibit similarity to their vertebrate counterparts, 

they are not true orthologues (Krem and Di Cera, 2002; Theopold et al. 2004). 

Therefore the absence of multiple SVMP and serine protease genes from the 

predominately arthropod-feeding saw-scaled vipers is likely a result of the 

differences in molecular targets present in the coagulatory pathways of these prey 

items. I suggest that dietary selection pressures are capable of driving the evolution 

of venom components by promoting the functional diversification of toxin families 

through the birth-and-death model of gene evolution (Ohta, 1991), thereby 

facilitating the neofunctionilization of genes which can assist in overcoming prey 

defences. Whilst it has previously been suggested some species may generate a suite 

of toxins to allow snake predators to adapt to a variety of prey species (Fry et al. 

2003), here it appears that E. coloratus has selectively promoted the evolution of 

specific components which are functionally relevant for natural prey capture 

following an alteration in diet.

5.6 Conclusions

The first identification of differing selective genetic mechanisms that are acting 

independently upon multiple toxin families to confer functional alterations provides 

a key insight into the evolutionary adaptations responsible for variations in snake 

venom composition. Furthermore, the identification of adaptive processes that are 

acting to optimise the composition of venom to differing prey items highlights the 

potential influence of selective venom variation upon antivenom therapy. 

Considering venom components suffer evolutionary pressures independent to 

phylogenetic position, understanding the life history of a species becomes 

fundamental to comprehending the venom variation that exists between species and 

is therefore of utmost importance when selecting appropriate venoms for antivenom
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production. Understanding the evolutionary processes that underpin the nature of 

venom variation will not only help us to understand the various pathologies induced 

by snakebites, but also aid the rational design of antivenom therapies that aim to 

confer increases in efficacy to the -0.4-2.6 million people who suffer snake 

envenomations each year (Chippaux, 1998; Kasturiratne etal. 2008).
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CHAPTER 6

Bayesian gene tree parsimony of multi-gene snake venom protein families 

reveals species tree conflict as a result of multiple parallel gene loss

6.1 Abstract

The potential for gene tree parsimony to successfully recover species relationships 

from gene trees has increasing relevance considering the substantial generation of 

sequence data produced by recent genomic and transcriptomic studies. Previous 

studies have implemented bootstrap methodologies or Bayesian posterior 

distributions as a strategy to account for the uncertainty present in gene trees when 

inferring species trees. Here I implement a Bayesian methodology on multiple copy 

gene family datasets in the form of snake venom proteins for two separate groups of 

taxa. Bayesian gene tree parsimony largely failed to infer species trees congruent 

with each other or with robustly supported phylogenies derived from mitochondrial 

and single-locus nuclear sequences. Analysis of four toxin gene families from a 

large expressed sequence tag dataset from the viper genus Echis failed to produce a 

consistent topology, and re-analysis of a previously published gene tree parsimony 

dataset, from the family Elapidae, suggested that species tree topologies were 

predominantly unsupported. I propose that gene tree parsimony failure in the family 

Elapidae is likely the result of unequal and/or incomplete sampling of paralogous 

genes, and demonstrate that multiple parallel gene losses are likely responsible for 

the significant species tree conflict observed in the genus Echis. These results 

highlight the potential for gene tree parsimony analyses to be undermined by rapidly 

evolving multi-locus gene families experiencing non-random evolutionary pressures.
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6.2 Introduction

The key assumption of molecular systematics is that the generation of gene 

phylogenies provides information about the evolutionary relationship of the 

organisms from which the genes have been isolated (Cotton and Page, 2002). It is 

often simply assumed that a gene phylogeny (gene tree) accurately represents the 

organismal phylogeny (species tree) of the species sampled (e.g. Okuda et al. 2001; 

Tsai et al. 2004, 2007). However, the suggestion that a species tree can be obtained 

simply by sampling a specific gene across a range of species is often erroneous (Page 

and Cotton, 2000; Cotton and Page, 2002), particularly if the gene is of multiple 

copy origin rather than having a single chromosomal locus. Correctly inferred gene 

trees do not always correspond to species trees due to evolutionary processes such as 

duplication and loss, deep coalescence and horizontal transfer (Goodman et al. 1979; 

Doyle, 1992; Slowinski and Page, 1999; Galtier and Daubin, 2008). The 

combination of gene duplication and loss can produce conflicts with a species tree 

when paralogous sequences are sampled and treated as orthologous, a common 

occurrence in under-sampled datasets (Figure 6.1 A) (Slowinski et al. 1997; Page and 

Cotton, 2000). Deep coalescence (or ancestral polymorphism) is an event at a single 

locus where a sequence from a less related species coalesces with one of the 

descendents of the deep coalescence (Figure 6. IB) (Slowinski et al. 1997; Slowinski 

and Page, 1999). Deep coalescence can produce an analogous situation to 

duplication and loss because paralogous sequences are simply sequences that have 

coalesced prior to the ancestor of the species from which they were sampled 

(Slowinski et al. 1997; Slowinski and Page, 1999). Sequencing both loci of a 

duplicated gene should resolve the discordance between species and gene trees due 

to paralogous sequences (Doyle, 1992), highlighting the fundamental importance of 

substantial gene sampling. Horizontal transfer, including processes such as 

hybridisation and gene transfer between species, is widely assumed to be more 

common in prokaryotes and of lesser importance in eukaryotic datasets (Figure 6.1C) 

(Syvanen, 1994; Galtier and Daubin, 2008).

The reconciliation of species and gene trees was first implemented by Goodman et 

al. (1979) and has subsequently been progressed by a number of different
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approaches over the years (e.g. Page, 1994; Eulenstein, 1997; Ronquist, 1997). An 

extension of tree reconciliation, gene tree parsimony, aims to identify the species tree 

that minimises the assumptions of evolutionary events (duplications, losses and/or 

deep coalescences) necessary to fit a given gene tree to the species tree (Slowinski et 

al. 1997; Slowinski and Page, 1999), a considerable challenge given the frequency 

with which these events occur, particularly within rapidly diversifying gene families 

(Page and Cotton, 2000). GeneTree (Page, 1998) was the first program to implement 

this logical strategy by using simple, standard tree search heuristics to infer species 

trees from gene trees under three independent optimality criteria: duplications and 

losses, duplications-only and deep coalescences. Subsequent programs and models 

have attempted to improve the biological realism of gene processes through time 

(e.g. Liu and Pearl, 2007; Liu et al. 2010) or improve the implementation of gene 

tree parsimony (Sanderson and McMahon, 2007; Oliver, 2008; Wehe et al. 2008). 

Nevertheless, despite its simple search strategy, GeneTree remains the only widely 

available software that implements independent analyses for gene duplication and 

loss, gene duplication only and deep coalescence optimality criteria. Ideally, a 

strategy that uses heuristics to search for multiple gene processes simultaneously 

would be applied, although such a method has yet to be implemented due to the 

fundamental problem of how to weight duplications, losses and coalescences against 

each other. Despite this issue, gene tree parsimony has been reported to obtain 

results consistent with other analyses in snakes (Slowinski et al. 1997) and 

vertebrates (Cotton and Page, 2002), and performed well against a known species 

tree in an Angiosperm dataset (Sanderson and McMahon, 2007). Considering the 

substantial increases in the generation of sequence data by recent genomic and 

transcriptomic studies, assessing the potential for gene tree parsimony to 

successfully recover species relationships from comprehensively sampled datasets 

has become a particularly timely exercise.

A major criticism of the gene tree parsimony methodology is that it fails to quantify 

confidence levels in the reconciled species tree by disregarding any uncertainty in 

the gene tree (Page and Cotton, 2000; Sanderson and McMahon, 2007). In order to 

account for gene tree uncertainty when inferring species trees, methodologies that 

incorporate the bootstrap have been implemented (Cotton and Page, 2002; Sanderson
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and McMahon, 2007) and the use of Bayesian posterior distributions has been 

advocated (Buckley et al. 2006; Oliver, 2008). The use of Bayesian Markov Chain 

Monte Carlo (MCMC) analyses is particularly valuable, as they produce less biased 

predictions of phylogenetic accuracy, accommodate the inherent uncertainty present 

in gene genealogies, provide easy interpretation of results, and have computational 

advantages over other techniques (Larget and Simon, 1999; Huelsenbeck and 

Ronquist, 2001; Alfaro et al. 2003; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003). Furthermore, 

it has been demonstrated that subjecting substantial numbers of gene tree Bayesian 

posterior distributions to multiple species tree searches prior to generating a majority 

rule consensus tree can provide a rigorous assessment of node uncertainty within an 

inferred species tree (Buckley et al. 2006; Oliver, 2008).

1 2  3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Figure 6.1. Examples of gene trees embedded in a species tree, demonstrating 

sources of gene tree and species tree conflict (adapted from Slowinski and Page, 

1999). A: Duplication and loss. B: Deep coalescence. C: Horizontal transfer. In 

each case, the gene tree groups species 1 and 2 together despite them not being each 

other’s closest relatives.

Snake venoms are a complex mixture of proteins and peptides; they exhibit a high 

level of biological activity and a diverse array of actions on both natural prey items 

and humans (Chippaux, 1991, Aird, 2002). The majority of venom proteins appear 

to have been recruited into the venom gland from multi-gene protein families 

normally expressed in a variety of bodily tissues for ordinary physiological 

‘housekeeping’ purposes (Fry, 2005). Following their recruitment, venom proteins 

evolve rapidly via a ‘birth and death’ model of evolution, whereby frequent 

duplications of protein-encoding genes permit rapid functional and structural 

diversification alongside enhanced rates of sequence evolution (Nei etal. 1997; Kini
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and Chan, 1999; KordiS and GubenSek, 2000; Zupunski et al. 2003). Whilst some 

genes become deleted from the genome or degenerate into pseudogenes, others 

undergo neofunctionalization, resulting in the generation of a range of proteins that 

exhibit distinct functional diversification (Fry et al. 2003b; Lynch, 2007). These 

rapidly evolving gene families provide an ideal model to investigate whether species 

tree relationships can be predicted from rapidly evolving multiple copy genes using 

gene tree parsimony.

Here I use a novel dataset containing snake venom gland expressed sequence tags 

(ESTs) from four closely related species of saw-scaled vipers (Serpentes: Viperidae: 

Echis) alongside a strongly supported phylogeny, based on mitochondrial and single 

copy nuclear gene sequences (Figure 6.2) (Barlow et al. 2009; Pook et al. 2009), to 

implement entire Bayesian posterior distributions in gene tree parsimony. These 

identically generated, multi-species EST datasets provide an unbiased, directly 

comparable sampling resource and supply comprehensive multiple copy data for 

multiple gene families, whilst the rigorous generation of node support values using 

Bayesian posterior distributions provides a measure of confidence for species tree 

interpretation. Furthermore, the EST data, together with a quantitative measure of 

species tree support, permit a direct comparison between species trees inferred from 

nucleotide and translated nucleotides, thereby allowing the relationship between 

multiple copy gene trees and species trees to be investigated in greater detail. Snake 

venom protein families have previously been analysed using gene tree parsimony: 

Slowinski et al. (1997) recovered species relationships consistent with other analyses 

inferred from phospholipase A2 (PLA2) and short neurotoxin (NXS) venom proteins 

isolated from members of the Elapidae (Serpentes). However, this investigation did 

not take into account the substantial uncertainty observed in the gene trees; for this 

reason I revisit this dataset and apply Bayesian posterior distributions in order to 

interpret the inferred species trees alongside rigorously generated node support 

values.
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E. coloratus group 
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Figure 6.2. Bayesian phylogeny of the major Echis species groups inferred by four 

mitochondrial genes and one nuclear gene (adapted from Barlow et al. 2009; Pook et 

al. 2009). Bayesian posterior probabilities are shown for relevant nodes. Outgroup 

taxa are Cerastes cerastes and Bitis arietans.
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6.3 Methods

6.3.1 Venom protein sequences

Venom gland cDNA libraries were constructed using procedures previously outlined 

(Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Casewell et al. 2009 -  Chapter 4). Briefly, multiple 

cDNA libraries were constructed from ten wild-caught specimens of Echis ocellatus 

(Nigeria), E. pyramidum leakeyi (Kenya), E. coloratus (Egypt) and E. carinatus 

sochureki (UAE); ~1000 random clones per species were picked for sequencing 

using M l3 forward primers. ESTs were bioinformatically processed using the 

PartiGene pipeline (Parkinson et al. 2004) with high stringency CLOBB clustering 

(Parkinson et al. 2002; Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006) and BLAST annotation against 

multiple databases (see Casewell et al. 2009 -  Chapter 4). ESTs exhibiting 

significant (>le-05) BLAST annotation to the most representative venom proteins 

present in the venom gland transcriptomes, the snake venom metalloproteinase 

(SVMP), C-type lectin (CTL), PLA2 and serine protease (SP) protein families, were 

identified prior to alignment in Clustal W (Thompson et al. 1994). Full length 

sequencing of PLA2 and CTL clones were obtained during the initial round of 

sequencing, whilst reverse sequencing, using M l3 reverse primers, was carried out 

on all SP clones to generate full length sequences. Due to the frequency of SVMP 

annotated sequences, full length sequence information was gained via primer
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walking a non-redundant set of SVMP clones which demonstrated sequence 

similarity to the catalytic site (H-box) of the metalloproteinase domain (Fox and 

Serrano, 2005). Outgroup sequences for each gene family were identified by 

sequence similarity searches against a number of non-Serpentes databases. The 

datasets were trimmed to the open reading frame of the translated proteins; identical 

sequences and those containing truncations or frameshifts as the result of insertions 

or deletions were excluded in MEGA v4.0.2 (Tamura et al. 2007). The alignment of 

full length variants using Clustal W preceded additional manual adjustments. The 

finalised DNA datasets were then translated into amino acids (AA) and realigned 

before the exclusion of any remaining identical sequences.

The Elapidae PLA2 (59 sequences from 25 species) and NXS datasets (42 sequences 

from 27 species) analysed by Slowinski et al. (1997) were retrieved from the protein 

database SWISS-PROT using the NCBI browser. Signal sequences were removed in 

MEGA v4.0.2 prior to alignment in Clustal W and subsequent manual adjustments.

6.3.2 Gene tree analysis

Gene trees were produced using optimised models of sequence evolution combined 

with Bayesian inference. Given that complex models of sequence evolution have 

been demonstrated to extract additional phylogenetic signal from data (Castoe et al. 

2005; Castoe and Parkinson, 2006), I subjected the DNA datasets to analysis in 

MrModeltest v2.3 (Nylander, 2004) and the AA datasets in ModelGenerator v0.85 

(Keane et al. 2006). Prior to analysis of the DNA datasets, sequences were 

partitioned into first, second and third codon partitions to incorporate any differences 

in patterns of sequence evolution. The model favoured under the Akaike 

Information Criterion (AIC) was selected for all partitions. Bayesian inference 

analyses were undertaken in MrBayes v3.1 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001; 

Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003) on the freely available bioinformatic platform 

Bioportal (www.bioportal.uio.no). Each dataset was run in duplicate using four 

chains simultaneously (three heated and one cold) for 5xl06 generations, sampling 

every 500th cycle from the chain and using default settings in regards to priors.
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Plots of ln(L) against generation were constructed to determine the bumin period; 

trees generated prior to the completion of bumin were discarded.

6.3.3 Tree reconciliation

To infer species trees from gene trees, I implemented a gene tree parsimony strategy 

similar to that described by Buckley et al. (2006) and Oliver (2008) using a novel 

bioinformatic pipeline consisting of GeneTree vl.O (Page, 1998) and PAUP* 

v4.0bl0 (Swofford, 2002). Tree topologies of the total post-bumin trees (36004) 

generated for each Bayesian dataset were extracted in PAUP using the savetrees 

command and by removing branch lengths and internal node labels. The tree 

topologies were edited to GeneTree input specifications before each of the trees was 

subjected to heuristic species tree searches in GeneTree using the steepest ascent 

option. Each analysis was run using fifty heuristic searches in order to undertake a 

comprehensive search of the tree space and to account for extraneous random 

starting trees, whilst branch swapping was carried out using the most effective option 

(ALT), which alternates between nearest-neighbour interchanges and subtree 

pruning and regrafting (Page and Charleston, 1997). The individual species trees 

inferred from each of the post-bumin gene trees were summarised into a single 

consensus species tree using the majority rule consensus tree function in PAUP. The 

frequency of each node recovered from the 36004 inferred species trees thus 

represents a measure of the uncertainty for the relationships present in the consensus 

species tree.

The generation of reconciled species trees was undertaken separately for each venom 

protein family, as they represent independent non-homologous gene families and 

therefore likely exhibit different gene histories and rates of change between unlinked 

loci (Takahata, 1989; Maddison, 1997). Furthermore, for each venom protein family 

the heuristic searches in GeneTree were implemented for three separate optimality 

criteria for both DNA and AA datasets: (i) duplications and losses, (ii) duplications 

only and (iii) deep coalescences.
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6.3.4 Alterations in methodology: Elapidae datasets

The number of species in the Elapidae datasets caused computational problems when 

implementing total Bayesian posterior distributions. To reduce GeneTree processing 

times, heuristic searches were reduced to one; analyses minimising duplications and 

losses were successfully processed, whilst alternate post-bumin trees were 

implemented for the deep coalescence criterion in order to maintain GeneTree 

computational time at a manageable level. Whilst sampling in the EST dataset 

appears to be comprehensive (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Casewell et ai. 2009 -  

Chapter 4), sampling of the Elapidae protein families was non-systematic and 

therefore almost certainly highly incomplete. When gene sampling is incomplete, it 

is difficult to distinguish gene loss from the absence of data, suggesting that 

implementing gene tree parsimony to minimise gene duplications only is more 

realistic and appropriate than seeking to minimise both duplications and losses 

(Wehe et al. 2008). Computational constraints prevented processing the duplications 

only criterion for the Elapidae datasets in GeneTree; I therefore employed a 

restricted Bayesian posterior distribution strategy using the faster heuristic searches 

implemented in DupTree (Wehe et al. 2008). As DupTree generates a single 

inferred species tree for multiple gene trees, in this case multiple Bayesian posterior 

distributions, I partitioned the total post-bumin trees into 100 partitions of 360 trees 

and ran the standard analysis for each. I subsequently summarised the inferred 

species trees into a consensus species tree as described above. Whilst this method 

has obvious limitations compared to inferring species trees from individual post- 

bumin trees, it is the most rigorous methodology available considering the computer 

limitations associated with implementing Bayesian posterior distributions for 

datasets containing large species numbers in GeneTree.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Sequence data and Bayesian inference

The Echis datasets comprised of a total of 2004bp of SVMP (n=209) [GenBank: 

GU012123-GU012315 and AM039691-AM039701], 780bp of SP (n=32) [GenBank: 

GUO 12092-GU012122], 519bp of CTL (n=130) and 444bp of PLA2 (n=42) aligned
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sequence data (CTL and PLA2 GenBank accession numbers can be found in 

Appendix III Table 1). The aligned Echis amino acid datasets represented 667 

amino acids of SVMP (n=194), 260 amino acids of SP (n=27), 173 amino acids of 

CTL (n=l 16) and 144 amino acids of PLA2 (n=33) sequence. The Elapidae datasets 

implemented by Slowinski et al. (1997) were aligned into 126 AA of PLA2 (n=59) 

and 65 AA of NXS (n=42) sequence data. For Bayesian inference, MrModelTest 

v2.3 identified the following models of sequence evolution for the DNA data 

partitions: GTR + I + T for SVMP and CTL codon position 1 and CTL codon 

position 2, HKY + I + T for SVMP codon position 2, GTR + T for PLA2 and SP 

codon position 1 and SVMP and PLA2 codon position 3, HKY + T for PLA2 codon 

position 2 and CTL and SP codon position 3 and SYM + 1 + r for SP codon position 

2. ModelGenerator v0.85 selected the WAG + T model for all AA datasets except 

the Echis SVMP gene family, where a mixed model of evolution was implemented 

as the size of this dataset prevented model selection. Following Bayesian inference, 

visual inspection of the plots of tree ln(L) vs. generation indicated that bumin was 

complete in all datasets after approximately 100,000 generations, although I 

discarded the first 500,000 generations as an additional safety margin.

6.4.2 Gene tree parsimony in the genus Echis

The majority rule consensus trees generated by gene tree parsimony analyses for 

duplication and loss, duplications-only and deep coalescences are shown in Figure 

6.3 (DNA) and Figure 6.4 (amino acid). Notably, considerable variation was 

observed in the species trees recovered from the different venom protein families; no 

less than nine differing species tree topologies (out of 26 possible) were inferred 

from the twenty-four analyses. Furthermore, only two fully resolved species trees, 

generated using the SVMP protein family amino acid gene trees under the 

duplication and loss and duplications-only optimality criteria, matched the strongly 

supported mitochondrial and single-locus nuclear gene phylogeny for this genus 

(Barlow et al. 2009; Pook et al., 2009); only one node, supporting the monophyly of 

E. coloratus and E. p. leakeyi, was strongly supported (>95%) in both trees. While 

this node represented the most frequent node observed in the Echis species trees, it 

was not ubiquitous and only strongly supported in 25% (DNA) and 58% (AA) of the
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inferred trees. However, many other species trees contained nodes incongruent both 

with the phylogeny of Barlow et al. (2009) and with species trees recovered from 

other venom protein gene trees, although only one of these was strongly supported 

(the monophyly of E. ocellatus and E. p. leakeyi in the serine proteases under the 

duplication and loss and deep coalescence criteria). A number of other nodes were 

unresolved or weakly supported, highlighting the lack of topological consistency 

observed throughout the inferred species trees.

6.4.3 Gene tree parsimony in the family Elapidae

The species trees inferred from gene tree parsimony analysis of the PLA2 family are 

displayed in Figure 6.5; despite the differences in the optimality criterion employed 

by gene tree parsimony, the inferred species trees display similar topologies. The 

NXS data (Figure 6 .6 ) produced largely unresolved species topologies, except when 

implementing the duplications only criterion in DupTree.

6.5 Discussion

6.5.1 Gene tree parsimony in the genus Echis

A total of nine distinct species trees were generated from the gene tree parsimony 

analyses of the four Echis venom protein families. The incongruence among species 

trees derived from these datasets is highlighted by the fact that the most frequent 

species tree topology represents only 25% of the total number of inferred species 

trees. Furthermore, the most commonly observed species tree is only partially 

resolved. This incongruence is particularly surprising, with only the duplications 

and loss analyses of DNA sequences for the SVMPs and CTLs producing fully 

resolved identical topologies, although neither tree exhibits strong support (>95%) 

for every node. The lack of consistency among species trees is important, as it 

highlights the absence of any strong signal opposing that of the mitochondrial and
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Figure 6.3. Majority rule consensus trees for four DNA datasets of venom protein 

families using gene tree parsimony. Separate analyses were implemented to 

minimise duplications and loss, duplications-only and deep coalescences. Circles 

indicate nodes congruent and crosses indicate nodes incongruent with the 

mitochondrial and nuclear phylogeny of the genus Echis (Barlow et al. 2009; Pook 

et al. 2009). Black circles and crosses indicate that a node is robustly supported 

(>95%), grey symbols indicate insignificant node support.
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Figure 6.4. Majority rule consensus trees for four amino acid datasets of venom 

protein families using gene tree parsimony. Separate analyses were implemented to 

minimise duplications and loss, duplications-only and deep coalescences. Circles 

indicate nodes congruent and crosses indicate nodes incongruent with the 

mitochondrial and nuclear phytogeny of the genus Echis (Barlow et al. 2009; Pook 

et al. 2009). Black circles and crosses indicate that a node is robustly supported 

(>95%), grey symbols indicate insignificant node support.
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Figure 6.5. Majority rule consensus trees for the Elapidae PLA2 venom protein 

family using gene tree parsimony. Separate analyses were implemented to minimise 

duplications and loss, duplications-only and deep coalescences. Circles indicate 

nodes congruent and crosses indicate nodes incongruent with mitochondrial analyses 

(Slowinski and Keogh, 2000; Lukoschek and Keogh, 2006; Wüster and Broadley, 

2007; Wüster et al. 2007; Sanders et al. 2008). Black circles and crosses indicate 

that a node is robustly supported (>95%), grey symbols indicate insignificant node 

support. Question marks represent nodes for which the species relationships remain 

undetermined.
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Figure 6 .6 . Majority rule consensus trees for the Elapidae NXS venom protein 

family using gene tree parsimony. Separate analyses were implemented to minimise 

duplications and loss, duplications-only and deep coalescences. Circles indicate 

nodes congruent and crosses indicate nodes incongruent with mitochondrial analyses 

(Slowinski and Keogh, 2000; Lukoschek and Keogh, 2006; Wüster and Broadley, 

2007; Wüster et a l 2007; Sanders et al. 2008). Black circles and crosses indicate 

that a node is robustly supported (>95%), grey symbols indicate insignificant node 

support. Question marks represent nodes for which the species relationships remain 

undetermined.
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nuclear phylogeny derived by Barlow et al. (2009) and Pook et al. (2009); consistent 

conflict between reconciled trees and the species phylogeny might suggest that the 

latter tree is in error; however, I did not uncover any consistent pattern of conflict. 

Moreover, the two nodes present in the inferred species trees that are congruent with 

the mitochondrial and nuclear phylogeny are only strongly supported in 42% 

(monophyly of E. coloratus and E. p. leakeyi) and 13% (monophyly of E. coloratus, 

E. p. leakeyi and E. ocellatus) of the total derived trees. Interestingly, analyses of the 

serine proteases showed that it was the only venom protein family that strongly 

contradicts the monophyly of E. p. leakeyi and E. coloratus; instead the monophyly 

of E. p. leakeyi and E. ocellatus is observed, except in the duplications-only analysis 

which fails to resolve the relationships among E. coloratus, E. p. leakeyi and E. 

ocellatus.

The majority of GeneTree analyses of Bayesian posterior distributions generated 

from the Echis DNA datasets produced fully resolved inferred species trees that are 

typically supported by higher node values than their amino acid counterparts. This is 

not unexpected given the increase in the number of phylogenetically-informative 

characters used to resolve the DNA gene trees and clearly emphasises the preferred 

use of nucleotide datasets for gene tree parsimony where available. Although many 

amino acid species trees exhibit unresolved nodes, the majority of the resolved 

clades display topologies identical to those inferred by the corresponding DNA 

datasets. The main exception is that the AA duplication and loss and duplications- 

only SVMP species trees; both exhibit different tree topologies from their DNA 

counterparts with greater node support. Coincidentally, these species trees are 

unique in inferring the topology of the genus Echis as predicted by the mitochondrial 

and nuclear phylogeny (Barlow et al. 2009; Pook et al. 2009).

Altering the optimality criteria implemented in GeneTree also resulted in alterations 

to the inferred species tree topologies: trees minimising deep coalescences are often 

incongruent with those inferred by minimising duplications and losses and 

duplications-only. Moreover, they display lower node support values in the majority 

of trees, indicating that duplications and losses may be more important in the
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evolutionary history of snake venom proteins. In general, major changes in the 

species tree topologies are not observed between the duplication and loss and 

duplications-only analyses, consistent with the assumption that losses are 

informative in the EST datasets as a consequence of comprehensive gene sampling. 

However, in contrast to the duplications and loss analyses, none of the species trees 

derived from the duplications-only criteria exhibit strongly supported nodes that 

conflict with the mitochondrial/nuclear DNA phylogeny (Barlow et al., 2009; Pook 

et al., 2009), implying that the inclusion of loss events may be partially responsible 

for gene tree parsimony incongruence in this dataset. Notably, the duplications-only 

analyses for the SP venom protein family reveals a consistent change in tree 

topology from fully resolved to partially resolved, the collapsed node being the 

grouping of E. ocellatus and E. p. leakeyi that is inconsistent with the “known” 

species tree. Considering the comprehensive sampling methodology for the four 

venom protein families, this observation implies that gene loss in the serine proteases 

has a greater influence on the outcome of species tree reconstruction than in the other 

venom protein families.

Considering the lack of congruence between reconciled venom protein gene trees 

and the genus Echis phylogeny, gene tree parsimony was subsequently undertaken 

by simultaneously considering multiple gene loci derived from the SVMP, CTL, 

PLA2 and SP DNA consensus gene trees using the deep coalescences multiple loci 

analysis in Mesquite (Maddison and Knowles, 2006; Maddison and Maddison, 

2008). This approach also failed to infer a species tree congruent with the species 

phylogeny determined by Barlow et al. (2009) and Pook et al. (2009) (Figure 6.7A). 

Despite simultaneously incorporating data from the four gene loci, the reconciled 

tree was incongruent with the Echis phylogeny and included the monophyly of E. p. 

leakeyi and E. ocellatus. Considering different venom proteins represent independent 

non-homologous gene families these results are not unexpected; differing gene 

families likely exhibit different gene histories and rates of change (Takahata, 1989; 

Maddison, 1997). However, it is notable that when excluding the SP protein family 

from the deep coalescence multiple loci analysis, the reconciled tree supports the 

monophyly of E. p. leakeyi and E. coloratus (Figure 6.7B), a node congruent with 

Barlow et al.'s (2009) and Pook et al.'s (2009) analyses. Whilst the subsequently
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reconciled tree remains partially incongruent with the previously determined species 

phylogeny, these results further highlight the potential conflicting influence the 

serine protease gene family has on gene tree parsimony in the genus Echis.

A
E. ocellatus 

E. p. leakeyi 

E. coloratus 

E. c. sochurekl 

Outgroup

B
E. coloratus 

E. p. leakeyi 

E. c. sochurekl 

E. ocellatus 

Outgroup

Figure 6.7. Reconciled trees derived from multiple loci deep coalescence analyses of 

Echis venom protein families. A: SVMP, CTL, PLA2 and SP loci. B: SVMP, CTL 

and PLA2 loci. Circles indicate nodes congruent and crosses indicate nodes 

incongruent with the mitochondrial and nuclear phylogeny of the genus Echis 

(Barlow et al. 2009; Pook et al. 2009).

6.5.2 Gene tree parsimony in the family Elapidae

The inferred species trees generated from the Elapidae PLA2 gene family provided 

strong support for the monophyly of the Australian and marine elapid radiation 

throughout the varying gene optimality criterions (gene duplication, loss and deep 

coalescence). The analysis minimising duplications only was alone in resolving the 

relationships within this clade with any significant support, inferring both the 

monophyly of the Australian and marine elapids to the exclusion of Aipysurus and 

Pseudechis and the non-monophyly of Laticauda; however, both observations are 

strongly contradicted by recent molecular phylogenetic studies using mitochondrial 

and single-locus nuclear gene sequences (Slowinski and Keogh, 2000; Sanders et a l 

2008). The monophyly of marine and terrestrial Australian species was also 

recovered by Slowinski et al. (1997), with their analysis suggesting a fully resolved
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topology incongruent with these analyses, likely reflecting an unsupported species 

relationship. In the context of the African and Asian Elapids, the monophyly of 

Aspidelaps, Hemachatus and Naja established by the consensus trees matched those 

of Slowinski et al. (1997); despite this consistency, support values are insufficient to 

exclude the possibility of an alternate topology. Furthermore, Slowinski et al.'s 

(1997) placement of Bungarus as outgroup to Aspidelaps, Hemachatus and Naja, is 

unsupported by this PLA2 analyses, with different gene optimality criteria producing 

contrasting topologies. However, within the genus Naja, the consensus trees are 

consistent with both Slowinski et al. (1997) and recent mitochondrial phylogenies 

(Wüster and Broadley, 2007; Wüster et al. 2007), exhibiting strong support for the 

monophyly of the African spitting cobras (N. mossambica, N. pallida and N. 

nigricollis) and the Asian cobras (N. kaouthia, N. atra, N. naja and N. oxiana).

The NXS consensus trees produced largely unresolved species topologies, except 

when implementing the duplications only criterion in DupTree (Figure 6 .6 ). The 

observed unresolved topologies and corresponding low node support values are 

perhaps unsurprising given that the NXS dataset contains less sequence data (65 

amino acids) and thus fewer characters than the other venom proteins, due to the 

short length of the NXS genes. All three gene analyses provided strong support for 

Laticauda as the sister taxon of all other Elapidae, conflicting with Slowinski et al.'s 

analyses (1997) and a recent multi-gene phylogeny (Sanders et al. 2008); both 

placed Laticauda at the base of the marine and terrestrial Australian elapids. The 

significant support values associated with the placement of Laticauda suggest that 

the topology obtained by Slowinksi et al. (1997) may not have been strongly 

supported, despite its consistency with Sanders et al. (2008). Nevertheless, the 

monophyly of the marine and terrestrial Australian snakes, excluding Laticauda, is 

supported in each consensus tree (all nodes >90%), displaying a topology similar to 

that described previously (Slowinski et al. 1997), although inconsistencies with 

recent molecular phylogenies, including the non-monophyly of (i) Hydrophis 

lapemoides and H. cyanocinctus and (ii) Acanthophis and Pseudechis, exist within 

this clade (Lukoschek and Keogh, 2006; Sanders et al. 2008). The NXS consensus 

trees also fail to significantly resolve the species relationship of the African and 

Asian elapids, except when minimising duplications-only. This analysis provided
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support for i) the paraphyly of Naja due to the inclusion of Bungarus and ii) the 

exclusion of Naja (formerly Boulengerina) annulata from this clade; neither 

observation is supported by a recent mitochondrial analysis (Wüster et al. 2007). In 

contrast to results here, Slowinski et al. (1997) described a predominately resolved 

clade for the African and Asian Elapids; this incongruence suggests that the topology 

provided by Slowinski et al. (1997) is largely unsupported. Only two Naja clades 

previously described (Slowinski et al. 1997) exhibit significant node support values 

in the NXS consensus trees; i) the monophyly of N. oxiana and N. philippinensis and 

ii) the monophyly of N. mossambica, N. kaouthia and N. atra. Despite strong 

support for these two clades in this analysis, the latter is refuted by a recent 

mitochondrial phylogeny (Wüster et al. 2007).

6.5.3 The basis of unsuccessful tree reconciliation

Here, gene tree parsimony analyses were largely unsuccessful at reconstructing 

species trees from multiple copy venom protein families. Despite the previous 

apparent success of venom protein gene tree parsimony (Slowinski et al. 1997), these 

results show that significant changes in inferred Elapidae tree topologies occur when 

incorporating gene tree uncertainty. Furthermore, a number of relationships 

recovered by Slowinski et al. (1997) are not significantly supported in the species 

trees, which suggests that their results were only weakly supported, and emphasises 

the importance of assessing node support in species trees obtained through gene tree 

parsimony. Despite partial species tree congruence between the analysis of 

Slowinski et al. (1997) and more recent molecular studies, little consensus can be 

derived from the inferred species trees, with different venom protein families 

predicting different evolutionary histories within the family Elapidae. It is highly 

plausible that the failure of gene tree parsimony in the elapid datasets is a result of 

unequal and/or highly incomplete sampling of paralogous genes (mean number of 

sequences per species=1.6 [NXS] and 2.0 [PLA2]) preventing the correct species tree 

being extracted. Given that the duplications only optimality criterion attempts to 

account for incomplete sampling, the higher node support values associated with 

these analyses support this hypothesis. The observed conflict between species trees 

obtained from different protein families, and between them and those from single
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locus genes, is the inevitable result of using sequence data collected non- 

systematically during the course of diverse toxinological studies.

However, gene tree parsimony was also unsuccessful at inferring the species 

relationship in the genus Echis; despite using substantially greater numbers of 

sequences, base pairs, venom protein families and fewer species, only two reconciled 

species trees correctly inferred the topology determined from a strongly supported 

mitochondrial and single locus nuclear gene phylogeny (Barlow et al. 2009; Pook et 

al. 2009). In addition, the unbiased EST sampling method incorporated for the Echis 

dataset more likely reflects the true multiple copy nature of these venom protein 

families and has been demonstrated to be representative of proteomic venom 

expression (Wagstaff et al. 2009). Notably, nodes throughout the Echis species trees 

are typically weakly supported, whether they are consistent or inconsistent with the 

species phylogeny determined by Barlow et al. (2009) and Pook et al. (2009). 

Conflict arising from species tree reconciliation is likely to be a result of this weak 

signal; the majority of nodes responsible for causing species tree incongruence with 

the species phylogeny are unsupported (<95%). The consistent exception to this 

observation occurs in the serine protease venom protein family, where the 

duplications and loss inferred species trees produced a strongly supported (>95%) 

topology incongruent with the species phylogeny (Barlow et al. 2009; Pook et al. 

2009), both for amino acid and DNA-based gene trees.

Recombination was excluded as a factor confounding species tree reconciliation 

following the analysis of the four Echis DNA datasets in the Recombination 

Detection Program v.3.34 (RDP3) (Heath et al. 2006). The results of a standard 

RDP3 analysis revealed only false positive results in the CTL, PLA2 and SP datasets 

(data not shown) which exhibited significance scores similar to those obtained from 

a vertebrate mitochondrial cytochrome b dataset [GenBank: AB185152, AB253437, 

AP003423-AP003425, AP003428, AY487676, AY137598, EU035750, EU165259, 

EU380953, EU798758, EU856453, EU934483, FJ457612, FJ997847, GQ142135] 

devoid of recombination, and much lower than a snake venom protein dataset that 

has previously been demonstrated to contain recombinants [GenBank: AY861138,
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AY861382, AY861383] (Zha et al. 2006). Although the SVMP dataset exhibited 

four sequences (out of 209) containing evidence of apparent recombination 

[GenBank: GU012190, GU012203, GU012213, GU012261], all but one of these 

recombinants [GenBank: GU012203] are nested within monophyletic species- 

specific clades, and would therefore not have influenced the reconstruction of the 

species tree. Furthermore, as all of the recombinant sequences are from E. coloratus 

and E. p. leakeyi, yet the relationship between these two species is correctly inferred 

in five of the six SVMP gene tree parsimony analyses, I exclude recombination as a 

factor responsible for confounding gene tree parsimony. Venom protein families 

may also be subjected to additional evolutionary phenomenon such as accelerated 

segment switches in exons to alter targeting (ASSET), where exons are radically 

changed to unrelated sequences leading to rapid functional evolution (Doley et al. 

2008b, 2009). Recent analyses demonstrated that ASSET may play a significant role 

in the evolution of certain venom protein families, including SVMPs, PLA2S and SPs 

(Doley et al. 2009). In order to exclude the potential role of ASSET confounding 

gene tree parsimony, I repeated the analyses for the venom protein families 

described above but excluding the regions of DNA and corresponding AA sequence 

demonstrated to be under the influence of ASSET (Doley et al. 2009). All of these 

analyses produced inferred species tree topologies consistent with the original 

analyses (data not shown).

The composition of snake venom proteins is under strong natural selection for 

adaptation towards specific diets (e.g. Daltry et al. 1996a; KordiS and GubenSek, 

2000; Jorge da Silva and Aird, 2001; Barlow et al. 2009). Consequently, the effect 

of selection on patterns of gene duplication and loss cannot be excluded as a factor 

confounding gene tree parsimony by influencing gene events within lineages with 

divergent diets. Since members of the genus Echis exhibit considerable variation in 

prey preference (Barlow et al. 2009), adaptive selection pressures may be 

responsible for generating the strongly supported serine protease species trees that 

are incongruent with the Echis mitochondrial and nuclear phylogeny (Barlow et al. 

2009). The presence of repeated selective loss in one lineage (Figure 6 .8A), or 

multiple parallel loss in multiple lineages (Figure 6 .8 B) can confound gene tree 

parsimony; in both cases the most parsimonious explanation for the species
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relationship can require fewer gene events than that of the true species tree (Figure 

6 .8). In the case of the serine proteases, the gene trees (Appendix IV Figure 1) 

exhibit minimal representation of clades containing E. ocellatus and E. p. leakeyi 

SPs, suggesting that multiple parallel gene losses may have occurred in these two 

species. Consequently, any gene tree parsimony analyses seeking to minimise the 

required number of assumptions of gene loss would result in a species tree grouping 

these taxa together (e.g. Figure 6 .8 B). This hypothesis was tested by analysing the 

serine protease gene data and the Echis phylogeny (Barlow et al. 2009; Pook et al. 

2009) in GeneTree by implementing the reconciliation option. Reconciling the gene 

tree with the correct species tree elucidated the evolutionary history of gene 

duplication and loss events in the serine protease gene family and revealed multiple 

parallel gene loss events occurring in each lineage with the exclusion of E. coloratus 

(Figure 6.9). It therefore appears that gene tree parsimony is failing to produce a 

species tree topology congruent with Barlow et al. (2009) and Pook et al. (2009) as a 

result of multiple parallel losses; the incongruent monophyly of E. ocellatus and E. 

p. leakeyi occurs as parsimony minimises the number of gene events required to 

reconcile the gene tree to a species tree (see Figure 6 .8B). These results explain the 

gene processes that are responsible for the presence of strongly supported 

incongruent nodes in the Echis serine protease reconciled trees and highlight the 

method by which gene tree parsimony can be undermined by non-random gene 

events in rapidly evolving multi-gene families.
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Gene tree Correct species tree 

A

B 

C

D

Figure 6 .8 . Selective and parallel loss events preventing correct species tree 

reconciliation. Numbers refer to alleles and letters A-D refer to species. Circles 

indicate duplication events and crosses indicate loss events. A: Repeated selective 

loss in species D leads to gene tree parsimony inferring the incorrect species tree if 

duplications and losses are taken into account. B: Multiple parallel gene loss in 

species B and C leads to gene tree parsimony inferring the incorrect species tree if
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duplications and losses are taken into account. In both cases the number of events 

required to derive the correct species tree is four (two duplications and two losses), 

whilst the most parsimonious explanation infers an incorrect species tree with only 

three gene events (two duplications and one loss). Note also that, in both cases, gene 

tree parsimony will underestimate the number of gene losses.

Figure 6.9. Serine protease gene tree reconciled with the species phylogeny of 

Barlow et al. (2009) and Pook et al. (2009) displaying lineage specific gene 

duplication (circles) and loss (crosses) events.

6.6 Conclusions

These results demonstrate the importance of rigorously assessing node support 

values for inferred species trees generated by gene tree parsimony. The 

implementation of Bayesian posterior distributions for multiple venom protein 

families allowed inferred species trees to be interpreted with confidence and 

highlighted a lack of support for a number of previously reconstructed evolutionary 

relationships in two different datasets. In this case gene tree parsimony largely failed 

to correctly infer strongly supported species trees from a comprehensive dataset of 

four multi-gene venom protein families isolated from four closely related members 

of the genus Echis, and from a smaller dataset of two venom protein families from 

members of the family Elapidae. It is notable, yet not unexpected, that when 

incorporating gene tree uncertainty for estimates of species tree inference, the
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estimates of species relationships often reflect more uncertainty. 1 suggest that gene 

tree parsimony is unable to consistently resolve the elapid species relationship as a 

result of unequal and/or highly incomplete sampling of paralogous genes, whereas 

weak signal, evident by low node support values, undermines species tree 

reconciliation in the Echis datasets. I also hypothesise that the strongly supported 

conflict in the serine protease gene family is a result of non-random patterns of 

parallel gene loss and I have described how such gene process may confound gene 

tree parsimony. Given that the relationship between venom protein gene trees and 

inferred species trees has been demonstrated to be complex, I suggest that utmost 

caution should be employed when interpreting gene tree data generated from rapidly 

evolving multi-gene families likely to be suffering non-random selection pressures.
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CHAPTER 7

Intra-generic immunological and antivenomic comparisons of the saw-scaled 

vipers reveal paraspecific venom neutralisation of African Echis species by

EchiTabG® antivenom

7.1 Abstract

The saw-scaled vipers (Viperidae: Echis) are thought to be responsible for a greater 

proportion of snakebite deaths worldwide than any other group of snakes. 

Considerable variations in venom components and toxicity have previously been 

identified in the genus Echis, alongside reports of incomplete intra-generic 

antivenom neutralisation. In order to investigate the confounding influence intra

generic venom variation may bestow upon antivenom cross-reactivity, 

immunological assessments of four monospecific antivenoms with homologous and 

non-homologous Echis venoms were compared, alongside their in vivo neutralisation 

with the E. ocellatus antivenom EchiTabG®. End-Point titration ELIS As, 

immunoblotting and small scale affinity purification revealed little difference in the 

cross-species immunoreactivity between homologous and non-homologous venom- 

antivenom mixes, although the anti-E. ocellatus antivenom exhibited the highest 

relative avidity. There was no significant difference in the lethality of the four Echis 

venoms as determined by venom LD50 assays. EchiTabG® neutralised the lethal 

effects of venom from the African E. coloratus and E. pyramidum leakeyi species 

with comparable efficacy as shown against the homologous E. ocellatus venom. 

However, EchiTabG® was ineffective at neutralising the lethal effects of venom 

from the Asian species, E. carinatus sochureki. Antivenomic and proteomic analysis 

of the complexes formed between EchiTabG® and the four venoms revealed snake 

venom metalloproteinases and cysteine-rich secretory proteins as venom components 

that failed to bind to EchiTabG®. Preclinical assessments of EchiTabG strongly 

suggest this antivenom will be an effective therapy in cases of envenoming by 

African members of the genus Echis and advocates the commencement of clinical 

trials aimed at expanding the geographic coverage of this antivenom to treat Echis- 

induced snakebite throughout the African continent.
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7.2 Introduction

Envenoming by venomous snakes is estimated to cause as many as 94,000-125,000 

deaths per year worldwide (Chippaux et al. 1998; Kasturiratne et al. 2008), with the 

saw-scaled vipers (Viperidae: Echis) thought to be responsible for a greater 

proportion of these deaths than any other single genus of snakes (Warrell et al. 

1977). Members of the genus Echis have a wide distribution throughout much of 

Africa north of the equator, the Arabian Peninsula and India and Sri Lanka (Cherlin, 

1990; Pook et al. 2009). Saw-scaled vipers represent the most medically significant 

group of snakes present throughout much of this range due to the possession of 

potently haemorrhagic venom (Warrell and Arnett, 1976; Warrell et al. 1977) 

combined with a high incidence of Echis-induced snakebite, particularly in West 

Africa (E. ocellatus) (Pugh and Theakston, 1980; Habib et al. 2001) and North-West 

India (E. carinatus ssp.) (Bhat, 1974; Bawaskar et al. 2008). Untreated mortality 

rates can be as high as 20% (Warrell et al. 1977). Envenoming by members of the 

genus Echis typically induces severe systemic symptoms such as spontaneous 

bleeding, disseminated intravascular coagulation and haemolysis, alongside local 

effects such as necrosis, swelling, blistering and oedema (Warrell et al. 1977; Porath 

et al. 1992; Benbassat and Shalev, 1993; Gillissen et al. 1994; Ali et al. 2004; 

Kochar et al. 2007).

The complex mix of proteins and peptides present in snake venoms is responsible for 

the pathology observed in cases of snakebite; they exhibit a high level of biological 

activity and a diverse array of actions on both natural prey items and humans 

(Chippaux, 1991; Aird, 2002). The venom composition of members of the genus 

Echis has been the subject of much recent research; including venom gland 

transcriptome surveys (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Casewell et al. 2009 -  Chapter 

4) from members of the four Echis species groups (Pook et al. 2009), E. ocellatus, E. 

coloratus, E. pyramidum leakeyi and E. carinatus sochureki, whilst proteomic 

profiles of E. ocellatus venom components were correlated with the transcriptomic 

database (Wagstaff et al. 2009). Considerable inter- and intra-toxin family variation 

was observed within the major toxin families (enzymatic and non-enzymatic toxins) 

present in the Echis venom gland expressed sequence tag databases (vgDbEST)
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(snake venom metalloproteinases (SVMP), C-type lectins (CTL), phospholipases A2 

(PLA2), serine proteases (SP) and L-amino oxidases) (Casewell et a l 2009 -  Chapter 

4). Moreover, a number of less represented venom proteins were not ubiquitous 

throughout the genus, including short-coding disintegrins, cysteine-rich secretory 

proteins (CRISPs) and potentially novel venom proteins such as renin-like aspartic 

proteases and lysosomal acid lipase (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Casewell et al. 

2009 -  Chapter 4). Venom variation observed in the genus Echis was hypothesised 

to be the result of shifts in diet following the correlation of dietary data with 

increases in venom toxicity to natural prey items (Barlow et al. 2009). Despite the 

lack of obvious association between diet and venom gland transcriptomic surveys 

(Casewell et al. 2009 -  Chapter 4), further investigations analysing intra-toxin 

family variation suggest selective dietary pressures may be responsible for the 

diversification of specific toxin families (see Chapter 5).

Understanding the nature of venom variation is essential for therapy. The production 

of effective antivenom is fundamentally dependent upon the knowledge of the 

variability of venoms within and between specific localities and species (e.g. 

Theakston et al. 1989; Galán et al. 2004). A number of monospecific and 

polyspecific antivenoms produced against the venom of different Echis species have 

been effective at reducing mortality rates to 2-8% (e.g. Bhat, 1974; Warrell et al. 

1977). Nevertheless there are increasing reports that antivenom availability and 

cross-reactivity are a problem within this genus (Warrell and Arnett, 1976; Visser et 

al 2008; Warrell, 2008), as demonstrated by the ineffectiveness of E. carinatus 

antivenom to treat patients envenomed by E. carinatus sochureki and E. ocellatus 

(Kochar et al. 2007; Visser et al. 2008) and antivenom raised against West and East 

African species to treat bites from a north African member of the E. pyramidum 

complex (Gillissen et al. 1994). Recent assessments of the polyspecific antivenom 

EchiTab-Plus-ICP®, generated against the venom of E. ocellatus, Bids arietans and 

Naja nigricollis, demonstrated effective cross-neutralisation of the lethal activity of 

homologous and non-homologous venoms, including E. leucogaster, E. p. leakeyi 

and members of the genus Bids (Segura et al. 2010). In order to assess the 

immunoreactivity of antivenoms against specific venom components ‘antivenomic’ 

techniques, focusing on the proteomic analysis of non-immunoprecipitated venom
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components, have recently been applied (Lomonte et al. 2008; Gutiérrez et al. 2008, 

2009; Calvete et al. 2009). This technique revealed EchiTab-Plus-ICP® failed to 

completely immunodeplete a number of venom components, particularly disintegrins 

and PLA2S, despite effectively neutralising the lethal activity of the venoms (Calvete 

et al. in press). The implication of specific venom components exhibiting poor 

immunogenicity, however important in pathogenesis, highlights the potential for 

antivenom supplementation in order to enhance the immune response against 

specific venom toxins (Calvete et al. in press).

In order to further investigate antivenom cross-reactivity within the genus Echis and 

to assess whether intra-generic transcriptomic venom variation impacts upon 

therapeutic outcomes, I compared: (i) the lethal activity of venoms from four 

geographically distinct species of Echis, (ii) their immunological cross-reactivity 

with four monospecific antivenoms raised against each of the venoms and (¡ii) their 

in vivo neutralisation by the monospecific E. ocellatus antivenom EchiTabG®. In 

order to elucidate a case of incomplete, non-homologous venom neutralisation and 

the potential for antivenom supplementation, modified ‘antivenomic’ techniques 

(e.g. Lomonte et al. 2008; Calvete et al. 2009; Gutiérrez et al. 2009) were utilised to 

identify venom components that were non-immunodepleted by EchiTabG®.

7.3 Methods

7.3.1 Venom extraction

Pooled venom was extracted from wild-caught specimens of E. ocellatus (Nigeria), 

E. coloratus (Egypt), E. pyramidum leakeyi (Kenya) and E. carinatus sochureki 

(United Arab Emirates) used to create the previously described venom gland 

transcriptomes (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Casewell et al. 2009 -  Chapter 4). 

Following manual extraction, venom was frozen, lyophilised and stored at 4°C prior 

to reconstitution at lOmg/ml in IX phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Snakes were 

maintained in the Herpetarium at the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine.
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7.3.2 Immunisation and antiserum production

Antisera were generated against venom from E. p. leakeyi, E. coloratus and E. c. 

sochureki using protocols identical to the production of the E. ocellatus antivenom 

EchiTabG®. Six sheep (two per venom) were initially immunised with 0.5mg of 

venom emulsified with Freund’s complete adjuvant followed by subsequent 

immunisations of l.Omg of venom emulsified with Freund’s incomplete adjuvant 

every 28 days. Venom doses were injected sub-cutaneously at six sites in the neck 

and groin. Sheep were bled every 14 days after immunisation and final sera was 

taken once the optimal time of the immune response was reached at 16 weeks 

(Landon, J., personal communication). Blood was centrifuged for 40 minutes at 

4543 x g prior to the removal of sera and frozen at -20°C. Ovine IgG was extracted 

by the addition of caprylic acid (Sigma, UK) to a final concentration of 5%, stirred 

vigorously for two hours to precipitate non-IgG proteins, spun at 4543 x g for 60 min 

and dialysed overnight with sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.4. Purified IgG was 

diluted to 30mg/ml in IX PBS and stored at -20°C. IgG generated against E. 

ocellatus venom and the E. ocellatus antivenom EchiTabG® were obtained from 

MicroPharm Ltd (UK).

7.3.3 End point and relative avidity ELISAs

Assays were prepared using lOOng of venom from the four Echis species per well. 

Ninety-six (96) well plates were blocked with 5% nonfat milk (diluted with TBST -  

0.01M Tris-HCl, pH 8.5; 0.15M NaCl; 1% Tween 20) for 3 h at room temperature 

(RT), washed six times in TBST and incubated in each of the four species-specific 

IgG antivenoms (1:100 followed by 1:5 serial dilutions for end point and 1:10000 for 

relative avidity) overnight at 4°C. Plates were washed again in TBST and incubated 

in horseradish peroxidise-conjugated goat anti-sheep IgG (1:1000; Sigma, UK) for 3 

h at RT. Relative avidity plates were incubated with 0.1ml of varying concentrations 

(1M-8M) of ammonium thiocyanate for 15 min, followed by washing in TBST prior 

to the addition of the secondary antibody. Results were visualized by addition of 

substrate (0 .2 % 2 ,2/-azino-bis (2 -ethylbenzthiazoline-6 -sulphonic acid) in citrate 

buffer, pH 4.0 containing 0.015% hydrogen peroxide; Sigma, UK) and measurement 

of optical density (OD) at 405nm. End point titres were determined by the IgG
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antivenom titre that exhibited OD readings greater than two standard deviations of 

the control, whilst relative avidity was expressed as the percentage reduction in OD 

from the control to the highest concentration (8M) of ammonium thiocyanate.

7.3.4 Small scale affinity purification

In order to assess the cross-reactivity of the four IgG antivenoms raised against the 

four Echis venoms, small scale affinity columns were prepared for each of the 

venoms, lg of CNBr-activated 4 Fast Flow Sepharose (GE Healthcare, UK) was 

swollen and washed with ImM HC1, transferred to a 3.5ml column (Bio-Rad, UK) 

and washed twice with 0.1M sodium hydrogen carbonate pH 8.3. 5mg of venom 

(lmg/ml 0.1M sodium hydrogen carbonate pH 8.3 solution) was coupled with the 

Sepharose by end-over-end mixing at 4°C overnight. Columns were drained and 

active groups blocked by end-over-end mixing for 2 hours with 1M Ethanolamine-Cl 

pH 9.0, washed (0.1M sodium phosphate pH 7.5 containing 0.5M NaCl) and eluted 

(0.1M glycine pH 2.5 containing 0.1M HC1) before storage at 4°C. Columns were 

equilibrated at RT, washed with washing buffer, before 3mg of monospecific IgG 

(lmg/ml in washing buffer) was added to the column and mixed overnight. 

Columns were subsequently washed and eluted. The eluate was concentrated using 

5kDa cut-off Vivaspin columns (Sartorius Stedim Biotech, UK) and quantified using 

a LD1000 series NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, USA).

7.3.5 Venom lethality and neutralisation by EchiTabG®

Determinations of the intravenous (i.v.) median lethal dose (LD50) for each of the 

four Echis venoms were carried out as described by Laing et al. (1992) except for a 

reduction in observation time to 7 h. Briefly, groups of five male CD-I mice (18- 

20g - Charles River) received an i.v. tail injection of varying doses of venom in 

100nl IX PBS; LD50s were estimated at 7 h after injection by recording the number 

of deaths in each group of mice. The LD50 and 95% confidence limits were 

calculated using probit analysis (Finney, 1971). Tests for estimating the neutralising 

effects of the E. ocellatus antivenom EchiTabG® against the lethal effects (5xi.v. 

LD50) of the four venoms were carried out using protocols previously described (e.g.
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Laing et al. 1992; Laing et al. 1995; Theakston et al. 1995), again with a reduction 

in observation time to 7 h; groups of mice received i.v. injections of various doses of 

EchiTabG® antivenom mixed with 5xLDsos of venom in 2 0 0 pil IX PBS preincubated 

at 37°C for 30 minutes. Deaths at 7 h were counted and the median effective dose 

(ED50) and 95% confidence limits were estimated using probit analysis (Finney, 

1971). The reduced observation time prevented unnecessary mouse-venom exposure; 

previous assays revealed that >98% Echis envenoming deaths occurred within 7 

hours of the injection of the venom/antivenom mixture (Cook DAN and Harrison 

RA, personal communication).

7.3.6 EchiTabG® affinity purification ‘antivenomics’

In order to assess whether the E. ocellatus antivenom EchiTabG® fails to bind 

venom proteins from members of the genus Echis, lOmg of EchiTabG® was coupled 

to a lml HiTrap NHS-activated HP affinity column using the manufacturer’s 

protocol (GE Healthcare, UK). Varying concentrations of reconstituted venom in 

lml PBS solution were bound to the column. Unbound material was washed from 

the column, using an ÁKTAprime plus (GE Healthcare, UK), with 0.1M sodium 

phosphate pH 7.5 containing 0.5M NaCl at a flow rate of O.lml/min, prior to elution 

with 0.1M glycine pH 2.5 containing 0.1M HC1 at lml/min. 0.5ml fractions 

containing the unbound and bound material were collected.

7.3.7 Electrophoretic analysis and immunoblotting

Reconstituted venoms were diluted to lmg/ml in reducing SDS-PAGE sample buffer 

and boiled for ten minutes. Samples were separated on 1mm 15% SDS-PAGE gels 

according to the manufacturer’s recommendations (BioRad, UK) and stained 

overnight using Coomassie Blue R-250. Venom, bound fractions and unbound 

fractions collected from the EchiTabG® column run with 0.5mg venom were 

separated by SDS-PAGE as described above under reduced and unreduced 

conditions, alongside native PAGE separation in 1:1 native sample buffer (5mM 

Tris-Cl pH 6 .8 , 33% glycerol). Gels were electro-blotted to 0.45pm nitrocellulose 

membranes using the manufacturer’s protocols (Bio-Rad, UK). Following transfer
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and visualisation by Ponceau S, membranes were incubated overnight in blocking 

buffer (5% nonfat milk in PBS), followed by six washes of TBST over 90 minutes 

and incubation overnight with primary antibodies (EchiTabG® and the species- 

specific IgG raised against individual venoms from E. p. leakeyi, E. coloratus and E. 

c. sochureki) at 1:5000 dilution in blocking buffer. Blots were washed as above with 

TBST and incubated for 2 hours with donkey anti-sheep secondary antibody (1:2000 

dilution) coupled to horseradish peroxidise, prior to a final wash with TBST and 

visualisation after the addition of DAB peroxidase substrate (Sigma, UK).
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7.3.8 LC-MS and protein identification by MS/MS

LC-MS and MS/MS protein identification was undertaken using previously 

described protocols (Currier et al. 2010). Briefly, proteins observed in the SDS- 

PAGE profiles that failed to bind to the EchiTabG® column were excised, de-stained 

and in-gel trypsin-digested (Hayter et al. 2003) before rehydration and sonication. 

Samples were fractionated in the first dimension over a gradient (600-900mM NaCl 

in 0.1% formic acid, pH 2.3) at a flow rate of 60pl/min before second dimension 

fractionation over a gradient (2-90% acetonitrile in 0.1% formic acid over 50 

minutes) at a flow rate of 300nl/min. Eluted peptides were analysed on a LCQ Deca 

XP Plus Mass Spectrometer (ThermoFisher, UK) operating on a ‘triple play’ mode 

(zoom scan followed by MS/MS) before identification against Uniprot databases and 

the translated Echis vgDbESTs (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Casewell et al. 2009 -  

Chapter 4) using Proteome Discoverer 1.0.0 software (ThermoScientific) 

incorporating both Sequest and Mascot search algorithms. Tolerances and search 

stringencies were as previously described (Currier et al. 2010).

7.4 Results

7.4.1 Imimino-comparisons of species-specific IgG antivenoms

The reduced SDS-PAGE profiles of venom extracted from the four Echis species 

demonstrated considerable protein variation (Figure 7.1 A). However, substantial 

cross-reactivity between homologous and non-homologous venom-antivenom mixes
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was observed in reduced immunoblots (Figure 7.1B-E); slight increases in reactivity 

were observed between homologous venoms and antivenoms. Comparisons of the 

four antivenom end point titres revealed little variation; each antivenom exhibited 

titres against the four venoms that varied by a maximum of one dilution factor, 

whilst comparisons between the four antivenoms demonstrate they are comparable 

(Table 7.1 and Appendix V Figure 1). Small scale affinity purification revealed the 

percentage of IgG that binds to venom coupled affinity columns; in all cases the 

highest binding occurred between an antivenom and its homologous venom (Table

7.2). Interestingly, E. p. leakeyi venom-derived IgG bound E. coloratus venom at 

comparable levels to its homologous venom, whilst the E. ocellatus and E. coloratus 

antivenoms displayed little variation in the percentage of IgG that bound to the non- 

homologous venoms. Relative avidity assays demonstrated homologous venom- 

antivenom mixes exhibited the highest avidity (Figure 7.2), consistent with results 

obtained from immunoblotting and affinity purification. However, E. c. sochureki 

antivenom displayed a similar avidity against E. ocellatus venom to its homologous 

venom, whilst avidities of E. p. leakeyi and E. coloratus venom with the E. p. leakeyi 

antivenom were not comparable. Comparisons between the antivenoms revealed the 

E. ocellatus antivenom EchiTabG® exhibited the highest relative avidities except 

against venom from E. c. sochureki (Figure 7.2).

7.4.2 Lethality of Echis venoms and neutralisation with EchiTabG®

Venom lethalities, expressed as LD50S, ranged from 9.81 (fig venom per mouse) for 

E. coloratus to 15.10 for E. c. sochureki; 95% confidence limits indicate there is no 

significant difference between the venom lethality of the four Echis species (Table

7.3) . The E. ocellatus antivenom EchiTabG® was effective at neutralising the venom 

lethality (5xLDso) of the three African Echis species (E. ocellatus, E. p. leakeyi and 

E. coloratus), but was ineffective against the Asian species E. c. sochureki (Table

7.3) . ED50s ranged from 44.25 (jil antivenom per mouse) for E. coloratus venom to 

64.87 for E. p. leakeyi venom, although 95% confidence limits indicate there is no 

significant difference between the effective ED50S (Table 7.3). Interestingly, the 

EchiTabG® ED50 against the homologous venom, E. ocellatus, is higher than 

previously reported (Abubakar et al. 2010; Segura et al. 2010); similar values to
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those reported here were generated from repeated experiments with different batches 

of EchiTabG® antivenom in order to confirm this apparent anomaly (Cook DAN, 

personal communication). Effective neutralisation of E. c. sochureki venom was 

achieved with the homologous E. c. sochureki antivenom with an ED50 

(54.42pl/mouse) comparable to those obtained with EchiTabG (Table 7.3).

E  o  E  p  I E  c  E  c  s  E  o  E  p  i  E  c  E. c  8

£  co lo ra tu s  an tivenom  e  c  aoch u re k i an tivenom

Figure 7.1. A) Reduced SDS-PAGE profiles of four venoms from the genus Echis. 

E.o -  E. ocellatus, E. p .l  -  E. p. leakeyi, E. c - E .  coloratus, E. c. s -  E. c. sochureki. 

B-E) Reduced SDS-PAGE immunoblotting of the four Echis venoms with four 

species-specific IgG antivenoms. B) E. ocellatus antivenom, C) E. p. leakeyi 

antivenom, D) E. coloratus antivenom, E) E. c. sochureki antivenom.
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Venom
E. ocellatus

Species-specific IgG antivenom 
E. p. leakeyi E. coloratus E. c. sochureki

E. ocellatus 1.56 x 10 ^ 3.12 x 10 05 1.56 x 10 06 1.56 x 10 06
E. p. leakeyi 1.56 x 104* 3.12 x 10 U3 1.56 x 10'06 1.56 x 10 06
E. coloratus 7.81 x 1006 1.56 x 10_uo 1.56 x 10'°° 1.56 x 10 06

E. c. sochureki 1.56 x 10 06 1.56 x 10 06 1.56 x 10'ut’ 1.56 x lO'0*’
Table 7.1. The end point titres of four species-specific IgG antivenoms against four

Echis venoms. Bordered values highlight homologous venom-antivenom results.

Venom
E. ocellatus

Species-specific IgG antivenom 
E. p. leakeyi E. coloratus E. c. sochureki

E. ocellatus 10.23 5.12 6.77 7.51
E. p. leakeyi 8.32 8.02 6.95 7.53
E. coloratus 8.44 7.71 9.28 9.38

E. c. sochureki 8.11 4.95 6.90 11.12
Table 7.2. The percentage of four species-specific IgG antivenoms bound by small

scale affinity purification to four Echis venoms. Bordered values highlight 

homologous venom-antivenom results.

Species-specific IgG antivenom

Venoms: O E. ocellatus ■  E. p. leakeyi □  E. coloratus ■  E. c. sochureki

Figure 7.2. The relative avidity of four species-specific IgG antivenoms against four 

Echis venoms expressed as the percentage decline in ELISA optical density (405nm) 

from the control to incubation with 8M ammonium thiocyanate. Bordered values 

highlight homologous venom-antivenom results.
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7.4.3 EchiTabG® ‘antivenomics’

Affinity purified fractions of the four Echis venoms with EchiTabG® were visualised 

by SDS-PAGE (Appendix V Figure 2). The concentration of venom added to the 

column was decreased until proteins observed in the bound fractions were depleted 

from the unbound fractions to exclude the influence of antibody saturation. Protein 

bands remaining in the unbound fractions (Appendix V Figure 2) were not observed 

in the bound fractions at any venom concentration. Unbound fractions and crude 

venoms were subsequently subjected to reduced SDS-PAGE and native PAGE 

immunoblotting with EchiTabG® in order to confirm the absence of 

immunoreactivity. In reduced form the unbound proteins displayed high 

immunoreactivity with EchiTabG®; all ten protein bands were recognised by the 

antivenom antibodies (Figure 7.3A). Contrastingly, native PAGE immunoblotting 

demonstrated complete absence of immunoreactivity in the unbound fractions, yet 

high reactivity with the crude venom samples (Figure 7.3B). Peptide sequencing 

facilitated the identification of eight of the ten unbound protein bands (annotated in 

Figure 7.3A) via BLAST similarity to the translated Echis vgDbESTs (Wagstaff and 

Harrison, 2006; Casewell et al. 2009 -  Chapter 4). The identifications revealed 

members of two venom protein families, SVMPs and CRISPs, failed to bind to 

EchiTabG® (Table 7.4); all of the identified peptides exhibited 100% identity with 

translated ESTs present in the Echis vgDbESTs.

Venom LD50 (pg/mouse) ED50 (pl/mouse)

EchiTabG®

E. ocellatus 
E. p. leakeyi 
E. coloratus 

E. c. sochureki

12.43 (9.00-20.45) 
13.55 (8.98-38.33) 
9.81 (6.06-19.25) 
15.10(6.49-19.70)

58.46 (35.32-90.92) 
64.87 (23.86-129.65) 
44.25 (21.90-58.29) 

NE

a E. c. sochureki

E. c. sochureki 54.42 (43.93-58.33)

Table 7.3. Median lethal doses of four Echis venoms, their corresponding median 

effective doses with the E. ocellatus antivenom EchiTabG® and the median effective 

dose of E. c. sochureki antivenom against E. c. sochureki venom. 95% confidence 

limits are displayed in parentheses. NE = Not effective.
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Figure 7.3. Immunoblotting of four Echis venoms (V) and their respective affinity 

purified unbound fractions (UB) with the E. ocellatus antivenom EchiTabG®. A) 

Reduced SDS-PAGE and B) native PAGE. Species number identifiers correspond 

to the unbound bands for each species that were excised from SDS-PAGE gels for 

protein identification.
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Mascot Sequest
Species Band Protein

family
Cluster

identified
Cluster

representation
Accession

number
Peptide 
ion m/z 

(Da)

z MS/MS derived 
sequence

Ion
score

Exp
value

Proba
bility

XCorr

E. oce lla tu s Eocl CRISP EOC00029 0.29% DW361159 595.055 +2 SVNPTASNMLR 37 0.00176
777.605 +2 MEWYPEAAANAER 34 0.00199
603.100 +2 SVNPTASNMLR 32 0.00419
777.605 +2 MEWYPEAAANAER 37.62 2.92
603.100 +2 SVNPTASNMLR 37.62 2.26

Eoc2 PII-SVMP ECOOOOl 1 5.74% GUO 12238 487.510 +2 NNGDLTAIR 52 0.00005
EPL00005 17.65% GUO 12274 487.050 +2 NNGDLTAIR 46 0.00017

487.050 +2 NNGDLTAIR 43.39 2.68
487.510 +2 NNGDLTAIR 31.58 2.41

E. p. leakeyi Epll PII-SVMP EPL00005 17.65% GUO 12274 606.235 +2 QSVGIIENHSK 38 0.00110
620.650 +2 h d n t q l l t g l k 35 0.00247
515.990 +2 EYQSYLTK 19.20 2.01
1032.325 +1 EYQSYLTK 6.49 1.47
1031.295 +1 EYQSYLTK 21.84 1.42

Epl2 No si?. hit - - - - - - - - - -

E. co lo ra tu s Ecol No si?, hit - - - - - - - - - -

Eco2 PII-SVMP EC000020 5.74% GUO 12246 494.190 +2 NKGDLTAIR 36 0.00244
494.625 +2 NKGDLTAIR 35 0.00275
494.190 +2 NKGDLTAIR 5.72 2.59

Eco3 PI-SVMP EC000047 1.51% GUO 12229 527.010 +2 YNSDLTAIR 47 0.00017
527.010 +2 YNSDLTAIR 32.94 2.28
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Mascot Sequest
Species Band Protein

family
Cluster

identified
Cluster

representation
Accession

number
Peptide 
ion m/z 

(Da)

z MS/MS derived 
sequence

Ion
score

Exp
value

Proba
bility

XCorr

E. c. sochurek i Ecsl CRISP ECS00168 1.83% GR950013 603.065 +2 SVNPTASNMLR 29 0.00915
603.065 +2 S VNPT ASNMLR 34.70 2.39
595.570 +2 SVNPTASNMLR 21.21 2.22

Ecs2 PII-SVMP ECS00253 1.47% GUO12265 754.025 +2 DLINVVSSSSDTLR 33 0.00350
754.025 +2 DLINVVSSSSDTLR 26.75 2.90

Ecs3 PIII-
SVMP

EOC00001 2.60% AM039691 1535.880 +3

XNHDNTQLLTGMN
FDGPTAGLGYVGT
M CH PQ FSA A W Q D
HNK

21 0.00910

Table 7.4. Identification of venom proteins from the venom of four Echis species which failed to bind to the E. ocellatus antivenom EchiTabG®. 

Cluster identifications arise by BLAST sequence similarity to translated expressed sequence tags derived from the four Echis venom gland 

transcriptomes (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Casewell et al. 2009 -  Chapter 4). In all cases 100% sequence similarity was observed. Cluster 

representation is expressed as the percentage of toxin encoding ESTs each cluster represents in the respective species venom gland transcriptome 

(Casewell et al. 2009 -  Chapter 4).
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7.5 Discussion

EchiTabG® antivenom is generated by immunising sheep with the venom of the 

West African saw-scaled viper Echis ocellatus. Pre-clinical and randomised 

controlled clinical studies have demonstrated this antivenom effectively neutralises 

the toxic activities of E. ocellatus venom with a low minimum effective dose 

(Abubakar et al. 2010), providing a cost effective therapy for Ec/i/s-induced 

snakebite in West Africa. The effective neutralisation of E. p. leakeyi and E. 

coloratus venom by EchiTabG®, at similar levels to the homologous venom of E. 

ocellatus, implies this antivenom is capable of neutralising the lethal components 

present in these species, despite the variation in toxin components observed from 

transcriptomic, proteomic and invertebrate lethality studies (Wagstaff and Harrison, 

2006; Barlow et al. 2009; Casewell et al. 2009 -  Chapter 4; Wagstaff et al. 2009). 

Whilst pre-clinical assays do not necessarily imply therapeutic neutralisation in cases 

of human envenoming, these results strongly advocate the geographic expansion of 

this venom for clinical testing in other regions of Africa. The provision of an 

antivenom capable of neutralising venom from multiple Echis species would provide 

a valuable therapeutic tool, particularly in areas where congeneric species overlap 

given the homogenous morphology of this genus (Cherlin, 1990). However, despite 

successful neutralisation of lethality in the African Echis species, EchiTabG® failed 

to completely neutralise the lethal effect of the Asian species E. c. sochureki. The 

neutralisation of E. c. sochureki venom with homologous antivenom implies that the 

failure of EchiTabG® is a result of variation in the toxic components present in the 

venom of these two species.

It is notable that immunological investigations comparing the four antivenoms were 

unable to predict the failure of EchiTabG® to neutralise E. c. sochureki venom. The 

immunoreactivity of EchiTabG® with non-homologous venoms was comparable, 

whilst reactivity against major protein bands present in E. c. sochureki venom SDS- 

PAGE profiles was observed (Figure 7.1). EchiTabG® exhibited comparable end 

point titres against all Echis venoms including identical titres with E. ocellatus and 

E. c. sochureki (Table 7.1), whilst the percentage of IgG bound by the non- 

homologous venoms exhibited little variation (Table 7.2). However, assessments of
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relative avidity provided correlations with the EchiTabG® ED50S results; the 

antivenom exhibited a -55% drop in avidity when binding venom from E. c. 

sochureki compared to other members of the genus. The results of these various 

immunological investigations highlight the complex nature of quantifying venom- 

antibody interactions; assessments of immunoreactivity and antivenom binding may 

not be representative predictors of pre-clinical assays.

In order to further investigate the nature of venom-antibody binding and the failure 

of EchiTabG® antivenom to neutralise the venom of E. c. sochureki, a modified 

‘antivenomics’ approach was implemented. Previous ‘antivenomic’ approaches 

involve the incubation of antivenom and venom prior to the immunoprécipitation of 

resulting complexes and subsequent identification by proteomic analysis (e.g. 

Lomonte et al. 2008; Gutiérrez et al. 2009; Calvete et al. in press). Here I adopted 

an alternative approach using column chromatography; antivenom is coupled to 

affinity columns, venom proteins are allowed to bind, unbound proteins are washed 

and bound proteins eluted. Using EchiTabG®, at least one venom component was 

identified from each Echis species that failed to bind to the antivenom; these 

components were confirmed as non-binding through the absence of 

immunoreactivity in native immunoblotting (Figure 7.3B). Surprisingly, the 

unbound components identified were all recognised by reduced immunoblotting with 

EchiTabG® (Figure 7.3A), suggesting dénaturation of these proteins exposes 

epitopes recognised by antibodies.

The antivenomic results differ considerably from those of Calvete et al. (in press), 

who identified disintegrins and PLA2S as incompletely immunoprecipitated by the 

polyspecific antivenom EchiTab-Plus-ICP® (generated against E. ocellatus, B. 

arietans and N. nigricollis). Notably, EchiTabG® appears to effectively bind the 

majority of venom proteins including, PLA2S, CTLs, SPs, disintegrins, L-amino 

oxidases and a number of other minor venom components. However, I identified 

specific SVMPs and CRISPs that were not found to bind to EchiTabG®. SVMPs are 

a diverse group of enzymes classified into those comprising only the 

metalloproteinase domain (PI) and those sequentially extended by a disintegrin
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domain (PII), a disintegrin-like and cysteine-rich domain (PHI) and the latter co

valently linked to C-type lectin-like components (PIV) (Fox and Serrano, 2005, 

2008). Unbound PII-SVMP proteins were identified from each species, whilst 

additional SVMPs were identified in E. coloratus (PI-SVMP) and E. c. sochureki 

(PIII-SVMP). In all cases the peptide sequences exhibited 100% sequence similarity 

to the metalloproteinase domain of translated SVMP ESTs; this observation 

combined with the molecular weight of the identified bands (20-25kDa), implies 

these proteins are the processed metalloproteinase domains of SVMPs (effectively 

PI-SVMPs), devoid of disintegrin, disintegrin-like and cysteine-rich domain 

extensions thought to be largely responsible for their biological activity (Wagstaff et 

al 2009). The SVMPs are the most abundant toxin family present in the Echis 

vgDbESTs and the E. ocellatus proteome (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006; Casewell et 

al 2009 -  Chapter 4; Wagstaff et al 2009) and are widely assumed to be 

predominately responsible for serious pathological manifestations occurring in 

human envenoming, including local and systemic haemorrhage (Gutiérrez et a l 

2005; Fox and Serrano, 2005, 2008). Snake venom CRISPs have been demonstrated 

to interact with ion channels and exhibit the potential to block arterial smooth muscle 

contraction and nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (Yamazaki and Mori ta, 2004; 

Gorbacheva et a l 2008), however the functional significance of CRISPs in saw- 

scaled viper venom remains unclear. Unbound CRISP peptides identified in E. 

ocellatus and E. c. sochureki fractions exhibited 100% sequence similarity to those 

present in the Echis vgDbESTs. Cysteine-rich secretory proteins appear to be minor 

venom components in both E. ocellatus and E. c. sochureki; representing 0.29% and 

1.83% of toxin ESTs in their respective vgDbESTs and 1.7% proteomically in E. 

ocellatus (Casewell et a l 2009 -  Chapter 4; Wagstaff et a l 2009). Surprisingly, 

CRISPs were not identified from the unbound fractions of E. coloratus, despite 

considerable representation in the vgDbEST (5.28%) and high sequence similarity 

between these Echis proteins (~87%); it is conceivable that the unbound protein band 

Ecol, which failed to yield quality peptide sequences, represents this venom protein 

family.

The presence of similar toxin family isoforms identified in the unbound fractions of 

venoms that exhibit disparate neutralisation efficacies impedes determining the
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proteins responsible for incomplete E. c. sochureki venom neutralisation by 

EchiTabG®. Whilst it is tempting to speculate that the unique presence of an 

unbound processed PIII-SVMP in E. c. sochureki venom may be responsible for 

conferring incomplete neutralisation, the presence of an SVMP gene analogue in the 

E. ocellatus vgDbEST, coupled with the absence of this peptide in unbound fractions 

of E. ocellatus venom, implies that these peptides are present in the immunising 

material. Nevertheless, the disparate representation of these PIII-SVMPs in the E. 

ocellatus (2.60%) and E. c. sochureki (9.54%) toxin encoding vgDbESTs (Casewell 

et al. 2009 -  Chapter 4) implies that the expression of this SVMP isoform may be of 

greater functional importance in E. c. sochureki. Further investigations are required 

to determine if this venom component remains only partially neutralised by 

EchiTabG® due to insufficient antibody generation. Thorough investigations into 

specific antibody-toxin interactions are required alongside assessments of the 

sensitivity of antivenomic approaches in order to elucidate the significance of the 

results obtained here.
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7.6 Conclusions

Antivenomic techniques have proven to be useful tools to assess antibody-toxin 

isoform interactions occurring between homologous and non-homologous venoms 

(Lomonte et al. 2008; Gutiérrez et al. 2008, 2009; Calvete et al. 2009). Whilst these 

results fail to explain the observed incomplete E. c. sochureki venom neutralisation 

by the E. ocellatus antivenom EchiTabG®, they provide identifications of specific 

venom components that are not recognised by the antivenom for future investigation. 

Moreover, the identification of two specific toxin types, processed SVMPs and 

CRISPs, that failed to bind to EchiTabG® highlights the potential for increasing the 

efficacy and cross-reactivity of antivenoms by supplementation with antibodies 

against specific antigens known to elicit poor immune responses or that are absent 

from the immunising venom. Nevertheless, preclinical assessments of EchiTabG® 

strongly suggest that this antivenom is effective at neutralising the venoms of 

multiple African Echis species and robustly advocates the commencement of clinical 

trials aimed at expanding the geographic coverage of EchiTabG® to treat Echis- 

induced snakebite throughout the African continent.
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CHAPTER 8  

DISCUSSION

8.1 Discussion

The construction of cDNA libraries coupled with the generation of expressed 

sequence tags have proven to be particularly powerful tools for generating an 

overview of the diversity and inferred expression levels of toxin family secretion in 

the venom gland, whilst also facilitating the discovery of novel toxin families (e.g., 

Junqueira-de-Azevedo and Ho, 2002; Fry et al. 2006, 2008; Wagstaff and Harrison, 

2006). Furthermore, transcriptomic data was been demonstrated to be representative 

of the proteomic expression of venom components (Wagstaff et al 2009). In the 

case of the genus Echis, the production of multiple transcriptomes generated from 

four closely related species provided a unique opportunity to compare and analyse 

the nature of inter-specific venom variation at the genomic level. The identification 

of SVMPs, CTLs, PLA2S and SPs as the most heavily represented venom 

components in Echis sp. is unsurprising considering previous work on E. ocellatus 

(Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006) and other members of the Viperidae (Junqueira-de- 

Azevedo and Ho, 2002; Francischetti et al. 2004; Kashima et al. 2004; Cidade et al. 

2006; Junqueira-de-Azevedo et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2006; Pahari et al. 2007). 

However, following the optimisation of clustering algorithms, considerable intra

generic variation (in the form of cluster representation and diversity) was observed in 

a number of these toxin families, particularly in PII and Pill SVMPs, CTLs and SPs. 

Detailed analyses of the Echis transcriptomes also revealed a number of novel 

putative venom toxins: renin-like aspartic proteases (Wagstaff and Harrison, 2006), 

lysosomal acid lipase/cholesteryl ester hydrolase and the metallopeptidases 

dipeptidyl peptidase III and neprilysin. Despite a number of potential physiological 

roles for these putative toxins in envenoming, experimental evidence of their 

functional activity and presence in venom remains essential for toxin confirmation.
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Whilst comparative transcriptomic data provides a useful tool to assess venom 

variation at the intra-generic level, the over-reaching aim of this study was to analyse 

the potential selective role of diet upon the evolution of venom components. 

Previous work by Barlow et al. (2009) revealed the apparent co-evolution of venom 

toxicity and diet in the genus Echis. The generation of molecular gene data for 

multiple venom components provided a unique model system to assess whether 

dietary selection pressures, i) generate the recruitment of novel toxin components or 

ii) confer variation in the diversity or representation of existing venom components, 

to generate increases in venom toxicity. Principal comparative analyses revealed 

little correlation between the representation of entire toxin families and dietary data, 

particularly when considering the contrasting toxin encoding profiles between the 

predominately invertebrate feeding species E. p. leakeyi and E. c. sochureki. 

Considering dietary shifts in the genus Echis were inferred to have occurred prior to 

the divergence of the genus (switch to invertebrate feeding) and in the E. coloratus 

lineage (reversion to vertebrate feeding) (Barlow et al. 2009), the absence of novel 

toxins present throughout the genus implies adaptations to invertebrate feeding are 

unlikely to be the consequence of novel toxin recruitment. However, I cannot 

exclude the possibility that the exclusive presence of lysosomal acid lipase in E. 

coloratus may represent a direct adaptation to the reversion to vertebrate feeding. 

These initial observations inferred adaptations to diet are likely occurring within 

venom toxin families; to test this hypothesis phylogenetic analyses of the most 

represented toxin families was undertaken prior to tree reconciliation analyses using 

gene tree parsimony. The reconciliation of complex multi-locus toxin family gene 

trees with known species trees previously generated from members of the genus 

Echis (Barlow et al. 2009; Pook et al. 2009) facilitated tracing the evolutionary 

history of toxin family gene events. Notably, reconciled gene and species trees 

revealed strong correlations between PIII/P1V SVMP and serine protease gene 

events and the reversion to vertebrate feeding in E. coloratus. These results provide 

the first evidence of the genomic basis of venom adaptations as a response to 

alterations in diet. Interestingly, these adaptations appear to be the result of multiple 

genetic mechanisms, with substantial increases in SVMP gene diversifications 

occurring in E. coloratus, whilst the loss of multiple serine protease genes has 

occurred independently in the predominately invertebrate feeding species when 

compared to the retention of SP genes in E. coloratus. These results correlated with
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significant differences in in vivo haemorrhage and therefore strongly imply a 

functional importance for haemorrhagic and coagulopathic SVMPs and SPs in 

vertebrate prey capture. The loss of coagulopathic serine protease genes in the 

invertebrate feeding members of the genus Echis correlates with the substantial 

difference that exists in the coagulation systems present in invertebrates and 

vertebrates. Whilst venom from members of the genus Echis exhibit significant 

differences in haemorrhagicity, comparable venom LD50 values in mice were 

exhibited; no significant differences were observed between species despite E. 

coloratus exhibiting the highest toxicity. However, this may imply that: i) the 

venom components suffering dietary selection pressures in E. coloratus have not yet 

evolved sufficiently to confer a significant increase in venom toxicity, ii) the 

ancestral components that remain in the invertebrate feeding species are sufficient to 

confer a high toxicity to vertebrates or iii) that the limitations of the LD50 test 

(particularly the number of mice used and that white mice are not natural prey items 

for Echis species) are sufficient to prevent significance being detected.

Correlations between toxin family gene events and the evolution of invertebrate 

feeding remain undetected. The inclusion of a closely-related vertebrate-feeding 

outgroup species would greatly enhance any subsequent analysis. For example, the 

presence of equally representative data from a closely related species (e.g. Cerastes 

cerastes or Bitis arietans) would determine toxin clades within the major toxin 

families that are unique to the genus Echis; any such gene diversifications would 

therefore correlate with a dietary shift to invertebrate feeding. The identified toxin 

clades would subsequently provide ideal targets to functionally investigate the 

venom components responsible for increases in toxicity to invertebrates. 

Alternatively, the toxins responsible for these differences may, i) not be well 

represented in the venom gland transcriptome and therefore excluded from the 

previous analyses, ii) be a combination of specific toxin isoforms from different 

toxin families or iii) be members of different toxin families as a result of the 

independent evolution of invertebrate-feeding in each of the three lineages. Despite 

previous successful correlations between the E. ocellatus transcriptome and 

proteome (Wagstaff et al. 2009), it is conceivable that transcriptomic representation 

of components in the venom gland does not accurately represent true venom protein
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expression. Ideally, the combination of both techniques is desirable, with use of the 

transcriptomic databases to identify the toxin isoforms partially determined in the 

proteome. Such studies would ensure toxins well represented proteomically were 

not excluded from the phylogenetic analyses; however these additional analyses 

were outside both the scope and technical expertise of this study. The less 

represented toxin families remain targets for conferring increases in toxicity, 

although their low transcriptomic representation (and proteomic in E. ocellatus 

(Wagstaff et al. 2009)) and predominately unknown functionalities imply they likely 

play a minor role in envenoming; subsequent proteomic analyses alongside 

functional characterisation of any identified components may be revealing. To test 

the hypothesis that increases in toxicity to invertebrates has evolved as the result of 

independent mechanisms in each invertebrate feeding lineage, the inclusion of 

transcriptomic data generated from multiple representatives of each genus Echis 

species group (see Pook et al. 2009) would be required. Subsequently, gene tree 

parsimony would more accurately trace toxin family gene histories following the 

divergence of species and their alterations in diet. An alternative functional 

approach to determine the mechanism by which invertebrate-specific adaptations are 

conferred would be the use of size exclusion techniques, such as gel filtration and/or 

anion exchange chromatography, to fractionate whole venom into its constituents. 

Subsequently, generated fractions could be used in invertebrate LD50 experiments (as 

per Barlow et al. 2009) to determine fractions conveying lethal activity, prior to their 

protein identification by LC-MS, MS/MS and BLAST similarity to the 

transcriptomic databases. Unfortunately such a method would be particularly costly 

as a result of the large quantity of venom and live animals required, particularly if 

multiple venom components are working synergistically to confer increases in 

toxicity.

The identification of selective pressures responsible for driving the molecular 

evolution of venom components partially explains the intra-generic variation in 

venom components observed in the genus Echis (Taborska, 1971; Casewell et al. 

2009 -  Chapter 4). Whilst dietary selection pressures are likely responsible for 

conferring substantial variation in venom components in a number of additional 

snake genera, other factors, such as geographical variation and phylogenetic position
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are also likely contributing factors (reviewed in Chippaux et al. 1991). Irrespective 

of the mechanism driving venom variation, a number of medically important snake 

genera have been observed to exhibit considerable variation in venom components, 

the symptomatologies these components confer and the subsequent efficacy of 

antivenom therapy (e.g. Tan et al. 1989; Theakston et al, 1989; Chippaux et al. 

1991; Prasad et al. 1999; Shashidharamurthy et al. 2002; Galán et al, 2004; Gowda 

et al. 2006a). The generation of four monospecific Echis antivenoms provided a 

model system to test the immunological cross-reactivity of homologous and non- 

homologous intra-generic antivenoms. Surprisingly, little variation in immunological 

cross-reactivity, end-point titre and the percentage of bound IgG was observed 

between homologous and non-homologous venom-antivenom mixes, predicting high 

levels of intra-generic cross-reactivity. The neutralisation of four Echis venoms with 

the monospecific E. ocellatus antivenom EchiTabG® revealed cross-neutralisation of 

three African Echis species but failure to completely neutralise E. c. sochureki 

venom. It is therefore notable that the prior immunological assessments of the 

monospecific antivenoms predominately failed to predict the neutralisation failure of 

EchiTabG® against E. c. sochureki; assessments of immunoreactivity and antivenom 

binding may not be representative predictors of pre-clinical antivenom neutralisation 

assays.

EchiTabG® has previously been demonstrated to effectively neutralise the toxic 

activities of E. ocellatus venom in pre-clinical and randomised controlled clinical 

studies (Abubakar et al. 2010). The effective neutralisation of venom from other 

African Echis species, to similar levels as the homologous venom (E. ocellatus), 

strongly advocate the geographical expansion of this antivenom to treat Echis- 

induced snakebite throughout the African continent. Whilst E. ocellatus is 

responsible for significant snakebite mortality in West Africa (Pugh and Theakston, 

1980; Habib et al, 2001), other African Echis species are responsible for a 

substantial proportion of snakebite incidences and mortalities throughout the African 

continent north of the equator (see Warrell, 1995). Furthermore, the expansion of an 

existing antivenom, currently in use in West Africa, to cover the entire continent for 

cases of Echis-induced snakebite is an attractive proposition, particularly in areas 

where congeneric cryptic species overlap. Furthermore, EchiTabG® has been
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demonstrated to be effective at a low minimum dose, thereby reducing the cost of 

therapy (Abubakar et al. 2010), whilst production and distribution issues are likely 

reduced due to the current existence of the product on the African continent. These 

factors strongly advocate the commencement of randomised controlled clinical 

studies in other African countries where Echis snakebite is a serious health issue.

The results of venom neutralisation studies demonstrate that even when substantial 

variation in venom components is observed at the transcriptomic level, 

immunological cross-reactivity of epitopes can be sufficient to generate complete 

venom neutralisation, with efficacies comparable to that of the immunising material. 

Nevertheless, transcriptomic variation existing in the genus Echis derived sufficient 

proteomic variation to prevent the neutralisation of E. c. sochureki venom by 

EchiTabG®. Attempts to identify the venom components responsible for conveying 

this incomplete venom neutralisation, using ‘antivenomic’ techniques (see Lomonte 

et al. 2008; Gutiérrez et al. 2008; 2009; Calvete et al. 2009), identified members of 

the SVMPs and CRISPs as venom proteins that failed to bind to EchiTabG®. 

Nevertheless, the identification of these unbound venom components does not 

completely explain incomplete venom neutralisation, particularly considering 

members of these protein families were identified as unbound in the venom of other 

members of the genus. Furthermore, previous antivenomic approaches, using 

immunoprécipitation and E. ocellatus and E. p. leakeyi venoms, identified PLA2s 

and disintegrins as the toxin families incompletely neutralised by the polyspecific (E. 

ocellatus, B. arietans and N. nigricollis) antivenom EchiTab-Plus-ICP® (Calvete et 

al. in press). Whilst the difference between antivenoms may be responsible for the 

distinct difference in antivenomic results generated by these two studies, it would be 

imprudent to ignore the difference between the antivenomic techniques themselves. 

Future comparative assessments of both techniques would be greatly beneficial to 

elucidate the complex nature of toxin-antibody binding and its role in complete or 

partial non-homologous venom neutralisation. In particular, repetition of the 

techniques described here using the venoms and antivenom tested by Calvete et al. 

(in press) and the converse, using immunoprécipitation techniques for the Echis 

venoms and antivenoms, would likely provide valuable insights into the strength and
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reliability of these techniques. As the field of antivenomics is still in infancy, such 

methodological assessments are integral for the future interpretations of results.

The combination of transcriptomic data, full-length toxin sequences and assessments 

of venom-antivenom interactions have provided a substantial increase in our 

knowledge of the evolution, composition and antivenom cross-reactivity of venom in 

the genus Echis. However, the generation of substantial numbers of full-length toxin 

encoding DNA sequences also provided a model system to test whether the selective 

processes that influence the evolution of rapidly-evolving multi-gene toxin families 

can also prevent the correct derivation of species trees from gene trees. The 

incorporation of rigorous assessments of gene tree uncertainty, through species tree 

searches of entire Bayesian posterior distributions, provided node support values in 

reconciled trees that could be interpreted with confidence (Buckley et al. 2006; 

Oliver, 2008). Subsequent assessments of Echis species trees derived from full 

length transcriptomic data from four toxin families failed to produce a consistent 

topology; only two of the twelve species trees produced a topology congruent with 

the Echis phylogeny derived from mitochondrial and nuclear loci (Barlow et al. 

2009; Pook et al. 2009). Furthermore, reassessments of a previously tested Elapidae 

dataset (Slowinski et al. 1997) with the incorporation of node support values 

revealed that the species tree topologies previously determined were largely 

unsupported. The limitations of gene tree parsimony to resolve the Elapidae dataset 

are unsurprising, particularly when considering the likely use of paralogous genes as 

a result of unequal and/or incomplete sampling. However, the Echis sequences 

represent a large unbiased representative dataset, yet the derived species trees lacked 

a consistent topology and were predominately unsupported. It is notable that by 

incorporating gene tree uncertainty the estimates of species relationships reflect more 

uncertainty; I hypothesise that generation of this weak signal is predominately 

responsible for undermining gene tree parsimony in the majority of Echis datasets. 

However, the serine protease analyses uniquely produced species trees with strongly 

supported nodes incongruent to the species phylogeny (Barlow et al. 2009; Pook et 

al. 2009). Whilst the role of recombination and accelerated segment switches in 

exons (Doley et al. 2008b, 2009) were excluded as confounding influences, the 

selective role of diet appears to be responsible for producing this incongruence;
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multiple parallel gene losses occurring in E. ocellatus and E. p. leakeyi cause 

parsimony to group these species together to the exclusion of E. coloratns. The 

previous demonstration that dietary selection pressures are driving the loss of serine 

protease genes in these invertebrate feeding species highlights the confounding 

influence non-random gene events can have upon gene tree parsimony. For these 

reasons utmost caution should be employed when interpreting complex gene tree 

data generated from gene families that suffer non-random genetic pressures.

The identification of selective pressures that can influence the evolution of venom 

components and subsequently confound the derivation of species relationships from 

toxin data, raises questions about the use of venom profiles as species identifiers 

(e.g. Calvete et al. 2007; Angulo et al. 2008). Whilst immunological or proteomic 

profiles may be valid between species separated by large evolutionary distances (e.g. 

Detrait and Saint Girons, 1979; Saint Girons and Detrait, 1980), their use at the intra

generic level may be more problematic. For example, whilst distinct venom profiles 

may exist between closely-related morphologically indistinguishable species 

(Angulo et al. 2008), the use of these profiles as species identifiers assumes that the 

venom profiles observed are solely driven by phylogenetic distance and ignores the 

potential selective influence of evolutionary pressures such as diet. Furthermore, 

these previous observations also ignore the potential role of factors such as 

geography influencing inter- and intra-specific venom variation (Jimenez-Porras, 

1964; Chippaux et al. 1991); different populations of the same species may exhibit 

considerable venom variation, causing species identification to be based solely upon 

information from single populations (or even individuals) which are not 

representative for the species. Because selective pressures can influence the 

evolution of venom composition independently to phylogenetic position, I advocate 

the use of venom profiles solely as a secondary species identifier after the primary 

use of traditional phylogenetic markers and morphological characters.
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8.2 Future work

The production of multiple venom gland transcriptomes from representative species 

of the genus Echis has not only greatly improved our knowledge of the venom gland 

composition of these medically important species, but provided a model system to 

investigate: i) the selective influence of diet upon venom evolution, ii) the use of 

multi-gene families as predictors of organismal relationships and iii) the impact 

transcriptomic variation may have upon antivenom neutralisation. Whilst this 

project has delivered key insights into these areas of research, there are a number of 

future experiments that would further the data generated and any subsequent 

conclusions. Proteomic assessments of the venoms isolated from the species used to 

construct the venom gland transcriptomes would provide the tools for a 

comprehensive comparison between the composition of venom glands and expelled 

venoms. Furthermore, such studies may provide confirmation of the presence of 

novel toxins identified in the venom gland (e.g. lysosomal acid lipase, neprilysin and 

dipeptidyl peptidase III) as secreted venom components. Isolation and functional 

characterisation of any identified putative toxins is particularly desirable, considering 

their potential role in envenoming inferred from the biological activity of gene 

homologues. The inclusion of toxin gene data from closely related outgroup species 

may elucidate the genomic basis of increases in venom toxicity to invertebrates. 

Alternative functional approaches, based on size exclusion separation of venom 

components, will likely identify the toxins responsible for invertebrate lethality prior 

to subsequent correlations with toxin gene data. Identifying the proteins and the 

genes that encode them that are responsible for adaptations to invertebrate feeding 

would provide a valuable comparison with the two identified genetic mechanisms 

that facilitate adaptations to vertebrate feeding in E. coloratus (gene diversification 

and retention), thereby furthering our understanding of the genetic controls 

responsible for conferring alterations in venom composition. Finally, experimental 

evidence of venom neutralisation from other African Echis species by EchiTabG® 

(e.g. E. jogeri, E. leucogaster and E. p. pyramidum), would provide further 

justification for the geographical expansion of this antivenom to the entire African 

continent.
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8.3 Summary

The first evidence for the genomic basis of venom composition adaptations as a 

response to selection pressures represents a considerable step to understanding the 

mechanisms that underpin the evolution of snake venoms. Clear evidence that 

selective pressures can influence the composition of venom components is of 

potential significance when assessing the nature of venom variation between both 

closely and distantly related species, the symptomatologies induced by snake 

envenomations and the appropriate selection of venoms for antivenom production. 

However, in the genera Echis, dietary induced venom variation does not appear to 

prevent the successful neutralisation of venom by a non-homologous antivenom. 

Nevertheless, these results may not represent the rule for such investigations; in this 

case antivenom cross-reactivity likely occurs due to venom variation being primarily 

limited to the diversification of existing, intra-generically conserved toxin families. 

In cases where venom variation occurs as the result of the recruitment of novel 

functionally active toxin families, I would expect antivenom cross-reactivity to be 

substantial reduced. Notably, the identification of EchiTabG® antivenom cross

reactivity against venom from African members of the medically important genus 

Echis represents a significant step for the production and distribution of an effective 

therapy to combat a substantial proportion of the -400,000 snake envenomations 

occurring throughout this continent annually (Kastiruratne et al. 2008).
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APPENDICES

Appendix I: General stock solutions and buffers 

cDNA construction and qualification

5X First Strand Buffer

250mM Tris-HCl, pH8.3 

375 mM KC1 

15mM MgCb

5X Second Strand Buffer

lOOmM Tris-HCl, pH6.9 

450mM KC1 

23mM MgCl2 

0.75mM (3-NAD 

50mM (NH4)2S04

5X Adapter Buffer

330mM Tris-HCl, pH7.6 

50mM MgCl2 

5mM ATP

TEN buffer

lOmM Tris-HCl, pH7.5 

0.1 mM EDTA 

25mM NaCl

TE buffer

lOmM Tris-HCl, pH8.0 

lmM EDTA
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6x Slow Optical buffer

25mg bromophenol blue 

4g sucrose 

10ml H20

TAE buffer

40mM Tris-acetate, pH8.2 

ImM EDTA

ELISA buffers

TBST buffer

lOmM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5 

150mM NaCl 

1% Tween 20

Citrate buffer

525mg Citric acid 

50ml H20

Coating buffer

1.59g Na2C 03 

2.93 NaHC03 

0.2g NaN3 

1LH20
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Affinity purification buffers

10X PBS

80g NaCl 

2g KC1

14.4g Na2HP04 

2.4g KH2P04 

lLddH20 

pH 7.4

Column washing buffer

lOOmM NaH2P04, pH 7.5 

500mM NaCl

Column elution buffer

lOOmM glycine, pH 2.5 

lOOmM HC1

SDS-PAGE and Western Blotting buffers

Reducing SDS-PAGE sample buffer

62.5 mM Tris-HCL, pH 6.8 

10% glycerol 

2% SDS

0.01 mg/ml bromophenol blue 

15% ß-mecaptoethanol

Native-PAGE sample buffer

5mM Tris-Cl, pH 6.8 

33% glycerol
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5X TGS SDS-PAGE running buffer

15 lg Tris 

720g glycine

50g sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS)

10LH2O

pH8.3

Transfer buffer 

2.03g Tris 

14.26g glycine 

800ml H20  

200ml methanol

SDS-PAGE gels

15 % Resolving gel 

3.75ml H20

2.5ml 1.5M Tris-SDS, pH8.8

3.75ml 40%bis-acrylamide

100pl 10% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS)

60pl 10% ammonium persulfate (APS)

7pl tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED)

Stacking gel

2.5ml H20

lml 500mM Tris-SDS, pH6.8 

350pl 40%bis-acrylamide 

30pl 10% APS 

5|xl TEMED
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Appendix II: Echis transcriptomics

----- E. colora tu s----- E. pyram idum  lea k eyi------ E. carinatus sochureki

Figure 1. An overview of clustering processes for three species of the genus Echis. 

The graph demonstrates the percentage of ESTs that are added to clusters (ESI s >1) 

as the cumulative number of ESTs entering the database increase. In all species the 

number of ESTs affecting the proportion of EST clusters and singletons reaches a 

plateau after 800 sequences.
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Venom E . co lo ra tu s E . p . lea k ey i E . o ce lla tu s E . c. so ch u rek i
toxin f a m ily __________________________________________________________________ ____ _________

Cluster ID ESTs/ Cluster ID ESTs/ Cluster ID ESTs/ Cluster ID ESTs/
cluster cluster cluster cluster

SVM P
Class PI EC000047 10 None - EOC00028 21 None -

EOC00004 4

Total ESTs 10 0 25 0

Class P II ECOOOOl 1 60 EPL00005 134 EOC00006 20 ECS00117 20
EC000020 38 EPL00006 91 EOC00071 12 ECS00012_2 19
ECOOOOl 7 27 EPL00056 10 ECS00114 11
EC000027 17 EPL00097 9 ECS00253 8
EC000044 4 ECS00059 3

ECS00086 3
Total ESTs 146 244 32 64

Class PH I EC000002 42 EPL00008 25 EOC00063 22 ECS00012_1 52
EC000007 26 EPL00004 22 EOC00013 11 ECS00053 42
EC000023 22 EPL00002 12 EOCOOOOl 9 ECS00031 30
ECOOOOl 2 20 EPL00090 6 EOC00089 9 ECS00062 19
ECOOOOIO 18 EPL00040 5 EOC00008 6 ECS00257 11
EC000009 16 EPL00029 4 EOC00081 6 ECS00071 9
EC000067 14 EPL00061 4 EOC00086 5 ECS00003 6
EC000050 9 EPL00125 4 EOCOOG95 5 ECS00030 6
ECOOOOOl 7 EPL00019 3 EOC00186 4 ECS00044 6
EC000034 7 EPL00032 3 EOC00073 3 ECS00056 4
EC000004 6 EPL00044 3 EOC00016 3 ECS00163 4
EC000106 5 EPL00055 3 EOC00404 3 ECS00177 4
EC000275 5 EPL00103 3 EOC00016 3 ECS00043 3
EC000076 4 EPL00159 2 EOC00404 3 ECS00120 3
EC000406 3 EPL00396 2 ECS00251 3
EC000146 2 ECS00213 2
EC000192 2 ECS00456 2
EC000222 2 ECS00497 2

ECS00678 2
Total ESTs 210 101 84 210

Class PIV EC000144 7 None - EOC00024 55 ECS00087 1 0 ’
EC000061 2 EOC00022 17

EC000075 2
Total ESTs 11 0 72 l O "

ND and  
singletons

28 33 27 2 9 —

P IS EC000024 36 Singletons 1 None - ECS00035 20—
Singletons 1 ECS00036 19

Singletons 1
Total ESTs 37 1 0 40
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Venom E. coloratus E. p. leakeyi E. ocellatus E. c. sochureki
toxin family

Cluster ID ESTs/ Cluster ID ESTs/ Cluster ID ESTs/ Cluster ID ESTs/
cluster cluster cluster cluster

CTL EC000038 19 EPL00010 39 EOC00124 6 ECS00050 14
EC000127 10 EPL00066 27 EOC00125 3 ECS00102 13
EC000069 5 EPL00016 21 EOC00133 3 ECS00154 11
EC000108 5 EPL00038 16 EOC00334 3 ECS00230 10
EC000070 4 EPL00031 13 EOC00083 2 ECS00098 8
EC000052 3 EPL00030 9 EOC00092 2 ECS00006 7
EC000041 2 EPL00053 9 Singletons 18 ECS00045 7
ECOOOl 15 2 EPL00109 8 ECS00038 6
EC000153 2 EPL00034 6 ECS00140 3
EC000158 2 EPL00112 6 ECS00051 2
ECOOOl 97 2 EPL00081 5 ECS00346 2
EC000270 2 EPL00018 3 Singletons 8
Singletons 10 EPL00127 3

EPL00060 2
EPL00078 2
EPL00282 2
Singletons 11

Total HSTs 68 182 37 91

PLA,
Asp^9 EC000086 11 EPL00071 51 EOC00079 10 ECS00002 17

ECOOOl 86 3 EPL00001 33
EPL00204 2

Ser49 EC000035 21 EPL00012 52 EOC00015 15 ECS00014 23
EPL00195 11

ND None • EPL00274 3 Singletons 4 Singletons 3
Singletons 4

Total ESTs 35 156 29 43 ~~

SP EC000285 4 EPL00089 6 EOC00049 5 ECS00244 11
EC000013 3 EPL00098 2 Singletons 3 ECS00134 5
ECOOOi 12 3 EPL00435 2 ECS00186 4
ECOOOl 17 2 Singletons 5 ECS00105 3
ECOOOl 19 2 Singletons 2
ECOOOl 35 2
ECOOOl 64 2
ECOOOl 82 2
EC000419 2
Singletons 7

Total ESTs 29 15 8 25 —

LAO EC000026 24 EPL00025 19 EOC00167 2 ECS00178 4 '
Singletons 2 Singletons 1 EOC00233 2 ECS00061 2

Total ESTs 26 20 4 6

CRISP EC000025 33 None - Singletons 1 ECS00093 4 ~
Singletons 2 ECS00169 6

Total ESTs 35 0 1 10 ~~
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Venom E. co lo ra tu s E. p .  le a k ey i E. ocella tus E. c. so ch u rek i
toxin family

Cluster ID ESTs/ Cluster ID ESTs/ Cluster ID ESTs/ Cluster ID ESTs/
cluster cluster cluster cluster

VEGF EC000199 2 EPL00139 2 EOC00176 6 ECS00431 2
EOC00478 2

NGF EC000049 2 EPL00043 2 Singletons 1 Singletons 1

PEPT
AP Singletons 1 None - None - ECS00179 7

Singletons 1

DPP Singletons 1 None - None - None -

NEP None - Singletons 1 None * None

PE

PHOS EC000241 2 None - None - ECS00101 2
Singletons 1

5’-NUC EC000276 2 Singletons 2 None - Singletons 1
Singletons 1

E-NTPase EC000014 2 None - None - None -

LAL EC000073 13 None - None - None -
Singletons 1

RLAP None None EOC00051 10 None
EOC00123 4
Singletons 3

HYAL None - None - Singletons 1 Singletons 1

KTZ None - None • None - Singletons 1

. vgDbESTs. Putative novel venom toxins are in bold and underlined. Key -  SVMP: 

snake venom metalloproteinases; PI, PII, PHI, PIV: respective sub-group of SVMPs; 

ND: sub-class not determined; DIS: short coding disintegrins; CTL: C-type lectins; 

PLA2: group II phospholipases A2; SP: serine proteases; LAO: L-amino oxidases; 

CRISP: cysteine-rich secretory proteins; VEGF: vascular endothelial growth factors; 

NGF: nerve growth factors; PEPT: peptidases; AP: aminopeptidase; DPP: dipeptidyl 

Peptidase III; NEP: neprilysin; PE: Purine liberators; PHOS: phosphodiesterase; 5’- 

NUC: 5’-nucleotidase; E-NTPase: ectonucleoside triphosphate diphosphohydrolase; 

CAL: lysosomal acid lipases; RLAP: renin-like aspartic proteases; HYAL: 

hyaluronidases; KTZ: kunitz-type protease inhibitors.
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E. coloratus E. p. leakeyi E. c. sochureki
No. of 
clusters

No. of 
ESTs

% of
ESTs

No. of 
clusters

No. of 
ESTs

% of 
ESTs

No. of 
clusters

No. of 
ESTs

% of
ESTs

Clusters >1 
- Toxin 62 612 57.20 50 717 66.51 54 502 43.39
- Non-toxin 36 135 12.62 18 84 7.79 39 209 18.06
- Unidentified 2 5 0.47 4 8 0.74 7 26 2.25

Singletons 
- Toxin 50 4.67 42 3.90 42 3.63
- Non-toxin - 196 18.31 - 121 11.23 - 182 15.73
- Unidentified - 72 6.73 106 9.83 - 196 16.94

Totals 100 1070 100 72 1078 100 100 1157 100
Table 2. Summary statistics following clustering and assemb y of ESTs for E.

coloratus, E. p. leakeyi and E. c. sochureki.
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Appendix III: Dietary venom adaptations

C-type lectin (CTL) Phospholipase A2 (PLA2)
cDNA clone GenBank accession cDNA clone GenBank accession

E. o c e lla tu s 08G09 DW361405 05G03 DW361138
02D05 DW360904 09G11 DW361491
06B06 DW361283
07E01 DW361344
08F12 DW361413
03F03 DW360973
04D06 DW361082
05D01 DW361174
01H11 DW360768
02A03 DW360938
06H03 DW361219
09C01 DW361542
04E02 DW361075
04H12 DW361032
06D12 DW361255
07H03 DW361307
10C11 DW361620
08D01 DW361446
09A05 DW361562
01A10 DW360846
03G05 DW360959
02C06 DW360914
10F06 DW361593
10C09 DW361622
03G12 DW360952

E. co lo ra tu s 04H11 GR947907 07F07 GR948302
07A07 GR948156 09D06 GR947989
06D10 GR948676 05H07 GR948205
01A12 GR948183 02B02 GR948826
04G05 GR948404 01C02 GR948641
10B04 GR948638 - 04H07 GR948576
13C08 GR948707
12G08 GR948311
03D01 GR948286
10H02 GR948540
11C05 GR948706
09D05 GR948587
07A09 GR948870
05F04 GR948817
14H10 GR948791
11G01 GR948147
03B08 GR948708
07G07 GR948762
U5G06 GR948255
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12F04 GR948483
06E11 GR948242
03F11 GR948161
11A11 GR948610
09G01 GR948562
11A07 GR948238
15D05 GR948376

E. p . lea k ey i 10E03 GR950261 09G08 GR950543
04A06 GR950229 10H07 GR950962
09D11 GR951100 10A05 GR950978
01G07 GR951065 14B06 GR951085
12F09 GR950961 07H08 GR950945
05H10 GR950707 09E03 GR950437
09G12 GR950525 08B04 GR950487
06D08 GR950452 14E11 GR950442
03E03 GR951078 14D03 GR950539
14E03 GR950415 14D07 GR950571
08E12 GR950356 01F05 GR950541
04F11 GR950467 10H09 GR951187
11H03 GR950383 14D04 GR951122
09D12 GR950241 14G07 GR950535
10D02 GR950187 09D09 GR950604
10A04 GR950545 13F09 GR951054
02H06 GR950176 10D09 GR950239
02G06 GR950875 06B10 GR950630
08C11 GR950408
12C06 GR950482
07E07 GR950472
01C07 GR950654
13C01 GR950984
06A03 GR950868
14F02 GR950787
10H03 GR951115
05A07 GR950998
05E10 GR950195
04F01 GR950497
01A08 GR950210
13B09 GR950274
UH08 GR950485
05C03 GR951174
01E03 GR950748
14F10 GR950562
07B12 GR950953
04E11 GR950389
08F01 GR950351
08H03 GR951062
02G01 GR950370
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01D03 GR950367

E. c. soch u rek i 05H05 GR949149 07B02 GR949587
07G07 GR949807 02C03 GR949814
03H12 GR949000 13C04 GR949536
02A07 GR949655 03F06 GR949475
08G02 GR949802 01H04 GR949348
03C11 GR949941 05A08 GR949216
01G03 GR949133 01G06 GR949164
03A09 GR949711
06F06 GR949977
01H06 GR949992
11A04 GR949492
01A08 GR949041
11B08 GR949809
05F07 GR949094
04D10 GR949810
14H07 GR949902
12F05 GR949908
07F10 GR949688
10F02 GR949760
04C06 GR949132
05F09 GR950086
05H06 GR949929
08C12 GR949269
03G12 GR949137

Table 1. GenBank accession numbers for CTL and PLA2 sequences from four

members of the genus Echis.
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Figure 1. Bayesian snake venom metalloproteinase PI/P1I amino acid gene tree. PI 

sub-class was identified by the absence of disintegrin or disintegrin-like domains 

extending the metalloproteinase domain (Fox and Serrano, 2005). Non-Echis 

sequences are labelled with corresponding UniProt or GenBank accession numbers. 

Outgroup sequence is Homo sapiens [AF137334].
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Figure 2. Bayesian snake venom metalloproteinase PIII/PIV amino acid gene tree. 

PIV sub-class was identified by the presence of an additional cysteine residue in the 

cysteine-rich domain at positions 397 or 400 (Fox and Serrano, 2005; Wagstaff et al. 

2009 -  numbering from Fox and Serrano, 2005). Non-Echis sequences are labelled 

with corresponding UniProt or GenBank accession numbers. Outgroup sequence is 

Homo sapiens [AF137334].
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Figure 3. Bayesian C-type lectin amino 

labelled with corresponding UniProt or

acid gene tree. 'Non-Echis sequences are 

GenBank accession numbers. Outgroup

sequence is Rattus norvegicus [NM_001004096].
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Figure 4. Bayesian phospholipase A2 amino acid gene tree. Non-Echis sequences are 

labelled with corresponding UniProt or GenBank accession numbers. Outgroup 

sequence is Homo sapiens [AB464018].
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Figure 5. Bayesian serine protease amino acid gene tree. Non-Echis sequences are 

labelled with corresponding UniProt or GenBank accession numbers. Outgroup 

sequence is Homo sapiens [AF283670].
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Figure 6. Bayesian cysteine-rich secretory protein amino acid gene tree. Non-Echis 

sequences are labelled with corresponding UniProt or GenBank accession numbers. 

Outgroup sequence is Mus musculus [BC011150].
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Appendix IV: Venom gene tree parsimony
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Figure 1. Bayesian serine protease gene trees for four members of the genus Echis. 

A: DNA. B: amino acid.
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Appendix V: Venom neutralisation by EchiTabG

Dilution factor

Species-specific IgG antivenom: ■ £  ocellatus ■ £  p. leakeyi ■ £  coloratus ■ £  c. sochureki

Figure 1. Bar charts demonstrating the ELISA titres of four Echis species-specific 

antivenoms against four Echis venoms - A) E. ocellatus, B) E. p. leakeyi, C) E. 

coloratus and D) E. c. sochureki.

E  oce lla tu s  £ p le a k e y i £  c o to n tu s  E . c. so c lililek l

Figure 2. Reduced SDS-PAGE profiles of four Echis venoms and their respective 

bound (B) and unbound (UB) fractions following affinity purification with the E. 

ocellatus antivenom EchiTabG®. Species number identifiers indicate the unbound 

bands for each species that were excised for protein identification.
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Appendix VI: Echis transcriptomics published manuscript

Casewell NR, Harrison RA, Wiister W and Wagstaff SC (2009) Comparative venom 

gland transcriptome surveys of the saw-scaled vipers (Viperidae: Echis) reveal 

substantial intra-family gene diversity and novel venom transcripts. BMC Genomics 

10: 564.
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Abstract
B ackground: Venom variation occurs at all taxonomical levels and can impact significantly upon the clinical 
manifestations and efficacy of antivenom therapy following snakebite. Variation in snake venom composition is thought 
to  be subject to strong natural selection as a result of adaptation towards specific diets. Members of the medically 
important genus Echis exhibit considerable variation in venom composition, which has been demonstrated to co-evolve 
with evolutionary shifts in d iet W e  adopt a venom gland transcriptome approach in order to  investigate the diversity of 
toxins in the genus and elucidate the mechanisms which result in prey-specific adaptations of venom composition.
Results: Venom gland transcriptomes were created for £  pyramidum leakeyi, £  coloratus and £  carinatus sochureki by 
sequencing - 1000 expressed sequence tags from venom gland cDN A  libraries. A  standardised methodology allowed a 
comprehensive intra-genus comparison of the venom gland profiles to  be undertaken, including the previously described 
£  ocellatus transcriptome. Blast annotation revealed the presence of snake venom metalloproteinases, C-type lectins, 
group II phopholipases A 2, serine proteases, L-amino oxidases and growth factors in all transcriptomes throughout the 
genus. Transcripts encoding disintegrins, cysteine-rich secretory proteins and hyaluronidases were obtained from at least 
one, but not all, species. A  representative group of novel venom transcripts exhibiting similarity to lysosomal acid lipase 
were identified from the £  coloratus transcriptome, whilst novel metallopeptidases exhibiting similarity to neprilysin and 
dipeptidyl peptidase III were identified from £  p. leakeyi and £  coloratus respectively.
Conclusion: The comparison of Echis venom gland transcriptomes revealed substantial intrageneric venom variation in 
representations and cluster numbers of the most abundant venom toxin families. The expression profiles of established 
toxin groups exhibit little obvious association with venom-related adaptations to diet described from this genus. W e  
suggest therefore that alterations in isoform diversity or transcript expression levels within the major venom protein 
families are likely to be responsible for prey specificity, rather than differences in the representation of entire toxin 
families o r the recruitment of novel toxin families, although the recruitment of lysosomal acid lipase as a response to  
vertebrate feeding cannot be excluded. Evidence of marked intrageneric venom variation within the medically important 
genus Echis strongly advocates further investigations into the medical significance of venom variation in this genus and its 

'  impact upon antivenom therapy.
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Background
Snake venom s contain a com plex mix o f  com ponents, 
w ith biologically active proteins and peptides com prising 
the  vast m ajority [1]. Variation in the com position  o f 
venom  occurs at several taxonom ical levels in m ultiple 
snake lineages [reviewed in  [2,3]]. The view tha t variation 
in  venom  com position  evolves prim arily through neutral 
evolutionary processes [4-6] is no t supported  by o ther 
reports tha t snake venom  com position is subject to  strong 
natural selection as a result o f  adaptation  tow ards specific 
diets [e.g. [7-10]]. Since the prim ary role o f  venom  is to 
aid  prey capture [2], it is perhaps unsurprising that varia
tio n  in the protein  com position o f  venom  has been asso
ciated with significant dietary shifts in  a num ber o f genera 
[9-12]. Irrespective o f  the evolutionary forces underp in 
n ing  venom  protein com position, variation in venom  
com ponen ts can significantly im pact u p o n  the clinical 
m anifestations o f  snake envenom ing [13-15] and, 
because the clinical efficacy o f  an antivenom  may be 
largely restricted to  the venom  used in its manufacture, 
the  success o f antivenom  therapy [16-18].

Envenom ing by saw-scaled viper (Viperidae: Echis) species 
is though t to  be responsible for m ore snakebite deaths 
w orldw ide than  any other snake genus [19]. Envenomed 
victim s typically suffer a com bination  o f  systemic and 
local haem orrhagic sym ptom atologies and  u p  to  20% 
m ortality  rates w ithout antivenom  treatm ent [19-21]. 
W hilst the clinical sym ptom s are largely consistent 
th roughou t this w idely distributed genus [20], cases o f 
incom plete intrageneric antivenom  efficacy have been 
docum ented, im plying substantial inter-species venom  
variation  [18,22-24], We dem onstrated  tha t the four spe
cies complexes m aking up this genus, the E. carinatus, E. 
ocellatus, E. pyram idum  and  E .,coloratus species groups 
[10,25], exhibit considerable vertebrate o r  invertebrate 
dietary preferences, E. coloratus being a vertebrate special
ist whereas invertebrates feature prom inently  in  the diet 
o f  the others. Since the proportions o f  consum ed inverte
brates correlated strongly w ith alterations in  venom  toxic
ity to  scorpions, we believe the toxicity o f  the venom  from 
these species to  have co-evolved alongside evolutionary 
shifts in diet [10]. A prelim inary venom  pro tein  analysis 
using  reduced SDS-PAGE failed to  identify an  obvious 
link  betw een venom  com position  and  diet [10], justifying 
th e  use o f a m ore com prehensive venom  com position 
analysis in order to  elucidate the m echanism s driving 
venom  adaptations w ith in  the Echis viper genus.

Based on  our earlier work with £. ocellatus [26], a com par
ative venom  gland transcriptom e approach was elected 
and  we generated venom  gland cDNA libraries from  £. col- 

’oratus, E. pyram idum  leakeyi and  £. carinatus sochureki. 
Together w ith the existing £. ocellatus database, these pro- 

'v id e d  DNA sequence data representing the venom  gland

transcriptom es for each o f  the four m ajor species groups 
w ithin the genus. The production  o f  m ultiple Echis venom  
gland expressed sequence tag databases (vgDbEST) p ro 
vides an unbiased overview o f the transcriptional activity 
during venom  synthesis in the venom  glands o f  four spe
cies in this genus. This, the first com prehensive com pila
tion  o f  venom  gland transcriptom es o f  congeneric snake 
species, was then  interrogated to  determ ine w hether the 
m echanism s resulting in prey-specific adaptation  o f  
venom  com position  involve (i) the recruitm ent o f  novel 
prey-specific venom  toxin transcripts, (ii) m ajor changes 
in the expression levels o f  established toxin families, (iii) 
the diversification o f  functional isoform s w ith in  estab
lished toxin families or (iv) a com bination  o f  these fac
tors.

Results
EST data provides a powerful insight in to  the transcrip
tional activity o f  a tissue at a particular tim e point. O ur 
protocols for the generation o f  venom  gland EST data
bases provide a snapsho t o f  transcriptional activity in  the 
venom  gland 3 days after venom  expulsion, w hen tran 
scription peaks [27] in  preparation for new venom  synthe
sis. A lthough each individual venom  transcript canno t be 
correlated w ith the m ature venom  proteom e w ithou t con
siderable extra experim ental verification, o u r ow n w ork 
w ith E. ocellatus [28] show s there is a good general accord
ance betw een the venom  proteom e and  that predicted 
from the venom  gland transcriptom e. Thus, w hilst a cau
tionary approach is required w hen interpreting a correla
tion  between transcriptom e and  proteom e, the sensitivity 
and  unbiased nature o f  venom  gland transcriptom e sur
veys can be valuable in  the identification o f  rare, unusual 
or potentially  novel toxins and  their isoform s tha t are dif
ficult to  detect in the proteom e [29].

To provide a representative overview o f  the transcriptional 
variation in  venom  com ponents in each species, w hilst 
m inim ising com positional bias arising from  intraspecific 
variation in venom  com position , venom  gland cDNA 
libraries were based on  ten specim ens o f  variable size and  
gender. Generated ESTs were clustered under high strin
gency conditions to  assem ble overlapping single sequence 
reads in to  full length gene objects w here possible. Using 
BLAST, 80-93%  o f gene objects for each library were 
assigned a functional anno ta tion  based up o n  significant 
(> le-05) scores against m ultip le databases. The m ajority 
o f  annotated  ESTs (61-74% ) were assigned to  clusters rep
resenting distinct gene objects (additional file l) .T h e  p ro 
portion  o f  toxin encoding transcripts (enzym es and  non- 
enzym atic toxins) assigned by BLAST hom ology, was typ
ically greater than  those encoding non-toxin transcripts 
(for example, those involved in cellular biosynthetic proc
esses) and  unidentified com ponents (i.e. w ith n o  signifi
cant h it against the databases) (Figure 1). There were twice
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■SVMP "D IS  "C T L  ■ PLA2 " S P  ■ Others

K  vcellatus K  c. sochureki E. coloratus li.p. leakryi 

■ Unidentified ■ Non-toxin transcripts ■ Toxin transcripts

F igure I
T h e  re lative  expression o f annotated  venom  gland transcrip tom es fro m  four m em bers  of the  genus Echis. Bar
charts represent the proportions of BLAST-annotated ESTs; unidentified = non-significant hits. Toxin encoding transcripts are 
expanded as pie charts illustrating the proportional representation of snake venom metalloproteinases (SVMP), short coding 
disintegrins (DIS), C-type lectins (CTL), group II phospholipases A 2(PLA2), serine proteases (SP) and other less represented 
venom toxins (Others) in the transcriptomes of each Echis species

the numbers of unidentified ESTs in the E. c. sochureki 
vgDbESTs than in any of the other Echis vgDbESTs. As the 
bulk of these unidentified ESTs were singletons, not clus
tered gene objects, we interpret this to result front 
increases in unidentified 3' untranslated regions rather 
than unidentified novel toxin transcripts. The annotated 
venom toxin encoding profiles for the four Echis species 
revealed substantial variation in (i) the inferred expres
sion levels and (ii) the cluster diversity within many toxin 
families (Figure 2, additional file 2). The details and 
potential implications of this species-specific variation in 
the representation of each toxin family will be discussed 
in turn.

Snake venom metalloproteinases (SVMP)
The SVMP transcripts were the most abundant and diver
gent (in terms of cluster numbers) Echis venom toxin fam
ily (Figure 2) and comprised roughly half of the total 
toxin transcripts (Figure 1 ). The SVMPs are a diverse group 
of enzymes classified into those comprising only the met
alloproteinase domain (PI) and those sequentially 
extended by a disintegrin domain (PII), a disintegrin-like

and cysteine-rich domain (PHI) and the latter co-valently 
linked to C-type lectin-like components (PIV) |30). 
Known and suspected modifications in domain structure 
are thought to account for the wide range of SVMP patho
logical activities, including haemorrhage, coagulopathy, 
fibrinolysis and prothrombin activation [30-32).

There were more Pill SVMP clusters in the genus Echis 
than any other toxin family clusters. The presence of 
apparent, extensive Pill SVMP gene diversification hints 
that evolutionary pressures are acting to increase the func
tional diversity of this SVMP group, highlighting their 
fundamental biological importance to the genus. In con
trast, PI SVMP transcripts were present, albeit at low levels, 
only in the E. coloratus and E. ocellatus vgDbESTs. While 
the diversity of the PII SVMPs was substantially lower than 
that of the Pill SVMPs, their abundance differed between 
species. Thus, 80% of total E. p. leakeyi SVMP transcripts 
were PI Is (cluster EPL00005 comprised 38% of all SVMPs) 
and, although less numerically significant, 38% of the E. 
coloratus SVMPs were also PIIs. Despite intrageneric varia
tion in abundance and diversity, analysis of Pll contigu-
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Figure 2
The relative abundance and diversity of each Echis genus venom toxin family, a) Relative expression levels of non- 
slngleton clusters of the most representative venom toxin families and b) Relative expression levels of total non-singleton clus
ters and singletons representing the less numerically represented venom toxin families (Others) are expressed as a percentage 
o f total toxin encoding transcripts. Column to the right indicates the proportion of invertebrate prey consumed and the corre
sponding correlation of venom toxicity to scorpions: ++, high; +, moderate; -, low [adapted from [I0 ]]. Key - PI-PIV: sub
classes of snake venom metalloproteinases (SVMP); DIS: short coding disintegrins; CTL: C-type lectins; PLA2: group II phos
pholipases A2; SP: serine proteases; LAO: L-amino oxidases; CRISP: cysteine-rich secretory proteins; VEGF: vascular endothe
lial growth factors; NGF: nerve growth factors; PEPT: peptidases - aminopeptidase, dipeptidyl peptidase III and neprilysin; PE: 
Purine liberators - phosphdiesterase, 5'-nuc!eotidase and ectonucleoside triphosphate diphosphohydrolase (E-NTPase); HYAL: 
hyaluronidases; LAL: lysosomal acid lipases; RLAP: renin-like aspartic proteases; KTZ: kunitz-type protease inhibitors.

ous sequences throughout the genus revealed the 
ubiquitous representation of motifs (RGD, KGD and 
VGD) involved in binding to the a IIhP3, a vP3 and 
a^Pjintegrins implicated in platelet aggregation inhibi
tion [33,34]. The RGD-only representation of E. p. leakeyi 
PII SVMPs implies evolutionary conservation of this par
ticular disintegrin motif, in contrast to the gene diversifi
cation observed in the Pills. We assigned some Pill SVMP 
transcripts as putative PIV SVMPs according to the pres
ence of an additional cysteine residue in the cysteine-rich 
region at positions 397 or 400 | [28 30] (numbering from 
30)]. These transcripts also form strongly supported 
monophyletic groups (data not shown) with homologues 
of SVMP PIVs previously characterised from venom pro- 
teomes; two of the three putative E. coloratus PIVs 
(EC000075 & EC000144) show the greatest sequence 
similarity to PIV SVMPs characterised from Macrovipera 
lebetina and Daboia russelii respectively |UniProt:Q7T046 
and Q7LZ61], whereas all other Echis PIVs showed great
est similarity to the previously characterised E. ocellatus 
PIV SVMP, EOC00024 |28|. The relative representation of 
these putative PIV SVMPs was substantially greater in E.

ocellatus (EOC00024 - 23% and EOC00022 -7%) than E. 
coloratus and E. c. sochureki (<4%); no PIV SVMPs were 
found in the E. p. leakeyi vgDbEST. Taken together, this 
implies that two divergent forms of PIV SVMPs may be 
uniquely present in E. coloratus, despite their low represen
tation in this species.

We (SCW, RAH) recently identified a new E. ocellatus 
cDNA precursor encoding numerous QKW tripeptides 
and a polyH/G peptide that have potent SVMP-inhibiting 
activities (35]. Representatives of this SVMP inhibitory 
transcript were identified in each Echis vgDbEST (data not 
shown), but no correlation was identified between the 
proportional representation of the Echis SVMPs and their 
SVMP inhibitory transcripts.

Disintegrins
Snake venom disintegrins are derived either from proteo
lytic processing of PII SVMP precursors [36] or are 
encoded by discreet PII-derived disintegrin-only genes, 
containing only a signal peptide and a disintegrin domain 
- previously described as 'short coding' disintegrins
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[37,38]. Representation o f  short coding disintegrins in the 
Echis genus is variable; small clusters were found in E. c. 
sochureki (4%  and 3%  o f toxin transcripts) and E. coloratus 
(5% ), w hilst only a singleton transcript was found in  E. p. 
leakeyi. Despite n o t being represented in the original E. 
ocellatus vgDbEST, we previously identified, by PCR, a 
sequence encoding the short coding disintegrin ocella- 
tu sin  from this species [39], confirm ing the presence o f 
sh o rt coding disintegrin transcripts th roughou t the Echis 
genus.

C -t y p e  le ctin s  ( C T L )
T he CTLs proved to  be the next m ost abundan t and 
diverse (by cluster num bers) group o f  Echis venom  toxin 
encod ing  transcripts. As argued for the SVMPs, the sub
stantial CTL cluster diversity and  im plied functional diver
sity  w ould be consistent w ith the know n variation in CTL 
activity. Thus, CTL isoforms typically act synergistically as 
hom ologous o r heterologous m ultim ers to  prom ote or 
in h ib it platelet aggregation an d /o r target distinct ele
m en ts  o f  the coagulation cascade [see [40,41]]. Each o f 
th e  Echis species show ed considerable CTL diversity (10- 
24%  toxin encoding transcripts), w ith E. p. leakeyi exhib
itin g  both  the largest num ber o f  ESTs and cluster-diversity. 
N otably, clusters show ing sim ilarity to  echicetin a  and  p, 
a  platelet aggregation-inhibitor isolated from  E. c. sochu
reki ]42,43], were found th roughou t the Echis genus and 
are  the m ost represented CTLs in bo th  E. c. sochureki and 
E. p. leakeyi. Recently, E. ocellatus echicetin-like CTLs were 
dem onstrated  to  be associated w ith form ing the quater
nary  structure o f  PIV £. ocellatus SVMPs [28]. However, 
PIV SVMPs are absent from the E. p. leakeyi vgDbEST and 
presen t in only  small num bers in E. c. sochureki (2% ), 
im plying tha t PIV-related b inding  m ay no t be the sole 
function  o f  echicetin. In contrast, each o f  the Echis vgD- 
bESTs (except for E. p. leakeyi) contained clusters show ing 
h igh  sequence sim ilarity to  another PIV-related CTL, Fac
to r  X activator light chain 2 from M. lebetina [44], produc
ing  an Echis representational profile o f  CTLs m atching 
th a t o f the PIV SVMPs.

P h o sp h o lip a se A2 (PLAJ
G roup II PLA2s are ubiquitously  expressed in Echis species 
[45]. Echis PLA2s have been dem onstrated to  inhibit plate
le t aggregation and  induce oedem a, neurotoxicity and 
m yotoxicity through m ultiple isoform s exhibiting high 
(Asp49) and low  (Ser49) enzym atic activity [46-49]. 
Despite low representation and diversity in  £. coloratus, E. 
ocellatus and  E. c. sochureki (5-8%  o f toxin transcripts), an 
increase in representation (21% ) and  cluster diversity was 
observed in E. p. leakeyi, suggesting an im portan t role for 
PLA2 activity in  the venom  o f  this species. Furthermore, 
Both enzym atic PLA2 variants are conserved th roughou t 
the  genus, highlighting the apparen t im portance o f  these 
functionally-distinct isoform s - presum ably for prey cap

ture. Given tha t Ser49 PLA2s have only been isolated from 
the genera Vipera [50] and Echis [49], w hich are no t sister 
taxa [51 ], we w ould  expect the presence o f  this isoform  in 
o ther m em bers o f the Viperinae. However, considering 
the absence o f  Ser49 PLA2s from  a Bids gabonica vgDbEST 
[38], we canno t rule o u t convergent evolution o f  this 
myotoxic PLA2 type and  its consequent functional im por
tance in these genera.

S e rin e  p ro te a se s (S P )
The snake venom  serine proteases are a m ulti-gene 
enzym e family acting u p o n  platelet aggregation, b lood  
coagulation and fibrinolytic pathways [reviewed in [41]]. 
Considering the severe coagulopathy observed in  victims 
o f  Echis envenom ing [19,31], the SPs are represented in 
am ounts lower than  predicted (2-5%  o f  toxin encoding 
transcripts), particularly given their high representation in 
other, albeit distantly  related, Viperidae species [52,53]. 
Interestingly, variations in cluster diversity are considera
ble, w ith n ine clusters o f  low  representation identified in 
E. coloratus com pared to  one in  E. ocellatus. Despite low  
levels o f  representation, the un ique  variation in  cluster 
diversity observed in  E. coloratus im plies m ultiple gene 
duplication events w ithin this lineage; a process tha t 
underpins functional diversification in  m ulti-gene venom  
proteins [8,54],

L -a m ln o  o x id a se s  ( L A O )
Snake venom  LAOs have been dem onstrated  to  induce 
apoptosis and  inh ib it platelet function [reviewed in [55]]. 
W hile the m echanism s for these actions rem ain predom i
nately uncharacterised, it seems clear that, unlike o ther 
snake venom  toxin families, isoform  diversity is n o t a 
requirem ent. Thus, the low  representation (1-4%  o f toxin 
transcripts) observed in the Echis vgDbESTs is consistent 
w ith o ther viperid venom  gland transcriptom es 
[26,38,52,53,56-59], Indeed, the atypically high level o f 
sequence conservation betw een all the Echis LAOs and  
those from o ther viperid genera (>80% ) im plies a con
served m echanism  o f  action, w hereby evolutionary pres
sures act to  constrain diversification.

C y ste ln e -r ich  se cre to ry  p ro te in s  (C R IS P )
M embers o f  the snake venom  CRISP family interact w ith 
ion channels and  exhibit the potential to  block arterial 
sm ooth  muscle contraction and  nicotinic acetylcholine 
receptors [e.g. [60,61 ]]. The relative CRISP expression p ro 
files vary considerably in the genus Echis, ranging from 5%  
o f toxin encoding transcripts in  E. coloratus, less than  2% 
in E. c. sochureki and  £. ocellatus and  n one  in E. p. leakeyi. 
Given that CRISPs are typically underrepresented toxin 
transcripts in Viperidae vgDbESTs [26,38,52,56-59], the 
abundan t representation observed in £. coloratus im plies 
an unidentified evolutionary pressure favouring transcrip
tional expression in this species. Its potential biological
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significance is further highlighted by the apparent absence 
o f  these toxins in the transcriptom e o f the m ost closely 
related species, E. p. leakeyi, w hich differs strongly in diet 
from  E. coloratus [10].

O t h e r  to x in  co m p o n e n ts
Clusters encoding vascular endothelial growth factors and 
nerve growth factors were identified in  sm all num bers 
(additional file 2) th roughou t the genus and, like the 
LAOs, each show ed a high degree o f  sequence conserva
tion . Similarly, and consistent w ith previous reports [62], 
th e  sequence hom ology o f  the new hyaluronidase single- 
to n  ESTs o f  E. c. sochureki and  E. ocellatus was also consid
erable, and  extended to  hylauronidase sequences o f  o ther 
genera. It is apparent that evolutionary forces exist to con
serve the sequence o f  this group o f  venom  proteins, pre
sum ably  because their role in dissem inating venom  toxins 
b y  reducing the viscosity o f  the extracellular matrix [29] is 
a universal requirem ent for prey 'knock-dow n'. A nother 
singleton EST from  the E. c. sochureki vgDbEST exhibited 
81%  identity to  a kunitz-type protease inh ib itor isolated 
from  the elapid snake Ausirelaps labialis [63]. Given the 
phylogenetic distance between these species, hom ology 
betw een these haem ostatic disruptors is surprising, partic
ularly  since the singleton exhibited only 38%  identity to 
kunitz-type protease inhibitors identified from  the Bitis 
gabonica  vgDbEST [38], a species closely related to  Echis. 
An additional num ber o f  peptidases and  purine liberators 
w ere identified as m inor com ponents in all bu t the E. ocel
latus vgDbEST (Table 1). Despite their low representation 
an d  inconsistent conservation th roughou t the genus, the 
distinct biological activities o f  these com ponents have 
been  reported to  play a role in  the pathology o f  viper 
envenom ing  (Table 1), although these claims require 
experim ental confirm ation.

N o v e l ven o m  g la n d  tra n scrip to m e  co m p o n e n ts
W e identified a cluster from the E. coloratus vgDbEST that 
exhibited 64%  identity to  m am m alian  lysosomal acid 
lipase/cholesteryl ester hydrolase (LAL) [Uni- 
Prot:Q4R4S5]. The m ost critical function o f  LAL is to 
m odulate intracellular cholesterol m etabolism  by degrad
ing cholesterol esters and  triglycerides derived from low 
density  lipoproteins th a t are transported, via specific 
receptors, in to  m ost cells [64,65]. A lthough LAL is a com 
m o n  enzym e in m any lineages, this is the first tim e it has 
been identified from a venom ous anim al. We interrogated 
the vgDbESTs for o ther transcripts w ith annotations 
related to  lysosomal processes and  singleton transcripts 
were identified in m ultiple species (data no t show n). 
However, their quantities were considerably lower than  
LAL suggesting to  us tha t an association betw een venom  
gland LAL and  intracellular processes was unlikely. Fur
therm ore, the identification o f  a signal peptide using Sig- 
nalP v3.0 [66] and  the com parable representation o f  this

enzym e (2% ) w ith o ther venom  toxin encoding tran 
scripts (e.g. SPs, LAOs, growth factors), strongly im plies 
these transcripts are a novel group o f  secreted venom  com 
ponents. Their biological contribu tion  to  the activity o f  E. 
coloratus venom  and the venom  gland and  expression in  
o ther venom ous snake genera is the subject o f  current 
research in ou r laboratories.

In addition  to  the discovery o f  LAL, tw o singleton tran 
scripts were identified (additional file 2) from the Echis 
vgDbESTs as novel Serpentes zinc-dependent m etal- 
lopeptidases [67]. A transcript exhibiting 67%  identity  to  
hum an  dipeptidyl peptidase III (DPPIII) [Uni- 
Prot:Q53GT4] was identified in E. coloratus and  a related 
EST exhibiting 84%  sim ilarity to  Neprilysin from  Callus 
gallus [Uniprot:Q67BJ2] was identified in the E. p. leakeyi 
vgDbEST. W hile signal peptides were absent from  these 
ESTs due to EST N -term inal truncation, the constitutive 
physiological targets o f  their m am m alian  analogues ind i
cate tha t these m etallopeptidases m ay contribute to  
pathology. M am m alian DPPIII exhibits particular affinity 
for the degradation o f  hypertension-inducing peptides via 
the inactivation and degradation o f  angiotensin II to  angi
otensin III; the  consequential reduction in  vasoconstrictor 
activity likely induces hypotension alongside th rom boly
sis, by reducing the activity o f  plasm inogen activator 
inhibitors th a t constrain  fibrinolysis [68-70], We previ
ously reported that the £. ocellatus vgDbEST contained a 
substantial num ber o f  novel, potentially  hypotensive, 
venom  toxins term ed the renin-like aspartic proteases 
[26]. Neprilysin dem onstrates affinity for a broader range 
o f  physiological targets, including natriuretic, vasodila- 
tory and  neuro  peptides [71]. Specific functional interac
tions include the term ination  o f  brain neuropeptides, 
such as enkephalins and  substance P, at peptidergic syn
apses [72], and  the degradation o f  the hypotension-induc
ing atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) [71]. It is notable that 
Neprilysin has been im plicated in the inactivation o f  pep
tide transm itters and  their m odulators in vertebrates and 
invertebrates [71,73], suggesting the potential for con
served neurotoxic activity across a range o f  prey species.

Discussion
The m ost num erically ab u n d an t venom  toxin families in 
the four Echis species were the  SVMPs, CTLs, PLA2s, and  
SPs. This is b roadly  consistent w ith previous viperid 
venom  gland analyses, although considerable inter- 
generic variations in the EST-inferred expression levels o f  
these toxin families have been observed [26,38,52,53,56- 
59]. The correlation o f  toxin families identified from the 
genus Echis and  o ther viperid species support current th e 
ories of early venom  toxin recruitm ent p rior to  the  rad ia
tion  o f  the Viperidae [74], The absence o f  three finger 
toxins from the Echis vgDbESTs is particularly no tab le  as 
their recent identification in  o ther viper species [53,58]
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T a b le  I :  U n d e r -re p re s e n te d  to x in  e n co d in g  tra n s c r ip ts  f ro m  th e  Echis v g D b E S T s  p o te n tia lly  associated  w ith  v e n o m  fu n c tio n .

Id e n t if ic a t io n N o . o f  E S T s S p ecies  p re s e n t A c t iv ty P ossib le  v e n o m  fu n c tio n

A m in o p e p t id a s e 8 E  c  sochureki Hydrolysis o f the N-term inal 
region o f peptides [82],

Potential Interference w ith  angiogenesis 
and blood pressure contro l [83,84],

1 E  coloratus

E c to n u d e to t id e
p y ro p h o s p h a ta s e /
p h o s p h o d ie s te ra s e

2 £ coloratus Hydrolysis o f nucleotides and 
nucleic acids [85].

Interaction w ith platelet function [85]. 
Activity previously described in Echis 
carinotus [86],

3 E  c  sochureki

S '-n u d e o tid a s e 3 E  coloratus Cleavage o f a w ide variety of 
ribose and deoxyribose 
nucleotides [1].

Potential inhibitor of platelet aggregation 
[1], Activity identified in a num ber o f 
different lineages including Echis carinotus 
[86].

2 E  p. leakeyi

1 £  c  sochureki

E c to n u c le o s id e  
tr ip h o s p h a te  
d ip h o s p h o h y d ro la s e  2 
(E -N T P a s e  2 )

2 E  coloratus Hydrolysis o f nucleoside-5'- 
triphosphates and 
diphosphates [87],

Potential inhibitor of platelet aggregation 
[87,88],

im plies the  venom  gland recruitm ent o f  these toxins 
occurred p rior to  the divergence o f  the Viperidae; presum 
ably these toxins have subsequently  been lost in  an  ances
to r  o f  Echis. C onsistent w ith die early, PCR-driven, reports 
o f  accelerated evolution o f  venom  serine proteases [75], 
CTLs [76] and  PLA2s [77], it is apparent from the Echis 
genus vgDbESTs and those o f  o ther vipers tha t the evolu
tionary forces driving venom  toxin recruitm ent in the 
genus Echis have served to  p rom ote diversification in 
som e toxin lineages (P1I and  P ill SVMPs, CTLs) w hile in 
com parison relatively low  diversification exists in  others 
(PI and  PIV SVMPs, PLA2s, LAOs, the growth factors, and 
rem aining m inor venom  com ponents). Prey capture is 
considered a m ajor biological imperative driving the 
venom  toxin selection process. This project was under
taken to  identify correlations betw een intrageneric dietary 
preferences and  transcript expression in  order to  elucidate 
the  influence dietary selection pressures m ay have o n 'th e  
toxin com position o f  snake venom s.

(i) Recruitm ent o f  novel venom  toxins and  diet. The Echis 
vgDbESTs reveal the recruitm ent o f  novel renin-like aspar
tic proteases in  E. ocellatus [26], LAL and  DPPIII in E. col- 
oratus and  N eprilysin in  E. p. leakeyi. The potential 
hypotensive role o f  venom  aspartic proteases has been 
discussed previously [26]. W hilst expression in  the venom  
proteom e requires experim ental verification, the presence 
o f  a signal peptide suggests tha t LAL is m ore likely to  be 
secreted in the venom  gland rather than  acting as an intra

cellular protein. LAL has been im plicated in severe alveo
lar destruction follow ing over-expression o f  these 
enzymes in the lungs o f  mice [64]. Lipases such as LAL 
and lipoprotein  lipase may also contribute to  an influx o f  
fatty ad d s  in to  the brain by hydrolysing lipoproteins in 
the microvascular system o f  the cerebral cortex [78], The 
suggestion tha t these fatty ad d s  are then  intra-rellularly 
internalised w ithin lysosomes [78] correlates w ith intrigu
ing observations from  E. coloratus induced pathology, 
where increases in the size and  num bers o f  lysosomes 
w ith in  th e  neuronal tissue o f guinea pigs were im plicated 
in neuron  lysis and  cerebral dam age [79]. We infer from 
the predom inately vertebrate-only diet o f  E. coloratus and  
the exclusive, yet substantial, representation o f  LAL in this 
species (2%  - equivalent to  the SPs, IAOs and growth fac
tors) th a t LALs m ay play a contributory, albeit no t yet 
understood, role in prey envenom ing. As singletons, it is 
m ore difficult to  argue tha t the novel recruitm ents o f  
DPPIII and  Neprilysin represent additional adaptations to  
prey preference; as they are found in such low num bers it 
is im possible to  determ ine w hether they are indeed novel 
species-specific venom  gland recruitm ents or are rare tran 
scripts that rem ain undetected in o ther snake species. We 
previously reported  th a t invertebrate feeding likely 
evolved as a basal trait in  the genus Echis [10]. The absence 
o f  genus-wide transcripts encoding novel putative venom  
toxin families im plies that the adaptation  to  invertebrate 
feeding in Echis did no t evolve as a consequence o f  recruit
ing novel invertebrate-specific venom  toxins. However,
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w e canno t exclude the possibility tha t the novel recruit
m en t o f  LAL in to  the E. coloratus venom  gland transcrip- 
to m e m ay result from  the subsequent reversion to  
vertebrate feeding observed in this species [10], particu
larly given the absence o f  these well represented putative 
toxin transcripts in  o ther m em bers o f  the genus.

(ii) Changes in toxin family expression and  diet. All the 
m ajo r Echis venom  toxin families (SVMP, CTL, PLA2, SP) 
exhibited considerable intrageneric variation in transcrip
tional representation. Thus, the E. p. leakeyi vgDbEST was 
notab le  for its absence o f  PI and  PIV SVMPs, short coding 
disintegrins and  CRISPs and  atypically abundan t repre
sen tation  o f  PII SVMPs, CTLs and  PLA2s. The CRISPs were 
on ly  represented by clusters in E. c. sochureki and  E. color
atus, species w hose vgDbESTs draw  similarities, particu
larly in their high com parative expression o f  PHI SVMPs 
an d  short coding disintegrins. The only  distinguishing fea
tu re  (in  term s o f  transcript abundance) in the E. ocellatus 
vgDbEST was the atypically high num ber o f  PIV SVMPs. 
However, none o f  these toxin encoding expression pro
files showed a clear association w ith diet. M ost notably, E. 
p. leakeyi and  E. c. sochureki exhibit distinct toxin encoding 
profiles (Figure 2), despite bo th  species feeding predom i
nately on  invertebrates and  exhibiting highly invertebrate- 
lethal venom  [10],

(iii) Diversification o f  venom  toxins and  diet. The above 
observations im ply adaptations to  d iet are occurring 
w ith in  venom  toxin families rather th an  resulting from 
changes in expression levels o f  entire toxin families. Evi
dence supporting this hypothesis is provided by substan
tial increases in representation o f  echicetin-like CTLs 
(relative to  other CTLs) in  bo th  £. p. leakeyi and  E. c. sochu
reki, im plying perhaps a significant role for these platelet 
aggregation inhibitors in  invertebrate prey capture. The 
absence o f PI SVMPs in these species perhaps suggests that 
th is SVMP isoform  is m ore associated w ith a vertebrate 
diet. Furtherm ore, a num ber o f  atypical observations 
identified from the E. coloratus vgDbEST m ay be associ
ated with a reversion to vertebrate feeding [10], including; 
(i) increases in the representation o f  CRISPs, (ii) increases 
in  cluster diversity o f  the SPs and  (iii) the identification o f  
putative novel venom  toxins (LAL and  DPPIII). HoweVer, 
the general sim ilarity between the toxin encoding expres
sion  profiles o f  E. c. sochureki and  E. coloratus (Figure 2), 
despite E. coloratus exhibiting a significant reduction in 
venom  toxicity to  invertebrates [10], indicates that m ore 
analytical m olecular tools are required to  determ ine 
w hether snake prey specificity is achieved through subtle 
alterations in isoform  expression levels w ith in  the m ajor 
venom  toxin families. We are subjecting the Echis genus 
vgDbEST data generated here to  a phylogenetic analysis 
on  each toxin class to  determ ine species-specific trends in 
cfiversification, w hich will inform  us w hether m ultiple

levels o f  gene control in the Echis genus venom  gland 
(switching o f  transcriptional expression, gene duplication  
conferring functional diversification and novel gene 
expression) m aybe responsible for evolutionary responses 
to  dietary pressures.

C orrelations between variation in venom  gland toxin 
encoding profiles and  snakebite sym ptom atologies from 
the genus Echis are unclear, particularly given the similar, 
predom inately incoagulable and haem orrhagic, clinical 
outcom es observed th roughout the genus [ 19-21 ] and  the 
presence o f  m ultip le isoform s o f toxin families im plicated 
in haem orrhage and coagulopathy. However, som e obser
vations o f  atypical sym ptom s can be tentatively explained; 
substantial increases in PLA2 representation and  the 
unique presence o f  Neprilysin may correlate w ith the rare 
m anifestation o f  neurotoxicity observed in an E. pyram i- 
dum  envenom ation [22], w hilst the putative function o f  
DPPIII may im ply a contributory role in cases o f  hypoten
sion observed following E. coloratus snakebite [20].

Venom gland transcriptom e surveys provide valuable new 
data tha t we are correlating w ith a proteom ic analysis o f 
the venom  from each Echis species. W ith this com prehen
sive description o f  the venom  com position  o f  each m ajor 
Echis lineage, we will identify, using proteom ic (antiven- 
om ic) techniques [3], the extent to  w hich the intrageneric 
variation in venom  com position  im pacts on  the preclini- 
cal efficacy o f  com m ercially available antivenom s. We 
hope tha t such analyses will (i) explain past antivenom  
failures described following snakebite by m em bers o f  this 
medically im portan t genus [18,22-24] and  (ii) identify 
the venom  toxin mix required to  generate an antivenom  
w ith continent-w ide clinical effectiveness against Echis 
envenom ing.

Conclusion
The first com prehensive com parison o f  intrageneric 
venom  gland transcriptom es reveals substantial venom  
variation in the genus Echis. The observed variations in 
venom  toxin encoding profiles reveal little association 
w ith venom  adaptations to  diet previously described from 
this genus. We hypothesise th a t relatively subtle altera
tions in toxin expression levels w ith in  the m ajor venom  
toxin families are likely to  be predom inately responsible 
for prey specificity, although we canno t rule ou t a contrib
utory role for novel putative venom  toxins, such as lyso
som al acid lipase. The observation o f  substantial venom  
variation w ith in  the m edically im portan t genus Echis 
strongly advocates further investigations in to  the medical 
significance o f  venom  variation and  its potential im pact 
upon  antivenom  therapy.
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Methods
V enom  gland cDNA libraries were constructed from ten 
w ild-caught specim ens o f  Echis coloratus (Egypt), E. p. 
leakeyi (Kenya)and E. c. sochureki (Sharjah, UAE), m ain 
ta ined  in the herpetarium  o f the Liverpool School ofTrop- 
ical Medicine, using identical protocols described for the 
construction o f  the venom  gland cDNA library from E. 
ocellatus [26]. Clones from  the cDNA libraries were picked 
random ly and  sequenced (NERC M olecular Genetics 
Facility, UK) using M13 forward primers.

Bioinform atic processing was carried ou t using the Parti- 
Gene pipeline [80] w ith the sam e protocols used previ
ously  [26]. Briefly, sequences were processed (to  exclude 
low  quality, contam inating  vector sequences and  poly A+ 
tracts) using Trace2dbEST [81]. Subsequently, assembly 
was undertaken in  PartiGene version 3.0, using high strin
gency clustering param eters [26,81], A total o f  1070 (E. 
coloratus), 1078 (E. p. leakeyi) and  1156 (E. c. sochureki) 
processed ESTs were entered in to  respective species data
bases alongside the 883 ESTs generated from the E. ocella
tus vgDbEST [26]. Assembled ESTs were BLAST annotated  
against U niProt (v56.2), TrEMBL (v39.2) and  separate 
databases contain ing only  Serpentes nucleotide and  pro
tein  sequences derived from  the sam e Uniprot/TrEMBL 
release versions.

Clustering was perform ed increm entally (96 sequences 
per round) to  determ ine the num ber o f  sequences 
required to  construct a representative transcriptom e (i.e. 
the  p o in t w here further sequencing only adds to  existing 
clusters). We estim ate th a t a m in im um  o f  800 EST 
sequences were required to  provide an accurate represen
tation  o f  the three vgDbESTs (additional file 3). For longer 
clones (i.e. SVMPs), representatives o f  each cluster were 
subject to  prim er w alking to  acquire sufficient sequence 
data for isoform classification. SVMPs were characterised 
based up o n  the presence or absence o f  additional 
dom ains extending from  the m etalloproteinase dom ain  
[30]. PIVs were distinguished from Pills by the presence o f  
an additional cysteine residue in  the cysteine-rich region 
at positions 397 o r  400 [[28,30] (num bering from  30)].

A dditional file 2 displays the catalogue o f  venom  toxin 
transcripts present in each o f  the four Echis vgDbESTs 
based upon  significant (> le-05 ) BLAST annotation . Pres
en tation  o f  the fully assem bled and  anno ta ted  vgDbESTs 
can be viewed at http://venom s.liv .ac.uk. The sequences 
reported in  this paper have also been subm itted  into 
dbEST division o f  the public database GenBank: E. colora
tus [GenBank: GR947900-G R948969], £. c. sochureki 
[GenBank: GR948970-G R950126] and  E. p. leakeyi [Gen
Bank: £ R m L 2 Z -£ E 2 !I2 iM ].

All anim al experim entation was conducted using stand 
ard protocols approved by the University o f  Liverpool 
Animal Welfare Com m ittee and perform ed w ith the 
approval o f  the UK H om e Office (40 /3216) under project 
licence # 40/3216.
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Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471- 
2164-10-564-S2.doc]

Additional file 3
An overview o f clustering processes for three species o f the genus 
Echis. The graph demonstrates the percentage of ESTs that are added to 
clusters (ESTs >1) as the cumulative number of ESTs entering the data
base increase. In all species the number of ESTs affecting the proportion 
of EST clusters and singletons reaches a plateau after 800 sequences. 
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471- 
2164-10-564-S3.jpeg[
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